Makerere University started in 1922 as a humble technical school enrolling 14 day students of Carpentry, Building and Mechanics. Nine decades later, the University has made giant strides—enrolling over 35,000 students in over 145 study programmes hosted by nine colleges spread across various campuses. As one of the the first higher education institutions in East and Central Africa, the university has had to contend with a multiplicity of issues, including relevance, curricula reform, community engagement and graduate employability; access, equity, massification and quality assurance; national politics, regulation, institutional autonomy and academic freedom; funding and financial management; student politics and activism, staff unionisation, management and brain drain; physical resources expansion, utilisation and maintenance; liberalisation, privatisation, commercialisation and internationalisation; Information and Communication Technology (ICT); and institutional leadership and integrity. Today, the University stands out proudly as a hallmark of innovation and excellence in teaching, research and community engagement, notwithstanding the challenges it has experienced over the years. As it celebrates 90 years, the higher education scholarly and policy fraternity take the opportunity to honour and continue the University’s tradition of scholarship and innovation—through contributing ideas for dealing with some of the challenges that the University and similar institutions are contending with. Although studies of Makerere University have been included, it must be understood that this book is not necessarily about the University. Additional studies have been drawn from Botswana, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania and other institutions in Uganda.
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Foreword

The thirteen chapters in this book highlight the importance of universities as centres for the generation of knowledge, trainers of skilled workers and creators of the next generation of thinkers. They also emphasise the uniqueness of a university. A university is a multidisciplinary institution that gives space for the search and transmission of all knowledge. Although practical work skills may be delivered in some of its units, a university is not a vocational institute aiming at turning out artisans. A university is concerned with the training of the mind to think, generate ideas, innovate for society and create the next generation of thinkers. To do so effectively, a university needs complete institutional and academic freedom.

The history of Makerere since the 1970 Act was enacted has shown that whenever these twin freedoms are impinged on by internal or external forces, the quality of research and teaching suffers. It is important that oppressive residuals of that infamous Act, which were incorporated into the Universities and Other Tertiary Institutions’ Act (UOTIA) of 2001, are repealed.

This book comes at a point when Makerere must decide whether, as Sicherman (2005) put it, “it is a university of Africa or in Africa”. Is Makerere a foreign university located in Africa, using foreign theoretical conceptions to teach, analyse issues and train the next generation of academics using imported knowledge? Is Makerere, after 90 years of existence, trying to do original home-based research and locally training its postgraduate students?
Mahmood Mamdani’s chapter (seven) deals with this issue aptly. For him, Makerere can only stand up when it adopts a knowledge production model that uses locally generated knowledge and also trains the next generation of academics at home. He feels that the best option for African universities is to locally generate their own knowledge and locally train the next generation of academics in institutions in “which they will have to work” using the best available technology in knowledge creation and dissemination. He advises that “postgraduate education, research and institution building” should be part of a single coin and abhors “the spread of a corrosive consultancy culture”. This culture makes African academics mere data collectors whose role is to answer questions set by overseas clients who use the same data to get finished knowledge products for re-export to African universities for use in our lecture rooms. African universities must create their knowledge and train their academics if they are to be “of Africa”.

Pursuing the same theme of creating an intellectually based African university, Karim Ssesanga discusses the factors that make a university attract and retain intellectual capital (i.e. brilliant academics). He feels that well governed institutions with good remuneration and facilities for research and training are key to staff attraction and retention. He feels that Makerere’s ability to do so will determine its quality. Haruna Yakubu (Chapter 1) follows up the same theme by stating that African universities must use science and technology to generate knowledge, innovate for society and thereby play their true role in African development. He also feels that the role of higher education is not only to train for the market, but also to generate knowledge, innovate and create the next generation of academics.
A number of other issues are discussed in this collection. Philipo Lonati Sanga (Chapter 2) discusses the impact of cross-border higher education and its impact on a university such as Makerere. Although he believes these programmes increase access and affordability, their quality is difficult to determine or regulate. Fred Bakkabulindi discusses the role of an individual in changing university behaviour, tradition and development. He uses William Senteza-Kajubi’s impact on the Uganda higher education landscape as an example. Senteza-Kajubi advocated increased access, fairness and the deregulation of Uganda’s higher education to permit private universities to operate. Noah, Oni and Bolaji discuss the impact of deregulation (privatisation) of the higher education sector on education quality in Nigeria. They conclude, like many of us in East Africa have done, that privatisation has “had positive and negative outcomes.” Although access was expanded, quality was compromised as Mamdani (2007) observed. Ssempebwa, Mulumba and Edopu (Chapter 5) discuss the factors that influence student movements across borders. They point out that, in the East African region, Uganda has had a competitive edge. But “its ability to retain these students and to attract more will depend on the quality” of Ugandan HEIs. Ddungu (Chapter 6) discusses the “attributes of human capital developed by Ugandan universities and students’ postgraduate motives”. His findings are that knowledge delivered by our universities does not meet students’ postgraduate motives, and universities are not responding to the market demands for relevant knowledge and skills. He advises that we should pay attention to “industry-specific knowledge”. His chapter, however, does not address the difference between a university and a vocational institution. In Chapter 9, Gebru discusses the responsiveness of Ethiopian universities to the
labour market. He feels that there is a mismatch between market demands and what is taught in universities. Teaching in Ethiopian universities is still “traditional”; based on theoretical analysis of known knowledge. In Chapter 10, Lester Brian Shawa discusses the challenges of university governance in Malawi. He briefly points out the impact of neoliberal policies on governance. State interference in the management of universities is one of the major problems impacting on the ability of universities to perform their roles as knowledge producers and disseminators.

These chapters show the problems of defining higher education, particularly what characterises an ideal or Model University for Africa — and in Africa. It is important for us to constantly define what a university is, the nature of the university we would like to have in Africa, and the steps we should take to Africanise the production and content of knowledge for passing on to the next generation of academics in Africa. How long can we continue to import over 80% of the knowledge we use in our textbooks and curricula? The chapters in this volume may not answer all the questions, but they are part of the debate.
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Chapter 1

Higher Education for Innovation and Development¹

Haruna Yakubu

Introduction

Issues at the intersection of higher education, innovation and development might not be topical for much of the developed world because that is what they have been pre-occupied with since the dawn of the industrial age. For them, the relation between science, technology, innovation and higher education has long been well established. For us here in Africa, it is heart-warming that such a linkage is becoming concretised in the scholarly community and industry. The linkage is gradually filtering into the national policy apparatuses of various African countries.

One could actually say that there are two aspects to the topic under discussion. That is, Higher Education for Development, as well as Innovation for Development. Both Higher Education and Innovation are linked to development because they are ways through which the learning of new ideas and the establishment

¹ This is a slightly edited version of a paper delivered as a keynote address by the author at the Eighth Regional Higher Education Research and Policy Network Conference. The paper is published herein with the kind permission of the author.
of new frontiers of knowledge and progress are registered. It is
the diffusion of innovations that are products of sciences and
technology research for social good that will ultimately define our
national and continental development. It was so for the developed
world. It has been so for the BRIC countries and it must be so for
our dear Africa. Banking on the promotion of science, technology
and innovation through higher education and industry linkages is
the tried and tested path to national development.

This chapter will be anchored around two nodes:

• Higher education and national science, technology and
innovation research capacity; and

• The communication of innovations.

The linking of science and technology (S&T) with innovation
as a policy in many African countries is a recent one. Linking
innovation to national development capacity is largely a recent
idea in the discourse of national development in most African
countries.

Indeed, as recently as between 2000 and 2004, in Ghana,
government policy on S&T in relation to national development
shied away from the imperative of innovation. Science and
technology research was not clearly articulated as the source of
innovation for development. So, it was only in 2010 that a new
National Science, Technology and Innovation Policy added the
innovation factor as an imperative of national development. Why
did it take Ghana so long to discover the need for local science
and technology research to generate innovations in answer to
her national development needs? I want to suggest that this late
wake-up call to putting innovation generation and diffusion on

---

the national agenda is a fallout from the type of development paradigm that we put in place as a country in the post-colonial era. This development paradigm called modernisation considered the transfer of science, and technology results from the developed countries to the developing countries as a means to leapfrogging into a developed status. After years of a policy and practice of modernisation and technology transfer, we are beginning to realise the importance of local generation of technological innovations. For me, then, it is heart-warming that the state apparatus in Ghana has recognised the need to widen the focus on Science and Technology to Science, Technology and Innovation, even if belatedly.

**Higher Education and National Science, Technology and Innovation Capacity**

I think there is no second guessing the significance of higher education to national and continental development. Across the spectrum of state, industry and civil society groups, one easily gets a consensus on the importance of tertiary education. However, this generally accepted belief about higher education looks flimsy upon interrogation. Before doing this interrogation on our continental record on higher education in the last decade or two, let us step back a bit and remind ourselves about the centrality of higher education.

The first point is that higher education is the only avenue for the production of the high calibre human resource required for knowledge generation, through research and experimentation, leading to the creation and adoption of innovation. A National

---

Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges in the United States working paper states that “tertiary education institutions support knowledge-driven economic growth strategies and poverty reduction by generating new knowledge, building the capacity to access existing stores of global knowledge and adapting that knowledge to local use” (p. 7). It goes on to point out that the basic and applied research work carried out at universities leads to the production of technical innovations, adding that, indeed, “progress in agriculture, health and the environmental sectors, science, engineering and technology is heavily dependent on the application of such innovations” (p. 7).

In the past, universities had to contend with their traditional mandate as being institutions for the generation of knowledge, teaching and occasional service to the community. The production of knowledge through research and peer communication has now given way to a widened mandate. This requires that knowledge itself is not enough until it is translated into a form of benefit or reward for society. Generally, such a transformation occurs through the medium of innovation production and diffusion. That transformation of knowledge into diffusible innovation is central to attempts by universities to be relevant and justify massive public investment. For the developed countries and the BRIC countries, this has been the route through which they have evolved or are evolving a knowledge economy. There is now widespread consensus that knowledge production triggers economic growth.

However, if universities are expected to contribute to national development through research in science, technology and innovation, we should ask ourselves: Is there a role for universities as knowledge producing institutions in national development plans across Africa? This is a question that Cloete et al.\(^5\) asked in their comprehensive study of universities and economic development in Africa. They used a sample of eight African countries (Botswana, Tanzania, Mozambique, Ghana, Uganda, Mauritius, Kenya and South Africa) to undertake the study. Generally, the findings suggest that there is a serious disconnect between authors of national development plans and universities, while several of these countries failed to articulate a serious link between knowledge production as the core business of universities and national development. At best, as knowledge production institutions, universities are focused on national human resource development, and not knowledge for innovation development and diffusion.

This disconnect is a result of the fact that African national development planning institutions are used to the administration of development practice as a modernisation process of technology transfer and foreign dependency. Technology transfer is not an easy solution to development. As Desai et al. have pointed out in their UNDP publication:

> Not all countries need to be on the cutting edge of global technological advance. But every country needs the capacity to understand and adapt global technologies for local needs. It is often mistakenly assumed that technology transfer and diffusion are relatively easy, that developing countries can simply import and apply knowledge from outside by

obtaining equipment, seeds and pills. But for firms or farms to use a new technology—to identify its potential benefits, to learn it, adapt it and use it—requires new skills and the ability to learn and develop new skills with ease.6

Neil Postman on his part has warned us that a new technology “is not additive, it is ecological. A new technology does not just add something, it changes everything.”7 What he sought to point out was that technology is not a value free addition to our lot. It defines our lot and path to the future. And if all that you do is dependent on technology transfer, it sets you up on a path of dependency. Technology transfer can only be helpful to the national development process if it is tied to local capacity generation to complement through research and the generation of useful innovations. This then is the challenge of our time: How do we influence the policy process to shift its gaze from external sources to potential internal sources? In recent times, we have heard arguments for prioritising local content in the oil and gas sector. We should be extending this to local content capacity building in the transfer of technology.

Realising our local capacity in science, technology and innovation generation will depend on the capacity of our HEIs, and our prioritisation of science and engineering education at the tertiary level.

The general state of higher education is one that needs serious attention from governments on the continent. In many global rankings of issues related to higher education, and scholarly and research output, the usual story is that African countries compete


7 Neil Postman (1992) Technopony, the surrender of culture to technology
from the bottom or are unlisted due to lack of statistical data. And where data is available, the facts are often grim. According to the African Network of Scientific and Technological Institutions (ANSTI, 2003), in several African university departments, only 30% to 40% of required faculty are at post. The average on the continent is 70%. A 2005 ANSTI study of faculty in science and engineering departments in Nairobi, Addis Ababa, Malawi, Lagos, Ahmado Bello, Jomo Kenyatta, Dar es Salaam, Botswana, Ibadan and Cape Coast showed that some 50% of staff had doctoral degrees. Meanwhile, the International Organisation of Migration reported in 2005 that about 40,000 Africans with PhDs lived outside the continent with 10,000 of them being Nigerian academics working in the United States.

Prof. Wisdom Tettey (2006) based in Alberta, Canada reported from his 2006 study that 43% of University of Nairobi faculty and 50% of University of Ghana faculty are over 50 years of age and nearing retirement. In recent times, there has been injection of a crop of younger faculty, but the expansion in higher educational institutions, both public and private, suggests that this trend might not have changed much after six years.

With all these odds against higher education on the continent, how can African universities assert themselves as significant agents in the business of knowledge production and innovation? Generally, research output by way of publications is the measure by which we can rank universities as knowledge production centres. But imagine that the best story in an African university is that faculty research output is at an average of one article published per year per member of the academic staff. Outside South Africa,

Makerere ranks top with an average of one article in every five years. For the rest of Africa, the average comes to one article in every 10 years. Such an abysmal record of research output gives Sub-Saharan Africa a record of contributing only 0.7% of global scientific output.

Ugandan academic, Mahmood Mamdani, in bemoaning the current conditions said, “The global market tends to relegate Africa to providing raw material (data) to outside academics who process it and then re-export their theories back to Africa.”

**What is the Purpose of Higher Education?**

Primarily, higher education leads to an advanced level of understanding in a particular field of knowledge. But above this, it must be a mechanism for learning the tools and methods of producing knowledge. This is a key requirement of higher education, especially graduate training, as it is not just what knowledge you learn while in graduate school, but rather the ability to keep on learning and producing new knowledge long after graduation that is the hallmark of graduate training. Where higher education properly plays this function, education and training become the key drivers of productivity and economic and social development.

---

10 Cloete et al. 2011
13 Augusto Lopez-Claros and Yasmin N. Mata, (2011). “Policies and Institutions underpinning country innovation: Results from the Innovation Capacity Index”.
development. These countries include Japan, Finland, Sweden, Korea, Taiwan and Israel.

The gap between the developed countries and developing countries in terms of investment in R&D relative to their economies is quite high. “For example, the gross domestic expenditure on R&D shares of Sweden and Finland are respectively nearly 400 and 350 times that of Zambia”.14 Most of the African countries do not report their expenditure on R&D. Of the few that report, Zambia spends about 0.01% of its GDP on R&D while Uganda reported highest at 0.74% (excluding South Africa). In Ghana, the 2010 National Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) Policy document wishes to push for 1% of GDP to support STI in the future. Compare this to the fact that the European Union is targeting 3% of GDP investment in R&D. We are speaking here of percentage terms and not absolute terms.

My submission is that given our developmental challenges in Africa, we need to spend more in percentage terms of GDP on R&D if we are to make any progress in maximising the innovative application of science and technology to our everyday lives. While we have not achieved the targeted expenditure of 1% of GDP on R&D yet, it is important to emphasise that 1% is not good enough. Our STI policy entrepreneurs have a huge job to do here. We need to articulate investment in STI as a cost-effective route to national development rather than a bottomless pit to throw money into.

I want to use Ghana as an example here. For several years now, the Savannah Agricultural Research Institute (SARI) has been engaged in the breeding of new varieties of crops and in the

extension of the results to farmers. Farmers have, in turn, been adopting these new drought and disease resistant, high yielding varieties. The country has been a winner in this. However, we have not quantified the financial benefits of SARI’s achievements in this area. If we articulated these achievements to policymakers, additional investment in R&D would be seen as financially rewarding to the country. That would then mean that national budgetary allocations to institutions of research and higher education will not be limited to salaries and emoluments. It will be extended to provisions for research.

Nearby SARI’s offices is the Nyankpala campus of the University for Development Studies (UDS), where some high impact studies are carried out on using false yam as animal feed for guinea fowls. Providing cheap animal feed is one of the biggest challenges facing meat production. Meanwhile, false yam is a wild crop, growing in abundance across the Savannah regions of Ghana. It is considered to be a nuisance to crop farmers because once false yam shoots start showing up on a piece of arable land, the land becomes difficult to use for economic production. Investing in commercialising the production of animal feed from false yam could have a win-win outcome for all parties involved. It will provide cheap animal feed to livestock farmers, provide relief to crop farmers whose arable lands are being taken over by the wild crop and, in the end, contribute to the national economy.

I think the two cases of crop research at SARI and animal feed research at UDS exemplify what I consider to be the biggest challenge facing STI policy entrepreneurs. How do we quantify the economic benefits of innovations borne out of research? How do we translate that quantification into monetary terms to make sense to the policymaker? This is how we can demonstrate that
investing in STI research at higher educational institutions results in generous returns.

Investment in R&D is directly related to investment in higher education, graduate training and research. Failing to invest in R&D, higher education, and graduate training in science and engineering will mean that African universities will continue to lag behind. This current situation of poor research output\textsuperscript{15} means that African universities have become centres of knowledge consumption rather than knowledge production. By this I mean that with virtually no research budgets, no national granting councils to apply to, and low levels of support from the private sector, African universities are restricted to their teaching mandate. Inevitably, it is the knowledge produced from non-African research output that is being used in our classrooms and libraries.

**Foundation for Capacity Building**

Every now and then, we hear political actors and members of civil society bemoan the fact that our universities and polytechnics produce a disproportionately low number of graduates in science and engineering. It is true that universities and polytechnics may be overproducing graduates in social sciences and humanities. But the issue does not rest with universities and polytechnics alone to resolve. These institutions depend on the categories of candidates that come from the feeder institutions of second cycle schools, whose abilities are also determined by the level of investment in science education that governments are ready to commit. Investing in science education at the secondary level will ultimately produce the right numbers for tertiary institutions to admit.

\textsuperscript{15} Africa contributes only 0.7\% to the global scientific output.
African governments that want to reverse the current situation of a disproportionately large number of graduates from social sciences and humanities should start with a commitment to ensuring that a large proportion of all second cycle students are science majors. This will mean that when admissions to the universities are being carried out, there will be enough science and engineering prospects.

The second step will be to make a bold commitment to investing in the science and engineering capacities of universities. With a few exceptions, privately sponsored universities are unable to meet the high financial requirement of investments in science and engineering programmes. As a result, they are often focused on offering programmes in the arts, humanities and business. It is left only to African governments to come up with innovative mechanisms for increasing investment in science and engineering education at the second cycle and tertiary levels of education.

We should avoid the tendency to over-rely on donor support to finance higher education. It is not sustainable. A sustainable approach is to tie it to a percentage levy of major economic activities and put it in a dedicated fund. An example of tying a percentage levy to a major economic activity is the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS) levy that importers pay when they bring certain types of goods into ECOWAS countries. A similar levy could be used to support higher educational capacity building.

**Communication of Science and Technology Innovation**

Research output in science and technology alone is not enough. I have already pointed out that knowledge must be tied to the production of useful innovations, and then diffused to social ends before we can begin to reckon in full the value of the
knowledge so produced. That is why I want to emphasise that the communication of science and technology innovation must be of prime importance to scientists as well. The days of limiting our work to peer level communication through journal publications only are over. Scientific journal publication is the first step to authenticate the work. But moving beyond that level is now a requirement for all scientists if society is to appreciate the value for money being expended on them. I have already mentioned the work of SARI and UDS Nyankpala.

It is instructive to note that African countries, as in other global rankings, fare badly in the global Technology Achievement Index (TAI). The index aims to capture technological achievements of a country in four dimensions:

- Creating new technology;
- Diffusing the adoption of new technologies;
- Diffusion of long existing technologies that are still basic inputs into the industrial and network age; and
- Building a human skill base for technological creation and adoption.

The focus of TAI on outcomes and achievements puts premium not just on knowledge production, but on adopted useful innovations borne out of research (Human Development Report 2001 p. 46). TAI ranking is based on composite calculation mechanism. While such a methodology does have its problems, it is reasonably reliable in giving us a true picture of our situation.

Several scholarly and industry attempts have been made at defining what innovation is. From science and technologies studies to agricultural extension, from medicine to cultural
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studies, one gets variations in the definition. What is common to most of these definitions is the emphasis that the idea, process, or product identified as an innovation must be characterised as new to the social system to which it is being introduced. The working definition for this presentation is borrowed from Everett Rogers (2003) who put it that,

...an innovation is an idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption. It matters little, so far as human behaviour is concerned, whether or not the idea is ‘objectively’ new as measured by the lapse of time since its first use or discovery.\(^{17}\)

Rogers’ definition is done within the context of innovation diffusion studies. And that is why this definition is instructive. The relevance of innovation to development depends on its adoption. It is only when an innovation is being adopted that we can begin to reckon its significance to development.

Communicating innovations, ensuring their adoption, as well as communicating the significance of the work of the scientist to other stakeholders in national development are very important dimensions of the work of scientists that have not been given proper attention. Often, scientists are not good at telling their own success stories. Presenting findings in a matter-of-fact manner is not necessarily the same as translating one’s work into the language that key stakeholders such as policymakers understand. Our scientists might have mastered the professional art of peer–to–peer communication. It is the fine art of popular communication and stakeholder communication that we need to build upon. In this regard, we need a paradigm shift in our education of scientists to

include training in communication skills. The onset of the digital communication platforms has engendered new types of literacies that have now become a “must-have” skill set for actors in the STI research community.

The traditional academic setting of researching and publishing in peer forums such as books and journals is still most relevant. There is no doubt about that. But the academic researcher, or knowledge production worker of today, is in a new milieu that is far from his/her predecessor. Walter Ong (2002)\(^\text{18}\) reminds us that it was the then new technology of print that ‘technologised’ the world, and gave us the book as the principal medium of the pre-digital age and defined our academic culture with the mandate of producing knowledge. In the last 20 years, computer-mediated communication has become the common platform for producing and sharing knowledge. This transformation has given rise to new types of literacies that STI researchers must have before they can properly function in the digital era. Some of these include: computer literacy, information literacy, visual literacy, and media literacy.

Brill, Kim and Branch (2001) define visual literacy as:

A group of acquired competencies for interpreting and composing visible messages. A visually literate person is able to: (a) discriminate, and make sense of visible objects as part of a visual acuity; (b) create static and dynamic visible objects effectively in a defined space; (c) comprehend and appreciate the visual testaments of others; and (d) conjure objects in the mind’s eye.\(^\text{19}\)


\(^{19}\) Brill, J.M., Kim, D. and Branch, R.M., (2001). “Visual literacy defined: the results of a Delphi study - Can IVLA (operationally) define visual literacy?” In
The skill-sets that define these literacies are not exclusive to each other. For instance, visual literacy can sometimes be seen as part of information literacy, while media literacy can be seen as encompassing all the other literacies. Increasingly, these competencies are becoming basic requirements for researchers. Teaching now requires a familiarity with various types of literacies.

In view of these, I want to suggest that our academic programming for the training of our future researchers should incorporate the acquisition of these literacies as part of the training process. In the past, a discovery had to wait to be brought to the light of the day through a snail-paced academic publishing system before it could be re-packaged for popular readership. Today, an innovative researcher-blogger can actually build a popular community of interest around his or her work before it travels through the academic publishing mill. It is this popular community of interest that can translate into policy discourse, leading to increased budgetary allocation from principal sponsors such as governments.

For instance, in Ghana, I am still not sure if our policymakers have been properly informed about the work of SARI and UDS Nyankpala on how these innovations have contributed to increasing national food production. But definitely, the global scholarly communities in food crop and animal sciences have been informed through the academic press. Can we imagine for a moment the change if these researchers had social media skills and were blogging and uploading video clips of the socioeconomic transformations that their works are bringing to the rural communities of the Savannah? This would transform

their function and bring the benefits of research to the attention of planners and funders.

**Conclusion**

I want to conclude on the note of emphasising that translating STI information and knowledge for popular consumption is a “must-have” skill that we need to provide to our researchers. The social media front is a frontier that we should consider as equally important as the peer level academic journal publication. Recognising the acquisition of media literacy as part of the vocation of STI researcher will allow for effective diffusion of innovation and assure the taxpayer that his or her money is being put to good use. Policy makers and policy executors will also discover the important work of STI researchers and will find innovative ways of funding our work. The communicative dimension of STI is being underscored here precisely because our STI capacity is tied to the quantum of resource allocation for the sector. We need to find a way to tell our story to stakeholders in Africa. And no other group can tell it better than a well-trained STI researcher.

I also want to remind us that the link between science and technology, on the one hand, and innovation, on the other, is communication. I showed how, in Ghana, the shift from science and technology to science, technology and innovation as part of our national development trajectory moved the work of the scientist from a recluse academic to that of a development worker. The hitherto recluse academic might have mastered his or her work as a knowledge producer but the era of talking science, technology and innovation means that the STI researchers in Africa have to be engaged in our various national development discourse as pivotal players. This is how higher education can speak strongly to national development.
Chapter 2

Challenges and Opportunities for Quality Assurance of Cross-Border Higher Education in East Africa

Philipo Lonati Sanga

Introduction
Cross-border higher education (CBHE) “is a multifaceted phenomenon which includes the movement of people (students and faculty), providers (HEIs with a physical and/or virtual presence in a host country), and academic content (such as the development of joint curricula)” (International Association of Universities et al., 2005, p.6). Due to a number of factors, interest in this approach to higher education development and delivery is growing in many countries. These factors include changes in the composition of student population and student mobility (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2004); staff and programme mobility; long distance educational delivery and the global trend of massification of higher education. Other forces behind the significance of CBHE are the nation’s increasing awareness on the role that CBHE can play in building national capacity and enhancing regional and global collaborations
increased demand for higher and continuing education; and the role of ICT in delivering education.

Many HEIs consider CBHE as a strategic approach to cultivate collaborations; assist receiving nations in human resource development; generate revenue; and respond to the global demand for an educated workforce and a globalised society (Chetro-Szivos, 2010). Besides being an opportunity for both receiving and providing nations, CBHE poses several challenges to the education sector. Due to a nation’s incapacity to satisfy the educational demands of all students, there is a general belief that various forms of CBHE can offer better opportunities for improving the skills and competencies of students from the receiving country (Vincent-Lancrin & Pfotenhauer, 2012) than solely relying on domestically supplied education. For instance, while exporting institutions and nations gain from expanding student enrolment and income through tuition fees, importing nations benefit by supplementing the domestic supply of education and gain an educational alternative for their population. On the other hand, a significant challenge in programme mobility is to determine who awards the course credits or final credentials for the programme. Perhaps more important is to find out whether or not the qualifications are credible or recognised for employment or lifelong learning in the receiving country and elsewhere.

In East Africa, the re-establishment of the East African Community, on November 30, 1999, created an opportunity through which CBHE would be more officially promoted and executed within the signatory countries. Although there is a high level of interaction among the East African countries in terms of higher education, they still need more rigorous collaborations among themselves. Besides, the liberalisation of campuses of public

(Moore & Lambert, 1996); increased demand for higher and continuing education; and the role of ICT in delivering education.
universities and globalisation have compelled these countries to promote the role of private universities and distance education to meet the rapidly growing demand for higher education. Of course, this is a global trend.

This chapter presents a few challenges and opportunities for quality assurance in CBHE in East Africa. The new East African Community consists of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, South Sudan, Tanzania and Uganda. This chapter focuses on cases from Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. These are the member countries of the former East African Community and they are the countries with the most well established and coordinated higher education systems within the Community. However, we must hasten to admit that CBHE in East Africa is still at its infancy stage. As a result, it is a serious challenge to find any useful statistics on its state in any of these three countries. This chapter is expected to provoke the educators’ and researchers’ interests in this borderless educational delivery from East Africa and elsewhere.

**Rationale for Cross-Border Higher Education**

CBHE includes higher education that takes place when students follow a course or programme of study that has been produced, and is continuing to be maintained, in a country different from the one in which they are dwelling (Knight, 2007; Uvalic-Trumbic, 2008). Cross-border higher education is sometimes referred to as transnational education or borderless education. Being one manifestation of globalisation, reasons for the emergence of CBHE include changing demographics among nations; substantial growth of student populations worldwide; movement to lifelong learning and the expansion of knowledge economy; and the ICT revolution. Other reasons are the inability of national systems to offer educational opportunities to all and the global demand for
internationally acceptable knowledge-based competencies. These considerations culminated in the reality that national sovereignty over higher education is reinforced by the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) of the World Trade Organisation (Knight, 2006). Thus, higher education has been closely aligned with business and economic development of nations. At this juncture, it seems legitimate to question whether HEIs will persistently preserve their missions and visions to execute their core functions.

Benefits of and Threats to Cross-Border Higher Education

CBHE has a number of benefits to both the receiving and the providing country. For instance, the cooperating institutions, teaching staff and students benefit from the cross-fertilisation of knowledge, skills and cultures thereby fostering human understanding across borders. Further, CBHE boosts national educational demands to attain an international dimension of research and teaching and hence institutional quality improvement. Njuguna and Itegi (2013) accurately comment that such regional networks give countries strength to compete on a global arena. This is particularly important in this globalisation era when we witness African countries being deeply engaged in pursuing the Western type of development, sometimes without consideration of their local contexts.

The cross-border mode of delivery creates not only opportunities for knowledge and technology exchange and transfer and the promise to penetrate new markets, but also stimulates competition for scarce resources, especially human capital. However, the practicality of knowledge and technology exchange is usually disturbing due to the inequalities that are
likely to emerge between partners. In this situation, the role of governments becomes crucial in providing the necessary structures and procedures that harmonise and strengthen international bonds.

Further, this mode of delivery has several threats; not only to the provider but also the receiver. For instance, although it is generally claimed that CBHE offers an opportunity for a choice of high quality courses, deep inequalities tend to exist (Knight, 2006) between the participating countries. A few countries may dominate the global scientific system and unfortunately new technologies are basically owned by multinational academic institutions from major developed countries. This makes most of East African countries dependent on major academic superpowers. Furthermore, the absence of vibrant regional quality assurance and accreditation mechanisms in East Africa imposes quality risks such as selling and buying of fake degrees which educe a negative impression of cross-border education. It is against such situations that some institutions decide to introduce courses both online and offline through compulsory attendance mode for distance learners.

**Quality Assurance for Higher Education in East Africa**

Each university in East Africa has some sort of quality assurance mechanism in the form of regulations and criteria of academic staff recruitment and appraisal, rules and regulations on academic activity performance, student evaluations of course delivery, stakeholder involvement in the curriculum review process, external examination systems, and academic auditing as conducted by some universities (Nkunya, 2008). Besides individual universities’ own quality assurance mechanisms, there are national educational quality assurance agencies for each country.
At the university level, the first accreditation agency in Africa was Kenya’s Commission for Higher Education which was established in 1985 by an Act of Parliament, the Universities Act Cap 210B (National Council for Law Reporting, 2012). This Commission started as a result of public concerns about the quality of higher education and the existence of several institutions offering “university education whose establishment and development was uncoordinated and unregulated” (Hayward, 2006, p. 12). Among its functions were accreditation and inspection of institutions of higher education. The real accreditation process began in 1989 in Kenya only for private universities. Among the first to be accredited was the Catholic University of East Africa. Accreditation in Kenya is now a requirement for private universities, public universities other than those established by an Act of Parliament, foreign universities, and any other agency operating on behalf of any of those institutions. The Commission for Higher Education was succeeded by the Commission for University Education (CUE) with effect from 2012.

In Tanzania, the Higher Education Accreditation Council which had been in operation since 1995 was then succeeded by the Tanzania Commission for Universities (TCU) beginning on July 1, 2005. Previously, all universities and non-university HEIs implemented their obligatory functions as set forth in their individual Acts of Parliament or constitutions including the development of internal quality assurance systems. The TCU is entrusteed to recognise, approve, register, and accredit universities and university colleges (both campus and distance modes of delivery) operating in Tanzania and local or foreign university-level programmes being offered by non-registered HEIs (TCU, 2010). This Commission also coordinates the proper functioning of all
university institutions in Tanzania so as to foster a harmonised higher education system in the country. In order to ensure that such a harmonious higher education system does not compromise institutional peculiarities and autonomy, each university has the legal right to operate under its own charter.

Having realised the truth that global forces are transforming the way higher education is being delivered, Uganda sought to set up a regulatory body for higher education. Thus, the NCHE was established in 2001 by the UOTIA (Republic of Uganda 2001). This is a semi-autonomous and self-accounting body. The core mission of this agency is to set standards and regulations to ensure that all public and private tertiary education institutions in Uganda create, sustain, and provide relevant and quality higher education for all qualified Ugandans and to meet the local and global higher education challenges of the future.

Like many other places around the world, the guidelines for quality assurance as stipulated by the TCU, the CUE, and the NCHE have many similarities. In general, except for the variations in nomenclature, the higher education quality assurance agencies in these three countries insist on similar core standards and indicators for quality assurance. Nevertheless, there are few standards and guidelines which seem to be unique to each country. For instance, while the NCHE of Uganda specifies physical resources, the CUE of Kenya and the TCU focus on facilities in general. Further, the TCU and the NCHE highlight the campus size as a separate issue which counts when assessing quality of higher education. Understandably, campus size may be an issue of concern for conventional and dual modes of delivery but not necessarily a factor to consider for cross-border educational delivery.
Common components of institutional quality assurance guidelines in East Africa are: Institutional objectives, mission and vision; strategic planning; institutional governance; academic character or orientation; academic programmes or curricula on offer; quality of teaching and learning; human resource and academic staffing; availability and quality of facilities such as library services and the extent of mobilisation and management of financial resources.

**Challenges in Implementing Cross-Border Higher Education in East Africa**

Although I have described earlier the general threats to cross-border higher education (CBHE), in this section, I intend to provide a detailed discussion on the challenges that are encountered specifically by the East African countries as they engage in implementing CBHE.

Establishing and managing quality assurance for both incoming and outgoing educational programmes is not an easy task. Despite the strengths of mutual collaboration for provision and quality assurance of higher education, East African countries face a number of challenges related to regional implementation of CBHE.

**International Challenges: The Global North Hegemony**

In this context, the Global North consists of countries which are mainly former colonial powers and the Global South consists of formerly colonised countries which include all East African countries. Some authors call the Global North Developed Countries or First World Countries and the Global South Developing Countries or Third World Countries. What is clear is that quality assurance in higher education is increasingly
becoming a global venture positioned in a field characterised by significant asymmetries (Ramirez, 2014). Belonging to countries of the Global South, HEIs in East Africa are predominantly prone to uncritically adopt approaches to quality assurance applied in the Global North. This is due to the fact that the diffusion of ideas and educational reform practices is progressively unidirectional, from the North to the South. Certainly, one is compelled to question who establishes international standards for quality and who benefits from such diffusion.

The most likely possibility of engaging in the implementation of CBHE at a wider international perspective is for the East African countries to experience a widening gap between themselves as losers and the North as winners. For instance, the United States of America, followed by Europe, have been regarded as the main exporters of accreditation and quality assurance guidelines and standards (Jackson, Davis & Jackson, 2010). As a result, there is an extrinsic desire of every institution to become world class – a phenomenon which is contentious but powerful and pervasive. Universities and other higher learning institutions are investing heavily in marketing and branding campaigns in order to acquire name recognition and to boost enrolments. Whether internationalisation of quality assurance of higher education promotes collaboration and joint problem-solving or exacerbates competition and power struggles depends on individual country’s preparedness for globalisation. Whereas the Global North seems to depict aggressive competition, the East African countries are typically passive recipients of global ideas from the North. Thus, under such global power differences between the North and the South, CBHE can be used as a tool for perpetuating those differences instead of levelling the playing field.
Regional challenges: Intra and inter-national challenges
New technologies have been influential in increasing accessibility to education and have opened new avenues for cross-border education. Due to advancements in ICT, collaboration in providing and managing quality higher education is sometimes regarded as irrelevant because ICT facilitates an unrestricted penetration of knowledge and technology across borders. In addition, East African countries have different ICT policies and they certainly differ in the levels at which they have integrated technology in education. These differences may have some implication on the extent of harnessing the benefits of cross-border higher education (CBHE). Reliable ICT infrastructure will normally create a favourable environment for easy export and import of CBHE.

Agencies of quality assurance in the East African countries delineate the roles played by, for instance, the national governments, professional and academic bodies and student bodies too passively as compared to other international guidelines and standards such as OECD and UNESCO’s joint guideline as outlined in Uvalic-Trumbic (2008). This is a challenge because quality assurance of education is a shared responsibility among many stakeholders ranging from student bodies to national governments.

Despite the similarities that exist in many aspects, the general education systems and national educational philosophies of the three countries are different in certain fundamental aspects. For illustration, Tanzania and Uganda follow a 7-4-2-3 system in which there are seven years of primary education, six years of secondary education (divided into four years of ordinary or lower secondary and two years of advanced secondary school) and at least three years of higher education. Kenya follows an 8-4-4 system, which is eight years of primary education, four years of
secondary education and at least four years of higher education. These differences have a direct repercussion on student exchange across these countries. Sometimes, students are compelled to do either a bridging programme or a matriculation examination before they are admitted for university studies in a neighbouring country. Under these circumstances, quality of education may mean different things to different institutions and partner countries.

Autonomy and the powers of national accrediting agencies are not uniform across these countries. There is a notable proximity between universities and national structures of power which in East African situations has occasionally tended to curtail academic freedom and intellectual expansion among students and staff. There are several cases of serious government encroachment on university recruitment and renewal of professors’ contracts, university budgets, and institutions’ administrative procedures in general (Sifuna, 2012). It is further supported by Sifuna (2012, p.127) that although the governments are gradually withdrawing from supporting higher education, their political influence on management of higher education is still notable. Additionally, the incongruity of national quality assurance systems among themselves creates another challenge. As an illustration, Kenya’s Commission for University Education (CHE) describes the standards (provider’s commitment, design of curriculum, instruction, and course materials, development, staff support, student support, evaluation and assessment, and advertising) and procedures for quality assurance of open and distance learning programmes (CHE, 2008) while Tanzania’s and Uganda’s agencies are silent about it. Tanzania and Uganda apply the same
procedures and standards for both conventional and open and distance learning programmes.

In some cases, institutions and governments are worried that student mobility and foreign education could lead to displacement of local students by international students (Njuguna & Itegi, 2013). Likewise, CBHE tends to cater for an affluent market. That is why most students seeking it are privately sponsored, implying that students from poor economic backgrounds are technically deprived of it.

Institutions may cheat and provide exaggerated data to regional and international agencies on what they offer so as to gain the desired recognition. This challenge is in line with Sum’s (2005) view that HEIs are likely to provide exaggerated information about, for example, course/programme content and their delivery and claims on the local recognition of the same. Arguably, pressure from ranking systems of universities and advocacy for global competition are among the accelerating factors for the provision of exaggerated data. Every university is struggling to become “a world class university” (Ramirez, 2014) literally by any means.

Liberalisation policies of education have resulted in a rapid proliferation of HEIs, especially the private ones. Nations are witnessing a huge increase in the launching of universities and the transformation of existing non-degree offering colleges into universities. In my view, some of these institutions are not worthy of university status. Coupled with massification, whereby the numbers of the students surpass the available infrastructure, effective management of higher education is definitely at a crossroads. The problem of degree mills (HEIs that churn out graduates albeit without much regard for the relevance and quality of their educational attainment) has thus become one critical
concern of higher education quality assurance agencies in this region.

**Opportunities of Implementing Cross-Border Higher Education in East Africa**

The ensuing section is prepared to provide a brief analysis of opportunities of implementing cross-border higher education (CBHE) in East Africa. Quality assurance of CBHE by single-country initiatives is clearly cumbersome unless combined efforts from neighbouring countries are implemented. The discussed challenges notwithstanding, East African countries have certain opportunities which, if wisely tapped, the quality of received and provided CBHE may be guaranteed.

In 2006, the three East African higher education regulatory agencies: Kenya’s Commission for Higher Education (CHE), the NCHE in Uganda and Tanzania’s Commission for Universities (TCU) signed a memorandum of cooperation in a bid to streamline and harmonise higher education accreditation, quality assurance practices and procedures in the region (Buchere, 2009). A harmonised quality assurance system for East Africa, currently being developed, would help to ensure the standards and comparability of CBHE among member countries. Successful development of an East African Quality Assurance Framework would be a yardstick to ensure that university graduates in member countries attained the skills and competencies needed to be relevant to and competitive for jobs in the region and globally. Nonetheless, many years have passed without any substantial progress in developing the envisaged quality assurance framework. Concerted efforts should be made to ensure a more practical progress towards a full scale implementation of regional quality assurance mechanism.
The recent political will of government leaders of East African countries to invigorate a strong East African Community is a great opportunity to expand cooperation in political, economic, socio-cultural and, of course, educational sectors. Following this revival of the East African Community, many HEIs are intensifying their ties across the region. This is a unique opportunity for HEIs to work together and sustain their role as think tanks within the region. More significantly, some top government leaders and educational experts have been passionately advocating a harmonised system of provision and monitoring of higher education in East Africa.

The most prominent public universities of East African countries (Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, Makerere in Uganda and Nairobi in Kenya) have a long, shared and rich history. With their common history and multiple perspectives, they can share their knowledge to address the regional educational issues with a collective voice. It may be of interest to note that, towards the end of 2013, these universities jointly celebrated the start of the University of East Africa (UEA) at Makerere University. At the occasion, a permanent monument, a bust, was unveiled at Makerere for the first and only Chancellor of the UEA, the late Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere. These universities have the potential to provide leadership in offering high quality higher education at lower cost and less ‘restrictive residency model’ (Chetro-Szivos, 2010) to promote CBHE within the region. Despite the growing importance of the role of private higher education, public universities still deserve the leadership position in the provision of higher education because, compared to private universities, public universities are more directly monitored by the state (e.g. through appointment of university leaders, payment of
staff and provision of regulatory instruments) and the public has greater opportunity to critique the quality of their service delivery.

**Conclusion**
The global trend of higher education programme and student mobility signifies the reality that provision of cross-border higher education (CBHE) is increasingly becoming imperative in East Africa. Cross-border higher education has the potential to help countries provide accessible and affordable higher education to their citizens. However, CBHE is still making a negligible contribution to the provision of accessible and affordable higher education. The possible limitations to its effectiveness include: low level of technology used in delivery of education, poor and inadequate infrastructure and ineffective national government policies and priorities.

Whether CBHE providers are viewed as competitors or collaborators, or as opportunities or risks, depends on a country’s ability to develop appropriate policies and regulations to integrate foreign providers into a national higher education system which is capable of meeting social, cultural, and economic goals. Member institutions and countries need to realise that, despite their many similarities, the goals of higher education and quality assurance systems should be relevant to the respective country’s circumstances.

Equally significant, quality assurance of CBHE in East Africa has to be assessed to determine the extent of its juxtaposition to other international guidelines and standards such as those stipulated by OECD and UNESCO (Uvalic-Trumbic, 2008). This is necessary because globalisation pressure poses a paradox of cooperation and competition (Sanga, 2012). Our contemporary era seemingly emphasises the benefits of competition. By sheer
scale, however, we cooperate far more often than we compete. Then, the crucial challenging task for institutional and national educational leaders is to strike the balance between the need for cooperation and competition among their respective institutions and nations. If East African countries and HEIs perceive globalisation as an avenue for international cooperation to promote quality improvement in higher education, then careful attention ought to be paid to the ensuing aspects. Concentrate on quality for improvement as opposed to quality for accountability; recognise that quality is contextual; develop a reliable regional model of quality which does not necessarily conform to any international model; and realise that global power differences exist and CBHE can be one tool for perpetuating such differences.
Chapter 3

William Senteza-Kajubi as a Change Agent in Uganda’s Education System with Specific Reference to Widening Access to University Education

Fred E. K. Bakkabulindi

Introduction
In this chapter, I examine the life of William Senteza-Kajubi (1926–2012), formerly a Professor of Higher Education, as a change agent in Uganda’s education system. In particular, I highlight his contribution to widening access to university education.

Rogers (2003) defines a change agent as an “individual who influences clients’ innovation-decisions in a direction deemed desirable by a change agency” (p. 366). He goes on to observe that many different occupations fit that definition: teachers, consultants, public health workers, agricultural extension agents, development workers, and sales people. “All these change agents provide a communication link between a resource system with some kind of expertise and a client system” (p. 368). Rogers also defines another term which seems synonymous with a “change agent”, namely “champion”. He defines a “champion” as a
“charismatic individual who throws his or her weight behind an innovation, thus overcoming indifferences or resistance that the new idea may provoke in an organisation” (p. 414).

Stuart, Mills and Remus (2009) define champions as individuals who emerge to take creative ideas and bring them to life; who actively and enthusiastically promote an innovation, building support, overcoming resistance and ensuring that the innovation is implemented.

Rogers (2003) asserts that “the presence of an innovation champion contributes to the success of an innovation in an organisation” (p. 414). This is so because the change agent functions as a communication link between two or more social systems, playing several roles in the change process. These roles include:

- Developing a need for change on the part of clients;
- Establishing a change relationship with them;
- Diagnosing client problems; and
- Creating intent to change in the client(s) and translating this intent into action.

Leading change is one of the most important and difficult leadership responsibilities (Yukl, 2006). “The role of leadership at all levels of an organization… is paramount for spearheading innovation as a process and maintaining its momentum until innovation… occurs” (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010, p. 1156). Thus, it is important for managers to understand the reasons for, and the nature of, resistance against change and to adopt a clearly defined strategy for the initiation of change (Mullins, 2010).

Change management can be subdivided into two approaches: planned and unplanned. Planned change is a deliberate, pre-
meditated move to alter an organisation’s status. It is a change that is initiated and implemented by change leaders to either solve problems, adapt to changes or influence future changes. On the other hand, unplanned change is not sequential. Rather, it is chaotic and often involves shifting of goals, discontinuation of activities and making of unexpected combinations of changes. Nevertheless, for any change process to be successful, it must be properly managed.

In this chapter, I consider Senteza-Kajubi as an education leader who, true to the foregoing theoretical propositions, served as a change manager in Uganda's education system, especially in the area of widening access to university education.

**Who was Senteza-Kajubi?**

Senteza-Kajubi was born on December 24, 1926 to Yoweri Bugonzi Kajubi and Bulanina Namukomya of Busega, Kampala. He studied at Mackay Memorial Primary School, Nateete, Kampala (1933–1940) and Mengo Junior School in Kampala (1941–1942). Senteza-Kajubi’s calling in the early years was to be an agriculturalist, until his Head teacher at Mengo Junior School, Yofesi Y. B. Sempala, advised him to become a teacher. Shortly after, Sempala secured for him a vacancy at King’s College Budo, an elitist senior school.

Senteza-Kajubi stayed at Budo for four years (1943–1946) after which he proceeded to Makerere College, now Makerere University, where he studied Geography and Education (1947–1950). Senteza-Kajubi (2004, pp. 4–5) narrates how elitist and exclusive the Makerere College of his time was, saying that:

> Makerere College was at the apex of higher education in the whole of Eastern and Central Africa. It produced the elite leaders of the future for the entire Region. Teaching
and learning at Makerere at that time was not only a rare privilege, but also a great joy. It was almost a passport to heaven here on earth.

Moreover, he later went to the University of Chicago — another elitist HEI — to do an MA in Geography (1952–1955), as the first African Fulbright scholar (Nakyondwa, 2007).

Upon completion at Makerere College, Senteza-Kajubi embarked on teaching, starting at Kako Junior School in Masaka, in southern Uganda (1951–1952), and later, after his MA, at King’s College Budo (Nakyondwa, 2007). At the end of 1958, in what McGregor (2007, p. 152) described as a great loss to Buddo, Senteza-Kajubi was appointed to teach “Methods of teaching Geography in secondary schools” at Makerere University College.

In 1964, Senteza-Kajubi became the Director of the National Institute of Education (NIE). Domiciled at Makerere, the institute was responsible for the development of curricula, examination and certification of primary school teachers and also started the Grade V teachers’ course to train non-graduate secondary school teachers.

In 1977, he was appointed the Vice Chancellor of Makerere University, a position he occupied until 1979. Thereafter, he became a Professor of Higher Education at the same university. Ssekamwa (2008) reports that, as a Professor for Higher Education, he worked hard to establish a Department of Higher Education [now the EASHESD]…whose mandate was to design and promote a programme which should induct university lecturers and professors in teaching at university and… other tertiary institutions” (Ssekamwa, 2008, p. 7).

From 1986 to 1990, he was the Principal of the Institute of Teacher Education Kyambogo (ITEK) during which time he

**Purpose**
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, to highlight the fact that although he was a product of a rather elitist education system and in which he eventually served as a teacher and administrator, Senteza-Kajubi was never blind to the unfairness of such a system. Second, to highlight his efforts to widen access to university education in Uganda.

**Method**
I base the paper on a study in which I took a qualitative approach to collecting data. In particular, I used a phenomenological and longitudinal design, relying on documentary evidence on Senteza-Kajubi, which I deliberately gathered between 1992 and 2012. These data included the speeches he gave; policy documents produced by educational institutions under his stewardship; the interviews he gave to newspapers; the papers he presented at conferences; and the journal articles he authored.

Regarding the order of presentation, I borrowed the words Senteza-Kajubi (2004) used in his introduction. “Where shall we begin, please your Majesty?” Asked one of the characters in Alice’s Wonderland, “Begin at the beginning”, the King said gravely, “and go on till you come to the end: then stop” (p. 2). As I considered doing this, I chanced upon the introductory remarks to the Third Commencement Lecture of Nkumba University in 2002 (Rubadiri, 2002, p. 1) where Senteza-Kajubi observed that,
In the foreword to a book published in 1919, John Dewey after his first visit to Japan said that anyone who had enjoyed the unique hospitality of Japan would be overwhelmed with confusion if he [sic] endeavoured to make an acknowledgement in any way commensurate to the kindness received.

While I considered it a pleasure and great honour to highlight Senteza-Kajubi’s contribution to widening access to university education in Uganda, I became afraid that I would be overwhelmed with confusion if I endeavoured to write an exhaustive paper in any way commensurate with the brilliant and distinguished record of his immense contribution. But at the same time, not trying at all would be an injustice to history and a sign of ingratitude to the man. Thus, I request you to allow me to begin at the beginning and go on till I come to the end.

**Widening Access to University Education for Primary School Teachers**

Senteza-Kajubi narrates how he became the Director of the NIE in several publications (e.g. Nakyondwa, 2007; Senteza-Kajubi, 2004). In Senteza-Kajubi (2004, pp. 8-9) he narrates that:

> The Castle Commission of Education in Uganda… recommended that an Institute of Education be established to provide, among other things, facilities for the study of Education in Uganda and a professional centre for teachers and the training of teachers. A search was made for... Director... and... I answered that call and in late 1964, I was appointed Director of the National Institute of Education.

The first task of the NIE, according to Senteza-Kajubi (2004), was to respond to the challenge of taking university education nearer
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to teachers of all grades\textsuperscript{20} and to bring as many of them as possible to the university, which then was the one and only one, Makerere University. Ssekamwa (2008) confirms this when he asserts that:

Senteza-Kajubi’s directorship [of NIE] brought in an innovation which gave hope to teachers who had qualified as Grade II and Grade III to teach in primary schools to enrol for promotional courses which helped them to enrol for undergraduate courses at universities. This gave hope to primary school teachers that once they had ability and ambition, they could study and get undergraduate degrees, Master’s… and PhD degrees. Many such former primary school teachers upgraded themselves to PhD level and some of them are now professors in universities while others hold international jobs…. (pp. 6 – 7).

\textsuperscript{20} There are six levels in Uganda’s structure of education: 1) a non-compulsory pre-primary level; 2) seven years of primary education; 3) four years of the lower secondary (Ordinary-Level [O-Level]—leading to the Uganda Certificate of Education [UCE] award); followed by 2 years of Advanced secondary (A-Level—leading to the Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education [UACE]); 5) tertiary (which awards post-secondary diplomas); and 6) university (which awards degrees). The Ministry of Education certifies teachers at three levels: Grade III (from Primary Teachers Training Colleges, which admit holders of the UCE and award them certificates in education equivalent to the UACE); Grade V (from National Teachers Colleges [NTCs], which admit holders of the UACE and award them diplomas in education that are sequentially higher than the UACE); and Graduate (who hold degree level qualification in education). A fourth level, Grade II, used to be part of the system but has since been phased out. Hitherto, Grade II, Grade III and Grade V teachers could not access degree level education because Makerere University, the only degree awarding institution in the country, admitted only A-Level leavers on the basis of their UCE and UACE.
Widening Access to University Education for Secondary School Teachers

Senteza-Kajubi (2004) observes that the NIE “was the mustard seed out of which grew the Institute of Teacher Education Kyambogo (ITEK), now Kyambogo University which has enabled many more teachers to rise to much greater professional heights” (p. 10). It was thus right and fitting that when ITEK was established in 1986, he was appointed as its principal. Mulindwa (1998, p. 146) observes that “it was... a blessing for Kyambogo to have such a reputed scholar in the very field of education as its leader”. It is also worth noting that while it had existed with several different names and locations right from 1948, it was Professor Senteza-Kajubi who succeeded in winning the “long struggle to achieve legal status for Kyambogo” (Mulindwa, 1998, p. 146), with the passing, at Senteza-Kajubi’s constant nagging, in August 1989 of the Institute of Education Act, 1987, making Kyambogo autonomous for the first time (Mulindwa, 1998, p. 140).

Thus Senteza-Kajubi succeeded in making ITEK “the centre… for teacher training and co-ordination in the country... what Kyambogo had... been set up to be” (Mulindwa, 1998, p. 141). To show the significance of this achievement, Mulindwa noted that the “Statute was perhaps the best thing that has happened to Kyambogo from its inception” (p. 146). While at ITEK, Senteza-Kajubi put in place arrangements for Grade V teachers to get Bachelor of Education (BEd) degrees, moreover in only two years (Mulindwa, 1998, p. 143; Nakyondwa, 2007), and not the usual three.
Calling for the Massification of Access to Public Universities

Between 1987 and 1989, Senteza-Kajubi chaired the EPRC which advocated the widening of access to public university education through the Diploma and Mature Age Entry Schemes. At the time, Makerere University, the only degree awarding institution in the country, mainly admitted A-Level leavers holding the Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education (UACE). In contrast, the Diploma Entry and Mature Age Entry Schemes would enable more people to gain admission to the university. The commission supported the Mature Age Entry Scheme arguing that “it gives a chance to those who could not enter... university just after UACE for reasons beyond their control, and... provides opportunities to those who are late developers” (EPRC, 1989, p. 78). In addition to the Mature Age Entry Scheme, the commission advocated for the Diploma Entry Scheme, contending that “when this [Diploma Entry] system is denied to candidates with Diploma qualifications... it becomes absurd... since they are more qualified than those having UACE” (p. 78). Thus, the EPRC recommended that “candidates with national diplomas should be considered for entry to universities provided that the degree courses which they have applied for are directly related to their diploma programmes...” (EPRC, 1989, p. 78).

The EPRC also advised that such diploma entrants, “should be exempted from studying some... courses for the degrees they have been registered for” (pp. 78-79); meaning that “those exempted may complete their studies in a shorter period....” (p. 79). The EPRC recommended that “admission to... tertiary... institutions should be made available to as many qualified candidates as the physical, manpower and financial resources of institutions
permit” (EPRC, 1989, p. 79). While one may argue that the EPRC was a collective voice and not Senteza-Kajubi’s individual voice, his being its Chair notwithstanding, Senteza-Kajubi did several times individually debate in favour of democratisation and massification of access to public universities (see e.g. Senteza-Kajubi, 1997; 1999; 2001; 2006). For example, he consistently attacked the very Makerere University system that trained him and in which he taught and which he headed twice as being too elitist. He contended that “the original, and... inherited mission of Makerere, was that of providing a select and small class of Africans — an elite to assist the Colonial Government... to perpetrate the British culture in the Region” (Senteza-Kajubi, 1997, p. 25).

He attacked the elitist education system as intended to separate the graduates from the rest of society, thus:

This elitism meant separating the cream... from the rest of society, through a system of free higher education which aimed at co-opting the best students as defined by the existing elite to the aristocracy of culture, which by nature had to be kept small. (Senteza-Kajubi, 1999, p. 8)

He then went ahead (e.g. in Senteza-Kajubi, 1997) to call for the massification of the access to university education by opening the gates to the public universities for all, irrespective of gender, region and family background, philosophising that “a system of higher education paid for by all, but enjoyed by a few cannot be socially and politically sustainable” (p. 25).

He further argued that “in education... the more people who participate, the better it is. Quantity enhances quality and does not diminish it” (p. 23). Senteza-Kajubi (1997) continued to stress that
Innovating University Education

while the pursuit of excellence and the production of an elite are a proper role of universities, higher education should be accessible to as many people as possible through many different paths of access and at any rate, in many forms, especially with a view to meeting needs of individuals for continued self-improvement and development. (pp. 23–24)

Senteza-Kajubi (1997, pp. 27–28) further challenged the validity of Ordinary (O) and Advanced (A) Level criteria for admission to university education, arguing that:

the ideal student is not necessarily the one with the highest ‘A’ level results, but rather the one with a passion for knowledge and determination to use the time at... university to prepare... for community service. The ‘O’ and ‘A’ level criteria that are used for admission to... universities are not adequate enough to predict suitability for university education and they leave out many individuals who would be successful university students.

Calling for the Opening of Private Universities

The EPRC advocated the liberalisation of university education by allowing the private sector to open universities. In particular, the commission endorsed the “involvement of parents, communities, voluntary agencies and other organizations of the private sector in the opening, running and financing of [higher] educational institutions” (EPRC, 1989, p. 110). In addition to the recommendations of the EPRC, Senteza-Kajubi advocated the privatisation of university education in several of his works (e.g. Senteza-Kajubi, 1997; 1999; 2001). For example, Senteza-Kajubi (1997) argued that the “liberalization and the promotion of private enterprise and initiatives in all socio-economic sectors, including education, is one way of stimulating popular participation in the development process” (p. 24).
Senteza-Kajubi (1999) contended that the “private universities... are potentially the most important avenue of widening access to higher learning without significantly increasing the financial burden to Government” (pp. 16–17). Senteza-Kajubi (1997) called for the establishment of more and more private universities to relieve the pressure on Makerere University, thus:

Makerere has for a long time had a monopoly of university education. The new universities... being opened will help not only to relieve pressure on Makerere to expand enrolments, but may also in time lead to a more differentiated system of higher education in which each institution has its own personality and special role to play in human development.  
(p. 26)

**Grooming Nkumba University to Maturity**

In addition to advocating the widening of access to university education through the privatisation of university education, Senteza-Kajubi went ahead to lead by example, by heading one of the new private universities to maturity. In 1995, he put aside the pride of having headed Makerere University, Uganda’s flagship HEI, and accepted to be the Vice Chancellor of a nascent Nkumba University. He told Nakyondwa (2007) that at the time he started heading it, the university had only 60 degree students, but he steered it until it got a charter\(^{21}\) in 2007.

---

21 A charter is a legal document issued to a private university by the President of Uganda, on recommendation of the Minister in charge of Higher Education, as evidence that the university meets the requirements and standards of academic excellence set by the NCHE (Republic of Uganda, 2001). Granted on the basis of recommendations arising out of rigorous evaluation of universities’ performance on attributes of quality in higher education—by a multidisciplinary panel of international experts—it is the highest indication of institutional accreditation in Uganda and it affirms Government’s endorsement of the work and future of the recipient universities.
In accepting to be the Vice Chancellor of Nkumba University, Senteza-Kajubi accepted to carry several burdens, expressed in Senteza-Kajubi (1997) and Senteza-Kajubi (1999). These burdens resulted from the fact that Nkumba University was not only young but also private and lacked enough facilities due to weak financial and human resource bases. Moreover, the burdens were exacerbated by hostility from those who saw private universities as either unnecessary or unviable. Senteza-Kajubi (1997) summarised those challenges as follows:

At the beginning all private universities have to struggle against indifference, and even hostility to get themselves established, and to survive. The difficult economy and political conditions, whereby private students find it difficult to raise money for fees, the association of public universities with high quality education and better opportunities of access to public sector employment, and the inertial colonial tradition of free tuition, accommodation and meals for all university students, all militate against the idea of private universities (p. 27).

However, Senteza-Kajubi downplayed these problems and constantly comforted those who harboured doubts about Nkumba and similar universities that such problems were neither insurmountable nor peculiar to Africa and private universities. He pointed out that:

In the United States for example, private universities like Harvard, Yale, Princeton and the like, were the first to be established, and public (state) universities had also to struggle hard against indifference and...hostility to get themselves established, and...to survive. (Kajubi, 1997, p. 27)

Senteza-Kajubi would cite examples of now time-honoured universities that equally started humbly. For example, he recounted
how “the University of North Carolina in USA in its early days had a twenty four year old President (Vice Chancellor) and a staff of three, consisting of a French ex-monk, a deserter from the British Navy and a strolling player” (Senteza-Kajubi, 1997, p. 27; 1999, p. 9).

But according to Senteza-Kajubi (1999) “with time public universities in America came of age” (p. 9), and he had no doubt, and he always openly shared this fact, that the same would one day happen to the private universities in Uganda. He would cite the Luganda proverb, “N’ezikookolima gaali magi (loosely translated as ‘even proud cocks that now crow were once eggs’) (Senteza-Kajubi, 1997, p. 27). Sometimes, he cited the Bible thus: “Despise not the day of small beginnings” (Zechariah 4:10 in Senteza-Kajubi, 2001). And true to his prediction, Uganda Christian University received its charter in May 2004, followed by Uganda Martyrs University in May 2005 and Nkumba University in February 2007.

At the 10th graduation ceremony of Nkumba University on April 21, 2007, when the university officially received its charter, Professor Senteza-Kajubi sang the Nunc Dimittis (Song of Simeon) and revealed that he had always promised Professor A. B. K. Kasozi, then the Executive Director of the NCHE, that the day Nkumba University received its charter, he would sing the song to him and retire.  

Accordingly, in February 2008, Senteza-Kajubi

---

22 According to the Wikipedia online Encyclopaedia, “Simeon was a devout Jew who had been promised by the Holy Ghost that he would not die until he had seen the Saviour. When Mary and Joseph brought the baby Jesus to the Temple in Jerusalem…Simeon was there, and he took Jesus into his arms and uttered…Now, Lord, you let your servant go in peace: your word has been fulfilled. My own eyes have seen the salvation which you have prepared in the sight of every people; a light to reveal you to the nations and the glory of your people Israel.” In singing the Nunc Dimittis, Senteza-Kajubi metaphorically underlines his exceptional commitment to developing Nkumba University to maturity.
then aged 81) retired from Nkumba University. At that time, the university’s enrolment had expanded from the initial 60 to over 4,000 students (an expansion of 6,566%) and the university had grown from obscurity to prominence.

It is worth noting that while several universities in Uganda now offer weekend programmes, this avenue for access to university education started at Nkumba University in 1999 during Senteza-Kajubi’s tenure. While I facilitated on the MBA programme at the University, Dr Kiwanuka-Kimbugwe and Mr Agabus Mwesigwa, respectively District Veterinary and Production Officers in Rakai District\textsuperscript{23}, requested me for an opportunity to take the programme following a weekend schedule. I led them to the Dean of the School of Business Administration, who in turn took the matter to the University Senate. In Senate, some members argued against the weekend programme, contending that teaching at weekends would deny staff and students a chance to worship on Saturdays (for the Seventh Day Adventists) and Sundays (for the other Christians). However, Senteza-Kajubi countered by reminding them of the story in the Bible wondering whether “if your sheep fell in a ditch on Sabbath, you would not retrieve it just because it is Sabbath” (Matt 12: 11–12). He equated the widening of access to university education through the weekend programme to retrieving the many who fell in the “ditch” of missing university education due to the restrictions inherent in the traditional full-time modes of university education delivery. He won the argument and the weekend programme now enrols over a third of the students in the university. Similar programmes have been introduced by most of the other universities in the country.

\textsuperscript{23} Rakai District is located 204 kilometres away from Nkumba University. On average, this is a four-hour journey and with the erratic road transport system in the area at the time, prospective MBA students working so far away from the university could not commute daily to attend classes on the weekday schedule.
Discussion and Recommendations

The foregoing sections demonstrate that the things Senteza-Kajubi did to expand and diversify access to university education in Uganda as well as the challenges he surmounted to do these things characterise him as a “change agent” and “champion” in the sense that authors such as Rogers (2003) and Stuart, et al. (2009) describe as explained at the beginning of this chapter. As a “change agent”, he bore the vision to transform the country’s university education system from an elitist to a mass one while as a “champion”, he charismatically and resiliently promoted this vision of change through his leadership and effective communication — winning over pessimists and sceptics. Accordingly, Government, private universities and public universities should respectively consider the following recommendations arising out of Senteza-Kajubi’s works.

**Government**

In view of the great contribution which the private universities can make to the national development through widening access to, and diversifying the curricular offerings in university education, Government should begin to consider private universities as part and parcel of its national human resource development strategies by giving them assistance in such forms as tax exemption and direct financial assistance (Senteza-Kajubi, 1997, pp. 17, 28).

**Private universities**

Private universities in their curricular offerings, teaching methods, research and admission policies, should not merely follow the trodden path by trying to catch up with public universities. Rather, they should be more innovative, go where there is no path, as it were, and leave trails of their own (Senteza-Kajubi, 1999, p. 17). In particular, private universities should be free and more innovative
to experiment with more flexible admission requirements than public universities. They could, for example, institute preliminary or remedial courses aimed at creating students out of those that are otherwise regarded as failures (Senteza-Kajubi, 1999, p. 16).

**Public universities**

Public universities should open their main gates as wide as possible, and have several other entrances, so as to let in as many aspirants as possible who thirst and hunger for knowledge, to have a chance to improve themselves. Let the public universities accept the young and/or private universities as comrades in arms, recalling that maybe at one time, the former were at the stage where the latter are, now. That way, what is true among American universities, as Professor Senteza-Kajubi used to say, where “there is enough space for Harvard and Howard”, will happen in Uganda, where there will then be enough space for time-honoured public universities and the rather young upcoming ones. “There should be room for Ivy League type of universities as well as junior community colleges type of institutions; room for Oxbridge as well as Oxford College and Rapid Results College in London” (Senteza-Kajubi, 2005, p. 4). Let the public universities acknowledge the fact that the young and/or private universities relieve them of the pressure to increase enrolments. Eventually, “private and publicly supported universities…will stand shoulder to shoulder together to face the momentous task of transforming our higher education from an elitist to a mass tertiary education system” (Senteza-Kajubi, 1997, p. 29)
Chapter 4

Deregulation of Higher Education in Nigeria: A Call for Restraint

A. O. K. Noah, Adesoji A. Oni & Stephen D. Bolaji

Introduction

Deregulation is a process by which governments remove selected regulations on business in order to encourage operation of the market forces of demand and supply (Wokocha, 2005). It aims at providing a level playing field for businesses, which promotes competitiveness, productivity, efficiency, consumer choice and utility at the most affordable prices. The assumption underlying deregulation is that the simpler the regulation in an industry, the greater the level of participation in the industry. Drucker and Hodge (2000) support deregulation, arguing that government is good at making decisions but less so at implementing them, meaning that government should make public policies while the private sector implements these policies. Deregulation has often been pivotal to the efficiency and effectiveness of the business enterprises in the developed countries, especially in the area of basic utilities such as energy, transportation, health and education.

However, deregulation is not devoid of criticism. Sharon (2003) argues that deregulation has affected reliability in the
provision of electricity in some countries due to wildly volatile wholesale prices. Crandall (2004) also notes that there exists a great concern about the concentration of media ownership resulting from the relaxation of historic controls on media ownership that were designed to safeguard diversity of viewpoint and open discussion in the society. Black (2005) also attributes gross incidence of corruption in US companies to gaps in regulation. Although eminent scholars on the subject refute these criticisms, deregulation has had substantial economic effects and engendered substantial controversy.

**Deregulation in Nigeria**
In Nigeria, the democratisation process ushered in 1999 ignited economic revitalisation through increased involvement of the private sector in the provision of essential services. A policy of deregulation was introduced to promote the revamping of public enterprises — known for gross inefficiency, operational losses, low return on investment and draining public funds. The deregulation experience in Nigeria is assumed to be similar in policy and scope to what is obtainable in the developed world. The goal is to provide a conducive environment for financial players to grow and contribute to the development of the nation. According to Wokocha (2005), the advocates of deregulation in Nigeria premise their position on the dysfunctional and dismal performance of public institutions and enterprises. Although, there were opposing views, opponents of deregulation failed to explain alternative ways out of the problems associated with public enterprises. Accordingly, sectors such as aviation, financial services, agriculture and, more recently, energy were deregulated. The policy of deregulation is also notable in the area of education. The springing up of HEIs founded by religious organisations, business people and philanthropists attests
to this fact. The intent of this chapter is to discuss the aftermath of the deregulation policy in education within the purview of higher education, bearing in mind the sociological and philosophical implications of the policy.

**Deregulation of University Education in Nigeria**

Deregulation of education refers to the breaking of government’s monopoly in the provision and management of education by allowing private sector actors to participate in the provision and management of education. It involves relaxation or dismantling of the legal and governmental restrictions on the operations of education. Caldwell and Spinks (1992) argue that the deregulation of education would help schools to become self-managing. In contrast, Olatunbosun (2005) analogises the deregulation of education as a sale of knowledge to the highest bidder, which may have the effect of lowering standards. As a deregulated sector, education may become a private enterprise undertaken by individuals or corporate bodies that hope to maximise profit from their investment.

In Nigeria, deregulation of university education is a recent phenomenon, born out of the realisation that private (primary and secondary) schools are better managed than public ones. Today, there are 32 private universities in the country. The deregulation of education is premised on the need for access to educational opportunities by all Nigerians, in line with the objective of building a just and egalitarian society enshrined in the National Policy on Education. Prior to the deregulation policy in 1999, less than 25% of qualified Nigerians seeking admission into universities could be offered access due to lack capacity.

Access, in this context, has different meanings and applications. The term universal access refers to the ability of all people to
have equal opportunity to have a commodity regardless of social class, ethnicity, ancestry or physical disabilities. This definition is particularly well-suited to the provision of education as a service. The African Union Commission (AUC) and its International Centre for Girls and Women’s Education in Africa (CIEFFA) note that in education, access goes beyond mere enrolment, progression and successful completion. It includes five dimensions: economic; physical; sociological; physiological; and cultural (CIEFFA/AUC, 2009). According to Lewin (2007), access has little meaning unless it results into more equitable opportunities to learn for students from poorer households, students with disabilities and students from under-represented ethnic backgrounds.

In Nigeria, many of these dimensions of access to university education were elusive before deregulation of the higher education sector. Today, however, there are more than eighty private institutions of higher learning complementing public institutions to achieve a common goal of making tertiary education accessible to the citizenry. However, according to Akpotu and Akpochafo (2009), increase in private HEIs is not peculiar to Nigeria. It is a global trend that is notable even in socialist leaning countries such as Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Mongolia and various parts of the former Soviet Union.

**Problems Associated with Deregulation of Higher Education**

Deregulation of higher education in Nigeria has both sociological and philosophical implications. The policy has widened the gulf of social stratification and inequality in the country. Consumption of social goods, of which education is one, is the most visible consequence of class. Only parents who can afford to pay the increased tuition fees can send their children to school. The
Weberian concept of social stratification makes it clear that private institutions in any society create classes of distinction among the citizenry. Bourdieu (2001) also argues that class distinction and preferences are most marked in the ordinary choices of everyday existence, especially under the scope of the educational system. According to Goodson (2000), inequality in educational opportunity often deprives people of the quality of life to which all should have access. Thus, the challenge of unequal access to education as a result of economic disfranchisement remains a serious issue to be dealt with in the deregulation of education in Nigeria. This is not to be attributed to the government alone. Many members of religious organisations that have founded universities cannot afford to send their children to the universities because they cannot afford the associated costs. This is a problem in that exclusion of a large number of young people from the higher education system constitutes an imminent threat to the stability of the country’s already volatile political landscape (USAID/ FGN, 2009).

From a philosophical point of view, the pragmatic nature of private HEIs is another issue. In the more developed societies, private institutions are established based on the understanding of filling a gap in a specialised area of knowledge that the public institutions may not venture into, probably as a result of lack of budgetary allocation or dearth of expertise. However, in Nigeria, there is a considerable degree of inconsistency and disharmony in objectives, curriculum and educational processes of private institutions because the majority of the institutions have no distinct area of knowledge different from the public institutions. For instance, some universities of technology offer courses in liberal arts. There is a problem when politicians, bureaucrats
and the media seize upon privatisation as the main formula for developmental action. The university educational system has been in serious trouble over the last couple of years – with an unstable academic calendar, strikes in agitation for funding and other issues — yet privatisation is the main solution that has been suggested.

Deregulation, especially in a nation that has not yet fully imbibed the ethos of democracy and recognised education as a public utility, may result into a poorly educated society. Human beings are not equally endowed intellectually and economically but each person should be accorded respect and given equal opportunity to realise themselves within the limits of their intellectual capabilities (Bolaji, 2011). There are principles guiding both the educational practices and classical political democracy, which are generally regarded as the cornerstone of democracy and education. Kneeler (1971, p.23) enumerates these principles thus:

- Since the people elect their government, they should be educated to live responsibly.
- Through education, every individual is expected to develop their own talents to the full.
- Men and women must be educated to be free.
- Education should train the open mind.
- Education should develop the habit of productive cooperation as well as healthy competition.
- Whenever possible, we should adopt democratic practices in school behaviour.
- Political control over education must be kept to the minimum.

Ruwa (2007) asserts that these are necessary principles for Nigeria, whose desire is to build a strong economic and educated society.
These principles can be pursued to their logical conclusion in a disciplined and democratic country. Dewey (1916, p.89) opined that educational attainment is a prerequisite for a democratic society. He stressed that education promotes democracy and development, and because it leads to greater prosperity, it is also thought to cause political development. Buttressing Dewey’s position is modernisation theory popularised by Lipset (1959); Gardner (1961, p.34); and Giroux (2003). Modernisation theory emphasises the role of education and economic growth in promoting political development in general and democracy in particular. Lipset (1959) argues that education broadens people’s outlook; enables them to understand the norms of tolerance; restrains them from adhering to extremist doctrines; and increases their capacity to make rational electoral choices. However, this may not be achieved in a deregulated economy that does not see education as a public utility.

**Conclusion and Way Forward**

Deregulation has had positive and negative outcomes for Nigeria. However, the concern is to ensure that education is made accessible to all people irrespective of their social status. The need for educational loans for individuals to be able to achieve their educational aspirations is imperative. In a deregulated higher education setting, the cost of university education is one of the major causes of disenfranchisement from education. In a country such as Nigeria that is dogged by various forms of inequality, this presents as an important problem, since education is an important platform that promotes social transformation. Its potential to promote the development of the country’s higher education sector notwithstanding, deregulation should be approached with restraint – cognisant of the risk of exclusion that it presents.
Introduction
Traditionally, the vast majority of students studying abroad have moved from developed to developed countries (i.e. North to North) and from less developed to more developed countries (i.e. South to North) (cf. Altbach & Knight, 2007; Altbach, 2006; Brooks & Waters, 2009a; UNESCO Institute of Statistics, 2013). An implicit assumption in both these student flows is that, in general, the students go to universities that guarantee a satisfactory level of quality in the more developed countries (see, e.g., Altbach & Knight, 2007; Brooks & Waters, 2009a; Nicolescu, 2005). However, over the last two decades, HEIs in the South have received an increasingly significant number of international students from both the South and the North (Altbach, 2006; Brooks & Waters, 2009b; Ssempebwa, Eduan & Mulumba, 2012; Teferra & Knight, 2008).

Unlike the case with the traditional (North-North and South-North) student flows, however, quality assurance in the
South-South and North-South student flows should not be taken for granted — considering that many of the HEIs in the South have been reported to be operating under encumbering funding and political constraints that could threaten quality (see, e.g., Diouf & Mamdani, 1994; Ishengoma, 2003; Mamdani, 2007; Materu, 2007; Sawyerr, 2004; Teferra & Altbach, 2003; Teferra & Altbach, 2004; Teferra & Knight, 2008). There is a need to understand whether the international students at these HEIs are satisfied with the quality of the institutions’ service delivery — to ascertain the merit of this new flow and/or highlight areas requiring improvement, if any. However, review of related literature leads to the conclusion that this information is generally non-existent — apparently because scholarship on flows of students to HEIs in the South is only budding. This study was conducted to contribute to the filling of this knowledge gap, taking the case of international students at four universities in Uganda — one of the top international student receiving countries in Eastern Africa (Ssempebwa, Eduan & Mulumba, 2012).

In conducting the study, perceived quality was taken as a proxy for satisfaction. Therefore, we reviewed literature related to the meaning and measurement of quality in higher education (i.e. Bamiro, 2012; Borden & Owens, 2001; Finch, 1995; Gilroy et al, 1999; Goodlad, 1995; Green, 1995; Materu, 2007; Middlehurst & Campbell, 2003; Monash University, 2001; Salmi, 2009a; UNESCO, 2005; 1998) — to identify parameters within whose framework to examine students’ satisfaction with the quality of their institutions’ service delivery. The review led to two pertinent conclusions:

- Depending on its goal, measurement of quality in a HEI could be done by students, alumni, employers,
accreditation agencies and/or professional organisations who/which may collect/supply qualitative and/or quantitative data about the institutions’ performance on specified standards.

- In measuring quality, focus should be put on the extent to which HEIs in a given community maintain specified standards.

The standards used in measuring quality should touch on students (i.e. qualifications, experience and motivations); faculty (i.e. qualifications, research, community service and teaching); institutional governance, academic freedom and autonomy; funding; facilities and support services; and reputation.

Judgment of institutions’ performance on these standards should be contextualised, since the presence or lack of quality may be relative to context.

In Uganda, the UOTIA (2001) mandates the country’s NCHE to promulgate standards of quality assurance in higher education service delivery and enforce them (Republic of Uganda, 2001). Pursuant to this mandate, the council enforces a checklist of HEI quality assurance standards. The standards touch on attributes of institutions’ location, infrastructure, facilities, governance, staffing, funding, gender sensitivity, research and graduates’ transition into the labour-market and the council accredits institutions whose performance on the standards is rated as “Ideal”, “Good”, “Acceptable” or “Improvable” (NCHE, 2004). In addition, the council periodically surveys the state of higher education delivery in the country (see, e.g., NCHE, 2006; 2010). In 2006, it also surveyed graduates of the HEIs and their employers – to generate feedback on the graduates’ labour market performance (NCHE, 2006b). National and regional professional bodies (e.g. East
African Medical and Dental Council and Uganda Law Society) also evaluate and accredit study programmes. Organisations such as the Association of Commonwealth Universities (ACU) also evaluate and provide feedback on quality assurance in HEIs in the country.

However, a gap in the aforementioned efforts to evaluate quality in higher education service delivery in the country pertains to the fact that information has been sought only from alumni, employers, accreditation agencies and professional organisations. Students have been left out despite the fact that: 1) they are the ones receiving the services of HEIs; 2) some accreditation agencies do not confirm that HEIs deliver the levels of quality that the standards they maintain promise; and 3) in some instances, the agencies have expressed scepticism about quality assurance in institutions/programmes that they accredited (see, e.g., Ahimbisibwe, 2012).

Regarding international students, review of related literature (e.g. Businge & Karugaba, 2012; Inter-University Council for East Africa, 2009; Kasenene, 2009; Ouma et al., 2012) shows that quality information on the extent to which they are satisfied with the quality of service delivery in their HEIs is generally non-existent. Indeed, literature related to the reform agenda in the country’s higher education system (e.g. Court, 1999; Kasozi, 2003; Mayanja, 2007; Nakanyike and Nansozi, 2003; Planning and Development Department [PDD], 2008, 2008) shows that efforts to improve quality assurance in the system have been aimed at improving quality assurance generally rather than informed by feedback from this category of students, yet international students have been reported to have peculiar expectations and challenges (Altbach & Knight, 2007; Bartram, 2007; Knight, 2007; Ouma et al., 2012). Therefore, this study delved into the extent to which international students in the country are satisfied with the quality of their receiving HEIs’ service delivery.
Methodology

Conceptualisation of the study accepted, as a frame of analysis, the view from the literature that judgment of institutions’ performance on attributes of quality assurance should be tied to context. Therefore, examination of the extent to which international students in Ugandan HEIs are satisfied with the quality of their institutions’ service delivery was hinged on the attributes of quality assurance specified by the country’s NCHE. However, effort was made not to re-invent the evaluations of the quality of higher education service delivery conducted by the NCHE and professional accreditation agencies. Focus was put only on attributes of services that HEIs are obliged to provide to the students and about whose satisfactoriness students could validly express opinions. These included teaching and library, ICT, recreation and health services. International students were asked to specify whether they found attributes of these services “Very Satisfactory”, “Satisfactory”, “Unsatisfactory” or “Very Unsatisfactory”.

Twelve (12) attributes of the quality of teaching were identified from the literature (e.g. Bamiro, 2012; Goe, 2007; Hanushek et al., 2005; Mamdani, 2007; Wenglinsky, 2000). These were: lecturers’ mastery of subject matter, encouragement of learners’ participation in learning, enhancement of comprehension of course content, sensitivity to individual differences among learners, pedagogical creativity, utilisation of learners’ pre-course competencies, relation of theory to practice and professionalism; conduciveness of teaching environments and utilisation of teaching aids; and evaluation of learning. Library services were looked at in terms of the size and ergonomic comfort of libraries; conduciveness of opening hours and service quality; quality of e-resources; and the
quantity, relevance and currency of resources (cf. Krishna, 1996). Regarding ICT, focus was put on the ergonomic comfort of ICT labs; availability of computers; ICT accessibility and utilisation policies; and the quality of hardware, software, user support and Internet connectivity (cf. CoSN, 2001, 2003; Bakia, 2002; Trucano, 2005). Recreation services were looked at in terms of the quality of sports facilities and opportunities for involvement in sports that the universities availed to the students. Finally, the quality of health services was examined in terms of the HIEs’ health policies as well as first aid and evacuation services because the institutions are obliged to ensure availability of the three irrespective of whether they run full-scale medical services or not.

Using a questionnaire, data was collected from 775 international students. These were drawn from Kampala International University, Kampala University, Kyambogo University and Makerere University, which enrolled 8,974 (representing 75%) of the 11,992 international students in the country (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1: Population and Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Population of International Students¹</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Sample²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kampala International University*</td>
<td>Kampala</td>
<td>4853</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td>6715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makerere University*</td>
<td>Kampala</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugema University</td>
<td>Luwero</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>622</td>
<td>862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busoga University</td>
<td>Iganga</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>Located</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic University in Uganda</td>
<td>Mbale</td>
<td>333</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td>154</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>487</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kampala University*</td>
<td>Kampala</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nkumba University</td>
<td>Wakiso</td>
<td>249</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>383</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda Martyrs University</td>
<td>Mpigi</td>
<td>91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda Christian University</td>
<td>Mukono</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda Pentecostal University</td>
<td>Kabarole</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>89</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumi University</td>
<td>Kumi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ndejje University</td>
<td>Luwero</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyambogo University*</td>
<td>Kampala</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nile University</td>
<td>Arua</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mbarara University</td>
<td>Mbarara</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulu University</td>
<td>Gulu</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabale University</td>
<td>Kabale</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountains of the Moon University</td>
<td>Kabarole</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>7623</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11992</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Culled from NCHE (2006); ² Based on Krejcie and Morgan (1970); ³ Includes Makerere University Business School; * Included in sample of universities
The distribution of the 775 students who returned completed questionnaires is shown in Table 5.2.

**Table 5.2: Distribution of Respondents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>324</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td>451</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>775</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sending country</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burundi</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td></td>
<td>328</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td></td>
<td>51</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somalia</td>
<td></td>
<td>134</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td></td>
<td>77</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>775</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proprietorship of university attended</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td></td>
<td>249</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>775</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Findings**

To gain insight into the extent to which the universities’ quality of teaching, library, ICT, recreation and health services satisfy the international students, the latter were asked to specify whether they found attributes of these services “Very Satisfactory”, “Satisfactory”, “Unsatisfactory” or “Very unsatisfactory”.

The students rated nine (9) of the twelve attributes of the quality of teaching as satisfactory. This suggests that the students were happy with the quality of teaching. However, none of the
attributes was rated as being very satisfactory. The inference here is that, although the students are not necessarily dissatisfied with the quality of teaching they are given, there is still room for improving it. Moreover, only the respondents from public universities were positive about all the attributes of teaching quality investigated. The respondents from private universities rated their lecturers’ professionalism, utilisation of teaching aids and feedback from evaluation of their learning as being unsatisfactory.

The respondents rated the size, ergonomic comfort and opening hours of their universities’ libraries as being satisfactory. They were also positive about the service quality and currency of resources in the libraries. However, they rated the quantity and relevance of the resources as being unsatisfactory. Even on these items, the mean scores of the respondents from public universities were better than those of the respondents from private universities, except those on opening hours and service quality.

In the public universities, the students were positive about all the attributes of ICT service delivery except availability of computers. However, in the private universities, the students rated four of the seven attributes of ICT service delivery as being unsatisfactory. These included availability of computers, ICT services accessibility policies, software and Internet services. Although the respondents were positive about the ergonomic comfort of the universities’ ICT labs and quality of computer hardware and ICT support, these findings suggest that this (quality) hardware was neither abundantly available to the students nor complemented by requisite software and connectivity to the Internet. This casts doubt on the quality of the universities’ ICT services.
Recreation services were well rated in both the private and public universities. However, comparative examination of the findings shows that: 1) the students from public universities were more satisfied with their universities’ recreation services than their counterparts from private universities; and 2) in both the private and public universities, the respondents were happier with the opportunities for involvement in sports activities their universities availed than they were with the sports facilities that the universities provided.

Regarding health services, the students from private universities indicated that they were not satisfied with the universities’ health services. However, they rated the universities’ ambulance services as being satisfactory. On the other hand, the students from the public universities indicated that they were satisfied with the attributes of the universities’ health services except ambulance services.

**Discussion and Recommendations**

Our findings show that overall, the students were satisfied with most of the attributes of higher education service delivery investigated. These findings seem to account for Uganda’s success in attracting a notable number of international students from the East African region and other parts of the world (cf. NCHE, 2006; 2010; Ouma et al., 2012). The findings also seem to endorse as worthwhile the flow of international students to HEIs in the country.

However, the students were satisfied with the attributes of higher education service delivery to varying degrees. In general, the students in public universities were more satisfied with the quality of higher education service delivery than their counterparts in private universities. As well, the students were more satisfied with
the quality of teaching, recreation and health services than with the quality of library and ICT services. Both these findings rhyme well with those of Kasenene (2009) who found that universities in Uganda are at significantly different levels of service quality adding that while some are promising to fully become centres of excellence in higher education service delivery, others are still far below their students’ expectations, particularly in terms of providing the information services that the students need to do research, enrich their knowledge and develop.

Although the country has been quite successful in attracting international students, therefore, its ability to retain these students and to attract more of them in an internationally competitive environment requires improvement of the quality of service delivery in its HEIs. Our findings suggest that this improvement is especially required in the private universities and in the areas of library and ICT services. Two observations from related literature support this suggestion. First, private universities enrol majority of the international students in the country (cf. NCHE, 2006; 2010), meaning that their ability to satisfy the students’ expectations is pivotal to the country’s long-term ability to attract the students. Secondly, ICT is an essential tool in the development of higher education (Bisaso, 2006; Loing, 2005; Zhao, 2003), the inference being that in international higher education provision, institutions that have unsatisfactory ICT services are likely to lag behind their competitors.

Beyond the four universities studied in Uganda, the fact that the gaps in the HEIs’ service quality the international students cited were mainly in private HEIs and in the areas of library and ICT services is particularly relevant to the study of the flow of international students to HEIs in the South. Authors such as
Altbach (2006; 2005) and Kasozi (2003) express scepticism that a big number of the privately owned HEIs mushrooming in various countries in the South have emerged as mere demand-absorbing diploma mills established to make quick profit for their owners rather than to deliver higher education services of a satisfactory level of quality. As well, a host of authors (e.g. Mamdani, 2007; Oyebade & Keshinro, 2007; etcetera) observe that gigantic enrolment expansion — under the auspices of the neoliberal structural adjustment reforms implemented in most countries in the South over the last three decades — resulted in a situation where HEIs enrol more students than their resources can accommodate at satisfactory levels of quality. Regarding ICT services, studies such as Bakia (2002) and Ssempebwa, Bakkabulindi and Sekabembe (2012) concluded that many HEIs in the South do not meet the total cost of owning satisfactorily functional ICT services. These authors suggest that the things international students in Uganda were found to be less satisfied with are endemic in HEIs in the South. The inference here is that although our study vindicates — as giving a satisfactory experience — the flow of international students to HEIs in the South, sustaining and encouraging this flow may require that attention is paid to the quality of service delivery in the privately-owned HEIs in the region and to the satisfactoriness of library and ICT services.
Chapter 6

Attributes of Human Capital Developed by Ugandan Universities and Students’ Post-Graduation Motives

Livingstone Ddungu

Introduction

Human capital refers to the stock of knowledge and innate and acquired attributes that embody the ability that underlies a person’s productivity (Døving & Nordhaug, 2002). The level at which the human capital developed by a university meets students’ post-graduation motives gives some indication of the degree to which the university equips students with the knowledge and skills that they need to achieve their motives and contribute to the development of their society (Chan, Brown & Ludlow, 2014; Schwartz, 2003). The higher this level is perceived to be, the higher the university’s level of effectiveness is perceived to be and vice-versa (Massy, 2011; Byrne & Flood, 2005). Therefore, ensuring high levels of convergence between universities’ teaching and their students’ post-graduation motives is a vital strategic goal that any university wishing to win a competitive edge in the global higher education market should not ignore (Liu, 2010; Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002).
Unfortunately, in Uganda, the level at which universities realise this goal has been questioned. For instance, many of the universities’ graduates are not as productive as society expects them to be (Nabayego, 2011; Ministry of Education, 2003). They neither get nor create jobs (Mwesigwa, 2014; Lule, 2013; Action Aid International Uganda et al., 2012; World Bank, 2008; Nabulya, 2013; Mwesigwa, 2014; Ntambaazi, 2013). It is against this background that this study has attempted to respond to the following questions: 1) What attributes of human capital do universities in Uganda develop in their students? 2) What are the post-graduation motives of the students in these universities? 3) What is the relationship between the attributes of human capital universities in Uganda develop in their students and the students’ post-graduation motives?

**Related Literature and Knowledge Gap**

**Concept of Human Capital**

Nurturing the human capital needed to address the development needs of society has been the subject of extensive scholarship (see, e.g., Radwan & Pellegrini, 2010; Dae-Bong, 2009; Djeflat, 2009; Amidon, Piero & Mercier-Laurent, 2005; Døving & Nordhaug, 2002; Xiao, 2001; Becker, 1964; Schultz, 1981). In their typology of labour economics, Schultz (1981) and Becker (1964) postulate different perspectives of the human capital theory to explain the fact that capital does not include only the money needed to facilitate acquisition of other factors of production. It also includes human capital. Becker’s (1964) perspective of this theory defines human capital as any stock of knowledge or characteristics innately possessed or acquired by an individual and which contributes to his or her productivity. It is also defined as an amalgam of factors
such as education, experience, training, intelligence, energy, work habits, trustworthiness, and initiative that contributes to a person’s productivity (Djeflat, 2009). Human capital is further regarded as the expandable, shareable and marketable labour force, which includes intellectual property and other talents (Dae-Bong, 2009). This is derived from Schultz’s (1981) perspective of the human capital theory, which posits that the purpose of any investment in education or training should be to improve the productivity of learners by developing their stock of knowledge and shaping a variety of other human capital attributes such as learners’ self-awareness, self-regulation, self-motivation, social competence and positive attitudes towards work (Amidon et al., 2005).

An analytical look at the scope of human capital implied by Becker’s (1964) and Schultz’s (1981) perspectives and the other definitions given above reveals that human capital is very broad. It includes all the information, facts, descriptions or skills gained cognitively and emotionally through perception, communication, association, reasoning or discovery based on experience or education (Gottschalk-Mazouz, 2008; Cavell, 2002).

In educational institutions such as universities, this stock includes all the understanding imparted to learners theoretically and practically (Djeflat, 2009). It has an implicit dimension (which includes theoretical expertise) and an explicit dimension (competencies or visible/practical skills) (Eddy, 2013). This stock can be imparted as communicating knowledge (Winzenried, 2011; Tho, Hui, Fong & Tru Hoang, 2006). It can be inculcated as situated knowledge or as partial knowledge, since most knowledge is inculcated and acquired in parts (Bengson & Moffett, 2011; Stroud, 2011; Pritchard, 2007). It can further be imparted as scientific knowledge, that is, instilled and acquired through
gathering observable and measurable evidence subject to specific principles of reasoning and experimentation (Amin, 2005). Knowledge can be general or task-specific (Cook & Mansfield, 2013). In this study, focus was put on the general and task-specific dimensions of knowledge because all the other dimensions can be categorised under these two broad dimensions.

General knowledge is also referred to as academic knowledge (Brianna & Ashleigh, 2013), general metacognition or generic skills, and is defined as information, facts, processes and principles that are broad in nature and theoretical in form (Furnham, Christopher, Garwood & Neil, 2007; Veenman & Spaans, 2005). Imparting this type of knowledge involves instilling in learners facts, concepts, assumptions, theories and principles that explain or underlie phenomena (Burson, Larrick & Klayman, 2006). Examples of general knowledge include scientific, mathematical, chemical, physical, biological, cultural, social, economic, geographical, historical, philosophical, psychological, anthropological, sociological, political, organisational, management, accounting, engineering and a variety of other concepts, principles, processes and networks that are, by nature, not specific (Døving & Nordhaug, 2002). Advocates of general knowledge argue that it promotes analytical and all-purpose reasoning and dynamic adjustment to the changing world conditions, thereby facilitating flexibility, career mobility and competitiveness (Døving & Nordhaug, 2002). These advocates further argue that by not being tied to a particular task or industry, general knowledge helps in solving a wide range of tasks.

Task-specific knowledge, also called specific metacognition or technical, professional, specialised or industry-specific knowledge, is defined as skills that a person applies to do particular tasks or
to solve particular problems (Van der Stel & Veenman, 2008; Veenman, & Verheij, 2001). Learners are equipped with this knowledge using activity-based education so that they can gain knowledge, skills and competencies needed to continue doing similar activities even after graduating from the training (Nabayego, 2011). In fact, it has been observed that this type of knowledge enables students to improve their productivity, leading to improvement in their rewards (Djeflat, 2009) and contribution to societal economy (Dae-Bong, 2009). These observations suggest that when learners are exposed to activity-based education, they gain knowledge, skills, competencies and experience that students can use to engage in activities by which they may transform surrounding environmental resources into valuable commodities. Accordingly, data were collected on the extent to which the universities’ teaching exposes their students to these attributes of human capital.

**Students’ Post-Graduation Motives**

The concept of motive has two meanings, one being given by psychologists and another by sociologists. Psychologists such as Zimmerman (2000) define it as any condition or event within an organism that impels or directs behaviour toward attainment of a goal. Based on this definition, psychologists such as David McClelland, cited in Kulwinder (2011), defined a motive as an invisible, intrinsic or inner force whose visible form is manifested in terms of outcome expectations. The specific motive identified by David McClelland is the achievement motive, which he defined as a desire to meet realistic goals. For students, this includes developing mastery in doing something, acquiring the skills needed to excel in life, being competitive in the labour market, and experiencing a sense of accomplishment (Kulwinder, 2011;
Another motive is a power motive, defined by David G. Winter, cited in Baumeister and Kathleen (2007), as the need to be influential and recognised in society or the intention to have impact, reputation, prestige, and pleasure after attaining a desired goal. For students, the power motive is expressed in terms of having a positive contribution to their families, adding value to the economy through increased productivity offering professional services that enhance the quality of life and getting a highly paying and prestigious job, among others (Byrne & Flood, 2005). Zimmerman (2000) points out that another motive that compels students in school is the need to improve self-efficacy so that they are in a position to organise and execute anticipated courses of action and attain designated goals effectively. Improving self-efficacy implies acquiring more intellectual abilities, practical knowledge as well as skills needed to do work better, more efficiently and effectively.

The sociological definition of motive was given by Max Weber, cited in Swatos (nd.), as a complex of subjective meaning which, to the actor, seems to be an adequate ground for given conduct. This suggests that a motive is an explanation given to justify involvement in a given behaviour. Contemporary sociologists such as Scott (2010) have largely accepted this definition. They justify the definition basing on the functional theory, which explains the reasons that account for behaviour. Scott (2010) also explains that motives underlie actions and may be a result of conscious and unconscious beliefs on the moral and social conditions of society. Using a sociological definition, Robert (nd.) identifies a public service motive as a common motive that people tend to have, especially those who want to work for public institutions and organisations, or who have a deeper desire to make a difference by making an impact on public affairs with a sense of responsibility.
and integrity. According to Mann (2013), this motive is more expressed in terms of intrinsic rewards such as a desire to engage in meaningful public service and altruism or willingness to serve in the public interest as opposed to salary or job security, promotions, and other extrinsic motives. Mwesigwa (2014) contrasts Mann’s (2013) observations by arguing that students dream big, hoping that after graduation, they will work with large companies and earn a good wage. This argument supports Bagraim’s (2013) observation that people’s public service motives are grounded in enlightened self-interest expressed in a belief that personal motives coincide with those of the larger community. So, people’s personal identification with public service programmes or organisations is rooted in self-interest. This argument is supported by the profit motive, which maintains that the intent of transactions or endeavours that involve meeting some costs is to realise some gains. This seems applicable to university students, since they (and/or their sponsors) incur costs to attain their education (Radwan & Pellegrini, 2010).

Sheppard (2013) indicates that the different motives that tend to underlie students’ pursuit of education can be categorised as intrinsic, career and extrinsic. In support, Chan et al. (2014) observe that students seek to receive university education to improve their skills and get better placements in the job market. This suggests that students expect university education to prepare them in a manner that enables them to succeed in the job market. Chan et al. (2014) further add that students are also motivated by the fact that after graduation, their parents expect them to support them by educating their siblings and uplifting the quality of life of the parents’ households. According to Wells (2010), one of the main post-graduation motives students hold is their desire
to attain self-fulfilment. Students want to live a better life, having gainful employment and being able to meet all their short- and long-term needs, and to support their kin and society as a whole. Earlier on, Brailsford (2010) and Liu (2010) had made similar observations, categorising students’ post-graduation motives into personal or intrinsic motives and extrinsic motives. Brailsford (2010) observes that personal motives include a sense of mastery and achievement and career considerations such as entry into the academia, getting a better paying job, earning a promotion, and other personal goals. Extrinsic motives include fulfilling parents or family and society expectations (Mazzarol & Soutar, 2002). Malick and Grisay (2000) observe that students’ post-graduation motives include being more innovative, competently productive, developing a career, becoming employable and useful in society.

Among other things, the authors cited above show that students’ post-graduation motives may be diverse and complex, touching on many things. Upon careful examination, the views that the authors express underline the need for generating quality information about these motives. This is especially true in contemporary higher education, where quality has been defined in terms of the fit between expectations and experiences. Hitherto, however, systematised inquiry into Ugandan university students’ post-graduation motives had not been conducted. This study was conducted to close this gap. Specific attention was paid to the attributes of students’ post-graduation motives identified by the authors on the subject cited above.

**Methodology**
The study was conducted following a cross-sectional survey design. Data were elicited using a structured questionnaire, from a sample of 384 students drawn from a target population of
130,198. These students were enrolled at twelve (12) universities, which were randomly selected for involvement in the study from a target population of seventeen (17). The size of the samples was determined using Krejcie and Morgan’s (1970) Sample Size Estimation Table. The students involved in the study were selected using convenience sampling (based on accessibility). The content validity index (CVI) and Cronbach Alpha coefficient of the questionnaire were respectively established at .908 and .836. The data collected was analysed using percentages, means, Pearson Correlation and linear regression.

**Findings and Discussion**

To understand the students’ perceptions of the attributes of human capital their universities develop, the students were asked to indicate the extent to which they “Agree” that the universities develop features of human capital characterised in the literature. The extent of agreement was expressed on a five-point Likert Scale thus: “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Not Sure”, “Disagree” and “Strongly Disagree”. The findings were that more students “Agreed” or “Strongly Agreed” that their universities developed the attributes of general knowledge investigated (Table 6.1). However, they were not as positive regarding industry-specific knowledge. Table 6.2 shows the distribution of the students by extent of agreement that they held specified post-graduation motives.
Table 6.1: Attributes of Human Capital Developed by the Universities

(%, N = 384)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General knowledge</td>
<td>My course is improving my general reasoning ability</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My course is improving my communication skills</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My course of study is enhancing my ability to explain phenomena</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The skills my course is giving me are theoretical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-specific knowledge</td>
<td>My course is giving me entrepreneurial skills</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My course is giving the skills required in my industry</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My course is equipping me with the skills I need to secure employment</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My teachers simulate job-related experiences in their teaching</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.2: Students’ Post-Graduation Motives

(%, N = 384)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>NS</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>St. D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intrinsic</strong></td>
<td>I want to develop the intellectual abilities I need to use after university</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to lay a firm foundation for my economic security</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to improve my self-worth</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to improve my social status</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extrinsic</strong></td>
<td>My parents encourage me to get a degree</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My parents want me to get a degree to enhance the status of our family</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.52</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My community wants me to get a degree so that I contribute to its development</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attributes of Human Capital Developed by Ugandan Universities</td>
<td>(Continued)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employability</strong></td>
<td>I want to acquire skills that will enable me to become employable</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>.067</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to acquire skills that will enable me to become productive</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>.071</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to acquire skills that will enable me to become innovative</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>.018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I know that getting a university degree will enable me to get a good job</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Career-related</strong></td>
<td>I want to build an attractive CV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want my training to help me to earn better</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to improve my professional career</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I want to earn a promotion at work</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>.019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY: SD = “Strongly Disagree”; D = “Disagree”; NS = “Not Sure”; A = “Agree”; SA = “Strongly Agree”; St. D = Standard Deviation
Table 6.2 shows that the response options “Agree” and “Strongly Agree” attracted the majority of the students on all the attributes of post-graduation motives investigated. This confirms that, as is suggested in the literature, the students’ post-graduation motives relate to employability and career and that they are both intrinsic and extrinsic.

The third research question focused on analysing the relationship between the attributes of human capital that the universities develop and the students’ post-graduation motives. To analyse the relationship, the students’ responses to the questions on the attributes of human capital developed and those on the attributes of post-graduation motives were respectively computed into indices. The indices were then correlated using Pearson Product Moment test (Table 6.3).

**Table 6.3:** Relationships between Attributes of Human Capital Developed and Students’ Post-Graduation Motives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-Graduation Motives</th>
<th>Attributes of Human Capital</th>
<th>General Knowledge</th>
<th>Task specific knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intrinsic</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.344*</td>
<td>-.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig.(2-tailed)</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrinsic</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.318*</td>
<td>-.362*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig(2-tailed)</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employability</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.441*</td>
<td>-.436*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career-related</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.449*</td>
<td>-.49*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6.3 shows that significant relationships were established between all the attributes of the students’ post-graduation motives and human capital. However, the relationships with attributes of task-specific knowledge were inverse. It should also be noted that for all the variables, the indices of relationship were less than 0.5, meaning that the relationships were weak. Linear regression analysis was conducted to ascertain whether these relationships were causative (Table 6.4).

Table 6.4: Prediction of Post-Graduation Motives by the Attributes of Human Capital Developed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Standardised Beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>R-Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R-Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.995</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.209</td>
<td>.205</td>
<td>65.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General knowledge</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>.381</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-specific knowledge</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-.428</td>
<td>-14.2</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The findings in Table 6.4 suggest that the stock of knowledge imparted by the universities predicts students’ post-graduation motives only by 20.5%. For 79.5% of the students, the human capital developed does not facilitate realisation of post-graduation motives. This appears to explain why many of the universities’ graduates are unable to get or create jobs (Mwesigwa, 2014; Nabulya, 2013; World Bank, 2008). The universities need to increase attention to industry-specific knowledge in their training programmes. The findings presented in Table 6.4 show that most of the students “agreed” that the universities developed their human capital by imparting general knowledge. However, the corresponding mean suggests that the degree to which
the universities did this was low. As well, the specific forms of knowledge that were imparted at a low level included knowledge that students needed to improve their communication ability and to broaden their understanding of the principles needed to explain phenomena within their study areas. Since communication and understanding of principles underlying phenomena are crucial in reinforcing industry/task-specific knowledge, the universities need to improve the level at which they impart these forms of knowledge in their students.
Chapter 7

The Importance of Research in a University

Mahmood Mamdani

Introduction

My remarks will be more critical than congratulatory. I will focus more on the challenge we face rather than the progress we have made. My focus will also be limited, to the Humanities and the Social Sciences rather than to the Sciences, to postgraduate education and research rather than to undergraduate education.

I would like to begin with a biographical comment. I did my ‘O-Levels’ at Old Kampala Secondary School in 1962, the year of [Uganda’s] independence. The US government gave an independence gift to the Uganda government. It included 24 scholarships. I was one among those who were airlifted to the US, getting several degrees over 10 years — BA., MA, PhD — and returned in 1972.

Those who came with me divided into two groups. There were those who never returned, and then those who did, but were soon frustrated by the fact that the conditions under which they were supposed to work were far removed from the conditions under

24 This is a slightly edited version of a paper delivered as a keynote address by the author at the Sixth Annual Makerere University Research Conference. Also disseminated previously as Makerere Institute of Social Research (MISR) Working Paper Number 3, the paper is published herein with the kind permission of the author.
which they were trained. In a matter of years, sometimes months, they looked for jobs overseas, or moved out of the academia into government or business or elsewhere. The lesson I draw from my experience was that the old model does not work. We have no choice but to train postgraduate students in the very institutions in which they will have to work. We have no choice but to train the next generation of African scholars at home. This means tackling the question of institutional reform alongside that of postgraduate education.

Postgraduate education, research and institution building will have to be part of a single effort. I would like to put this in the context of the history of higher education in Africa. I do not mean to suggest that there is a single African history. I speak particularly of those parts of Africa colonised after the Berlin Conference in late 19th century. There is a contrast between older colonies such as South Africa or Egypt where Britain embarked on a civilising mission — building schools and universities — and newer colonies such as Uganda where they tended to regard products of modern education as subversive of the existing order.

**History of Higher Education in Africa**

You can write a history of higher education in Africa that begins a millennium ago. It is now well known that there existed centres of learning in different parts of Africa — such as Al-Azhar in Egypt, Al-Zaytuna in Morocco, and Sankore in Mali — prior to Western domination of the continent. And yet, this historical fact is of marginal significance for contemporary African higher education. This is for one reason. The organisation of knowledge production in the contemporary African university is everywhere based on a disciplinary mode developed in Western universities over the 19th and 20th centuries.
The first colonial universities were few and far between: Makerere in East Africa, Ibadan and Legon in West Africa, and so on. Lord Lugard, Britain’s leading colonial administrator in Africa, used to say that Britain must avoid the Indian disease in Africa. The Indian disease referred to the development of an educated middle class, a group most likely to carry the virus of nationalism.

This is why the development of higher education in Africa between the Sahara and the Limpopo was mainly a post-colonial development. To give but one example, there was one university in Nigeria with 1,000 students at independence. Three decades later, in 1991, there were 41 universities with 131,000 students. Nigeria is not an exception. Everywhere, the development of universities was a key nationalist demand. At independence, every country needed to show its flag, national anthem, national currency and national university as proof that the country had indeed become independent.

We can identify two different post-independent visions of the role of higher education. One was state-driven. I spent six years teaching at the University of Dar es Salaam in the 1970s. The downside of the Dar es Salaam experience was that governments tended to treat universities as parastatals, undermining academic freedom. The great achievement of Dar es Salaam was the creation of a historically-informed and inter-disciplinary curriculum.

A later post-independence vision was market-driven. Makerere University came to be its prime example. I spent nearly two decades at Makerere, from 1980 to 1996. During the 1990s, Makerere combined the entry of fee-paying students [privatisation] with the introduction of a market-driven curriculum [commercialisation]. The effects were contradictory: payment of fees showed that it was possible to broaden the financial base of higher education;
commercialisation opened the door to a galloping consultancy culture.

The two models had a common failing. Neither developed a graduate programme. Everyone assumed that post-graduate education would happen overseas through staff development programmes. I do not recall a single discussion on post-graduate education at either Dar es Salaam or Makerere.

A Pervasive Consultancy Culture
Today, the market-driven model is dominant at African universities. The consultancy culture it has nurtured has had negative consequences for postgraduate education and research. Consultants presume that research is all about finding answers to problems defined by a client. They think of research as finding answers, not as formulating a problem. The consultancy culture is institutionalised through short courses in research methodology, courses that teach students a set of tools to gather and process quantitative information, from which to cull answers.

Today, intellectual life at universities has been reduced to bare-bones classroom activity. Extra-curricular seminars and workshops have migrated to hotels. Workshop attendance goes with transport allowances and per diem. All this is part of a larger process, the ‘NGO-isation’ of the university. Academic papers have turned into corporate-style power point presentations. Academics read less and less. A chorus of buzz words have taken the place of lively debates.

If you sit in a research institution as I do, then the problem can be summed up in a single phrase: the spread of a corrosive consultancy culture. Why is the consultancy mentality such a problem? Let me give you an example from the natural sciences.
In 2007, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation decided to make eradicating malaria its top priority. Over the next four years, it spent US$150 million on this campaign. Even more important were the consequences of its advocacy programme, which was so successful that it ended up shaping priorities of others in the field of health. According to a recent study on the subject, WHO expenditure on eradicating malaria skyrocketed from US$100 million in 1998 to US$2 billion in 2009. The rush to a solution was at the expense of thinking through the problem from an epidemiological point of view. There are two kinds of diseases: those you can eradicate, such as sleeping sickness or smallpox, and those you cannot such as yellow fever — because it lives on a host, in this case monkeys, which means you would have to eradicate monkeys to eradicate yellow fever.

The two types of diseases call for entirely different solutions: for a disease you cannot eradicate, you must figure out how to live with it.

Last year, a team of scientists from Gabon and France found that malaria too has a wild host — monkeys — which means you cannot eradicate it. To learn to live with it calls for an entirely different solution. Eradication calls for a laboratory-based strategy. You look for isolated human communities, such as islands with small populations and invest all your resources in it — which is what the Gates Foundation and WHO did. But living with malaria requires you to spend your monies in communities with large, representative populations. The Gates Foundation and WHO money was spent mostly on small islands. A WHO expert called it ‘a public health disaster’. The moral of the story is that diagnosis is more important than prescription. Research is diagnosis.
Creating an Antidote to the Consultancy Culture

How do we counter the spread of the consultancy culture? Through an intellectual environment strong enough to sustain a meaningful intellectual culture. To my knowledge, there is no model for this on the African continent today. It is something we will have to create.

The old model looked for answers outside the problem. It was utopian because it imposed externally formulated answers. A new model must look for answers within the parameters of the problem. That is why the starting point must go beyond an understanding of the problem, to identifying initiatives that seek to cope with the problem. In the rest of this talk, I will seek to give an analysis of the problem and outline one initiative that seeks to come to grips with it. This is the initiative at the Makerere Institute of Social Research.

The Consultancy Problem
Let me return to my own experience, this time at MISR, where I have learnt to identify key manifestations of the consultancy culture.

I took over the directorship of MISR in June of 2010. When I got there, MISR had seven researchers, including myself. We began by meeting each for an hour: what research do you do? What research have you done since you came here? The answers were a revelation: everyone seemed to do everything, or rather anything — at one time primary education, the next primary health, then roads, then HIV/AIDS, whatever was on demand! This is when I learnt to recognise the first manifestation of consultancy: a consultant has no expertise. His or her claim is only to a way of doing things, of gathering data and writing reports. He or she is a Jack or a Jane of all, a master of none. This is the first manifestation.
Even though consultancy was the main work, there was also some research at MISR. But it was all externally-driven, the result of demands of European donor agencies that European universities doing research on Africa must partner with African universities. The result was not institutional partnerships but the incorporation of individual local researchers into an externally-driven project. It resembled more an outreach from UK or France rather than a partnership between relative equals.

Next, I suggested to my colleagues that our first priority should be to build up the library. I noticed that the size of our library had actually been reduced over the previous 10 years. I understood the reason for this when I looked at MISR’s 10-year strategic plan. The plan called for purchasing around 100 books for the library over 10 years. In other words, the library was not a priority. The second manifestation of a consultancy culture is that consultants do not read, not because they cannot read, or are not interested in reading but because reading becomes a luxury, an after-work activity. Because consultancies do not require you to read anything more than field data and notes.

My colleagues and I discussed the problem of consultancy in meeting after meeting, and came up with a two-fold response. Our short-term response was to begin a programme of seminars, two a month, requiring that every person begin with a research proposal, one that surveys the literature in their field, identifies key debates and locate their query within those debates; second, also twice a month, we agreed to meet as a study group; prepare a list of key texts in the social sciences and humanities over the past 40 years, and read and discuss them.
Over the long-term, we decided to create a multi-disciplinary, coursework-based, PhD programme to train a new generation of researchers. To brainstorm the outlines of this programme, we held a two-day workshop in January with scholars from University of Western Cape in South Africa and Addis Ababa University. I would like to share with you some of the deliberations at that workshop.

**Reflections on Postgraduate Education in the Humanities and the Social Sciences**

The central question facing higher education in Africa today is what it means to teach the humanities and social sciences in the current historical context and, in particular, in the post-colonial African context. What does it mean to teach humanities and social sciences in a location where the dominant intellectual paradigms are products not of Africa’s own experience, but of a particular Western experience? Where dominant paradigms theorise a specific Western history and are concerned, in large part, to extol the virtues of the enlightenment or to expound critiques of that same enlightenment? As a result, when these theories expand to other parts of the world, they do so mainly by submerging particular origins and specific concerns through describing these in the universal terms of scientific objectivity and neutrality?

I want to make sure I am not misunderstood: there is no problem with reading texts from the Enlightenment – in fact, it is vital. The problem is this: if the Enlightenment is said to be an exclusively European phenomenon, then the story of the Enlightenment is one that excludes Africa as it does most of the world. Can it then be the foundation on which we can build university education in Africa?
The assumption that there is a single model derived from the dominant Western experience reduces research to no more than a demonstration that societies around the world either conform to that model or deviate from it. The tendency is to de-historicise and de-contextualise discordant experiences, whether Western or non-Western. The effect is to devalue original research or intellectual production in Africa. The global market tends to relegate Africa to providing raw material (“data”) to outside academics who process it and then re-export their theories back to Africa. Research proposals are increasingly descriptive accounts of data collection and the methods used to collate data. Collaboration is reduced to assistance. And there is a general impoverishment of theory and debate.

The expansion and entrenchment of intellectual paradigms that stress quantification above all has led to a peculiar intellectual dispensation in Africa today. The dominant trend is increasingly for research to be positivist and primarily quantitative, carried out to answer questions that have been formulated outside of the continent, not only in terms of location but also in terms of historical perspective. This trend either occurs directly, through the “consultancy” model, or indirectly, through research funding and other forms of intellectual disciplining. In my view, the proliferation of “short courses” on methodology that aim to teach students and academic staff quantitative methods necessary for gathering and processing empirical data are ushering a new generation of native informers. But the collection of data to answer pre-packaged questions is not a substantive form of research if it displaces the fundamental research practice of formulating the questions that are to be addressed. If that happens, then
researchers will become managers whose real work is to supervise data collection.

But this challenge to autonomous scholarship is not unprecedented — indeed, autonomous scholarship was also denigrated in the early post-colonial state when universities were conceived of as providing the “manpower” necessary for national development, and original knowledge production was seen as a luxury. Even when scholars saw themselves as critical of the state, such as during the 1970s at University of Dar es Salaam, intellectual work ended up being too wedded to a political programme, even when it was critical of the state. The strength of Dar es Salaam was that it nurtured a generation of public intellectuals. Its weakness was that this generation failed to reproduce itself. This is a fate that will repeat in the future if research is not put back into teaching; and PhD programmes in Africa are not conceived of as training the next generation of African scholars.

Someone told me yesterday that Makerere requires every PhD thesis to end with a set of recommendations. If true, this indicates a problem. A university is not a think tank. A university may house think tanks, even several, but a university cannot itself be a think tank. Think tanks are policy-oriented centres where the point of research is to make recommendations. In a university, there needs to be room for both applied research, meaning policy-oriented research, and basic research. The distinction is this: unlike applied research which is preoccupied with making recommendations, the point of basic research is to identify and question assumptions that drive the very process of knowledge production.

**The Postgraduate Initiative at MISR**

I believe one of the biggest mistakes made in the establishment of MISR as a research institute was to detach research from
postgraduate education. The formation of the new College of Humanities that has brought the Faculties of Arts and Social Sciences and MISR under a single administrative roof gives us a historic opportunity to correct this mistake. MISR will aim to offer a multi-disciplinary doctoral programme in the qualitative social sciences and the humanities.

The initiative at the Makerere Institute of Social Research (MISR) is driven by multiple convictions. One, key to research is the formulation of the problem of research. Two, the definition of the research problem should stem from a dual engagement: on the one hand, a critical engagement with the society at large and, on the other, a critical grasp of disciplinary literature, world-wide, so as to identify key debates within the literature and locate specific queries within those debates.

Faced with a context where the model is the consultant and not the independent researcher, we at MISR think the way forward is to create a PhD programme based on significant preparatory coursework, to create among students the capacity to both re-think old questions and formulate new ones. Our ambition is also to challenge the foundations of the prevailing intellectual paradigm which has turned the dominant Western experience into a model which conceives of research as no more than a demonstration that societies around the world either conform to or deviate from that model. This dominant paradigm de-historicises and de-contextualises other experiences, whether Western or non-Western. The effect is to devalue original research in Africa. Research proposals are increasingly descriptive accounts of data collection and the methods used to collate data, collaboration is reduced to assistance, and there is a general impoverishment of theory and debate. If we are to treat every experience with intellectual dignity,
then we must treat it as the basis for theorisation. This means to historicise and contextualise not only phenomena and processes that we observe, but also the intellectual apparatus used to analyse these.

Finally, MISR will seek to combine a commitment to local [indeed, regional] knowledge production, rooted in relevant linguistic and disciplinary terms, with a critical and disciplined reflection on the globalisation of modern forms of knowledge and modern instruments of power. Rather than oppose the local to the global, it will seek to understand the global from the vantage point of the local. The doctoral programme will seek to understand alternative forms of aesthetic, intellectual, ethical, and political traditions, both contemporary and historical, the objective being not just to learn about these forms, but also to learn from them. Over time, we hope this project will nurture a scholarly community that is equipped to rethink — in both intellectual and institutional terms — the very nature of the university and of the function it is meant to serve locally and globally.

**Coursework**

Coursework during the first two years will be organised around a single set of core courses taken by all students, supplemented by electives grouped in four thematic clusters:

- Genealogies of the Political, being discursive and institutional histories of political practices;
- Disciplinary and Popular Histories, ranging from academic and professional modes of history writing to popular forms of retelling the past in local languages;
- Political Economy, global, regional and local; and
• Literary and Aesthetic Studies, consisting of fiction, the visual and performing arts and cinema studies.

Translated into a curricular perspective, the objective is for an individual student’s course of study to be driven forward by debates and not by orthodoxy. This approach would give primacy to the importance of reading key texts in related disciplines. In practical terms, students would spend the first two years building a bibliography and coming to grips with the literature that constituted it. In the third year, they would write a critical essay on the bibliography, embark on their own research in the fourth year, and finally write it up in the fifth.

Inter-disciplinarity

Over the 19th century, European universities developed three different domains of knowledge production — natural sciences, humanities, and social sciences — based on the notion of “three cultures”. Each of these domains was then subdivided into “disciplines.” Over the century from 1850 to the Second World War, this became the dominant pattern as it got institutionalised through three different organisational forms: a) within the universities, as chairs, departments, curricula, and academic degrees for students; b) between and outside universities at the national and international level, as discipline-based associations of scholars and journals; and c) in the great libraries of the world, as the basis for classification of scholarly works.

This intellectual consensus began to break down after the 1960s, partly because of the growing overlap between disciplines and partly because of a shared problematique. For example, the line dividing the humanities from the social sciences got blurred with the increasing “historicisation” and hence “contextualisation” of knowledge in the humanities and the social
sciences. The development was best captured in the report of the Gulbenkian Commission chaired by Immanuel Wallerstein. As inter-disciplinarity began to make inroads into disciplinary specialisation, the division between the humanities and the social sciences paled in the face of a growing division between quantitative and qualitative perspectives in the study of social, political and cultural life.

But these intellectual developments were not matched by comparable organisational changes, precisely because it is not easy to move strongly entrenched organisations. Although the number of interdisciplinary and regional institutes multiplied, collaboration rarely cut across the humanities-social science divide.

The challenge of postgraduate studies at the African university is how to produce a truly interdisciplinary knowledge without giving up the ground gained in the disciplines. The challenge of MISR is how to reproduce a generation of researchers by joining research to postgraduate education. Our incorporation into the new College of Humanities and Social Sciences, and thereby an end to our stand-alone status, has created this opening for us — one we hope to seize with both hands.
Chapter 8

University Governance and Intellectual Capital at two Universities in Uganda

Karim N. A. Ssesanga

Introduction

Universities in both developed and budding economies are knowledge-intensive organisations that contain basic operations for knowledge generation, sharing, and transfer. As such, their intellectual capital potential is great. However, only some of them are able to transform this potential into operational intellectual capital. In particular, African universities currently function in very difficult circumstances, both in terms of the social, economic, and political problems that afflict the continent and in the context of globalisation (Teferra & Altbach, 2004). Indeed, in the Ugandan context, universities are characterised by doing more with less (Ssesanga & Garrett, 2005).

The concept of good governance has been topical for many scholars. Research in this respect has focused on how the two impact on the profitability of corporations and businesses. However, this trend started to take root in higher education, with the growing need for an educated society and the realisation that traditional approaches of running and managing universities were
Inadequate (Aurangzeb & Khola, 2012). In fact, concern about governance has been heightened not only in the corporate world but also in HEIs (Akma et al., 2013).

The ability of any university to thrive hinges on its capacity to properly use all its financial, physical, and intellectual resources. In this paper, I focus attention on intellectual capital as a vital and strategic asset that denotes the valuable knowledge in an organisation (Griliches, 1990; Barrett and Beaver, 1991; Michalisin et al., 1997; Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995; Mouritsen, 1998).

Good governance denotes the process whereby both public and private institutions guarantee human rights in the conduct of public affairs, and operate in a manner that cherishes the rule of law, and creates an environment essentially free of abuse and corruption (OECD, Year). In higher education, governance and management increasingly concern themselves with knowledge systems and workers. Thus, the utility of higher education governance and management models will be judged in terms of how well they allow the HEIs to contribute to further the knowledge society and economy (Reed et al., 2002).

Among the characteristics of a good university, therefore, is the ability to attract and retain talented academics who have the ability to contribute significantly to advances in research (Yusof, 2008). Academics are considered to be intellectual capital — the most vital resource of any university. It is vital for universities to manage these academics effectively so that they transform their potential into operational intellectual capital.

The argument in this study is premised on the hypothesis that bad governance can lead to inability to attract and retain intellectual capital. The study surveys the perceptions of faculty (at
two universities in Uganda — one public and one private) on the subject. Specifically, the study sought to achieve three objectives:

- To examine academics’ perception of intellectual capital and governance practices at the two universities;
- To examine the factors that attract and retain academics at the two universities; and
- To examine the relationship between governance and intellectual capital at the two universities.

**Related Literature**

The word governance provokes thoughts of power or authority to make things happen (Mkude, 2012). Governance encompasses the structures, relationships and processes through which policies for higher education are developed, implemented and reviewed (OECD, 2008:68).

According to Tricker (1984:7) “management is about running the business” whereas “governance is about seeing that it is run properly”. Thus, at a university, good governance sets the rules for the relationship between management and academics and the activities for generating, sharing, and disseminating knowledge. It is not enough for any organisation to acquire human capital. Increasingly, organisations are faced with the need to adopt and incorporate structures and processes that effectively deploy, protect and retain their human capital (Bontis, 1996; Bradley, 1997; Keenan & Aggestam, 2001). On their part, universities need to develop their intellectual capital and to transform it into a competitive advantage.

Intellectual capital has three main components: human, structural and relationship (Stewart, 1999; Sveiby, 2001). Human capital consists of knowledge, experience, competence,
intelligence, creativity, values and attitudes. Structural capital includes management relationship, organisation structure and development. On the other hand, relationship capital refers to the marketing relationship, which includes all the resources linked to the external relations of the organisation with its customers, suppliers and/or partners and the perceptions that they hold about the organisation.

Several researchers contend that intellectual capital has a significant importance for obtaining a competitive advantage and for the capacity of an organisation to create value (Stewart, 1999; Peltoniemi, 2006). In the past, research on knowledge management and intellectual capital focused on companies. However, lately, there is an increased interest in public organisations, including universities. This is mainly due to the fact that universities have as their main goals the production and the dissemination of knowledge (Sanchez et al., 2006).

In the light of the foregoing, university managers should facilitate the work of the researchers. In particular, faculty should be given the resources they require and governance processes should be devoid of constraining dictates of bureaucracy (Azmi, 2006). Furthermore, universities should ensure that their academics have opportunities for training and career development because career development could increase job satisfaction and increase chances for attracting and retaining talented faculty (Bontis & Serenko, 1997).

Equally important, university top management should match rewards to performance in a bid to attract and retain intellectual capital as academics may find it a worthless experience to give more to an organisation when not much is received in return. This has implications on the way the university is governed.
Methodology

Data were collected using a questionnaire whose questions were adapted from Akma et al. (2013). The adaptation was done in a way that facilitated comparison of the views members of faculty in the public and private universities held about university governance and human capital. The questionnaire was divided into five parts and a five-point Likert scale (from strongly disagree to strongly agree) was used for each question. Part 1 examined the importance of intellectual capital to the university. Part 2 requested faculty to mention the factors they considered vital when joining their universities. It also requested them to give their views on the association between governance and the attraction and retention of intellectual capital. Part 3 elicited the respondents’ perceptions of the governance practices in their universities — with regard to transparency, integrity, corruption, policies and procedures. Part 4 captured other aspects of governance (i.e. intellectual capital management and support for research and innovation and their impact on faculty performance). Finally, Part 5 sought the demographic composition of the respondents.

Data were collected from two universities: one public (University A) and the other private (University B). The two were selected based on their size. To avoid bias, academics from the two universities were selected randomly. Table 8.1 shows the distribution of the population and sample of respondents.
Table 8.1: Population and Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>University A Sample (N=98)</th>
<th>University B Sample (N=57)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Below 25 years old</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26-30 years old</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31-35 years old</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36-40 years old</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41-45 years old</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46-50 years old</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Above 50 years old</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic rank</td>
<td>Assistant Lecturer</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of education</td>
<td>Professional Degree</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor Degree</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Masters Degree</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctoral Degree</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data were analysed using frequency counts, percentages, means and standard deviation. At the bivariate level, analysis involved the use of Pearson’s correlation matrix to establish the relationship between governance and intellectual capital. Pearson’s matrix was selected because the variables were numerical.

**Findings and Discussion**

The findings on the respondents’ perception of the importance of intellectual capital in their universities are summarised in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Perception of the Importance of Intellectual Capital

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University A</th>
<th></th>
<th>University B</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N  Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>N  Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University's success depends on input of academics</td>
<td>98  4.4</td>
<td>.822</td>
<td>57  4.37</td>
<td>.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University's reputation and progress depend on its academics</td>
<td>98  4.32</td>
<td>.832</td>
<td>57  4.16</td>
<td>1.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University recognises that its academics attract new ones</td>
<td>98  4.3</td>
<td>.802</td>
<td>57  4.12</td>
<td>.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University’s competitiveness improves with increase in its intellectual capital</td>
<td>98  4.22</td>
<td>.880</td>
<td>57  3.98</td>
<td>.876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 8.2 show that the 98 responding academics in university A agreed that the success of the university depends on the contribution from academics with the highest mean value of 4.4, followed by the notion that the university’s reputation and improvement rely on its academics (mean value of 4.32). These findings are consistent with Yusof (2008)’s assertion that intellectual capital is the leading resource for universities. The findings also seem to concur with the notion that the university’s reputation hinges mainly on the input of faculty. Indeed, in Uganda, as elsewhere, the quality of a good tertiary institution is determined by the quality and dedication of the academic staff (Kasozi, 2009; Ssesanga, 2003).

Furthermore, the results show that respondents at university A agree that existing academics attract new ones, and the competitive position of the university improves with the increase
of its intellectual capital (mean value of 4.3 and 4.22, respectively). Therefore, responding academics at University A (which is public) agree that the quality and calibre of existing scholars was a key factor and consideration in attracting new academics to the university. The findings are congruent with Assem et al. (2008) who reported that new academics were attracted to a university by the quality of existing scholars.

At university B, the respondents agreed that the success of their university depends on the input of academics, and that competitiveness of the university improves with the increase of its intellectual capital with mean values of 4.61 and 4.4, respectively.

The results suggest that at both public and private universities in Uganda, academics agree that their input is critical for the success of the universities and that the competitiveness of the universities improves with increase of their intellectual capital. This further corroborates the findings of Yusof (2008) and Kasozi (2009) in Malaysia and Uganda, respectively.

The study also focused on the factors that the academics considered vital in joining a university (Table 8.3).

Table 8.3: Factors Considered in Joining University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University A</th>
<th>University B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I joined university because it pays better</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance is a key factor in attracting new academics to a university</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I joined university because of its location</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I joined university because of its reputation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most important factor academics considered in joining university A was pay (mean of 4.61). Governance and location of the university were the second and third considered factors, respectively (mean score of 4.4). Reputation of the university, and the belief that the university will add value to academics’ reputation were considered the least important factors with mean values of 4.23 and 4.15, respectively. At university B, responding faculty considered pay and location of the university as the most important factors that influenced their decision to join university with mean values of 4.46 and 4.33, respectively. Academics at university B considered governance and the belief that the university will add value to their academic advancement as the least important factors rated at mean values of 4.19 and 4.09, respectively. While responding academics at university A considered pay and governance as the leading factors that influenced their decision to join the university, faculty at university B agreed that pay and location are the most important factors. Considering that the physical structure of most of universities in Uganda is limited to few buildings (Kasozi, 2009), and given that most private universities in Uganda are located in rural or semi-urban areas where attractions of urban areas are visibly absent, it would seem sensible to argue that faculty, particularly in private universities in Uganda, perceived location as a critical factor that influenced them to join university. As opposed to mean levels at university A, the relatively low means of 4.21 and 4.09 on
reputation of the university, and the belief that university will add value to faculty academic advancement, respectively, at university B seem to concur with the assertion that all private universities in Uganda were established after 1988, and thus, lack a history and the prestige attached to past achievements (Kasozi, 2009).

Therefore, the evidence in Table 8.3 suggests that pay is the most important factor that academics consider in joining both public and private universities. This supports Ssesanga’s (2003) finding that pay is a leading predictor of academic job dissatisfaction in Uganda. Additionally, governance and location are the second and third most important factors that influence academics’ decisions in joining a university in Uganda. The findings are inconsistent with Akma et al. (2013) who found pay to be the least likely factor to influence academics’ decisions to join university in Malaysia. This could be attributed to the fact that in Malaysia, being a tiger economy, pay for academics is much higher compared to their counterparts in a developing country such as Uganda. It appears, therefore, that in under-resourced and budding universities in the least developed countries such as Uganda, pay is an important factor to academics, especially considering that they operate under adverse and declining circumstances (Senteza-Kajubi, 1992; Saint, 1992). Besides, most of the institutions of higher learning in Uganda are running on deficit budgets (Kasozi, 2009).

The third aspect of the analysis considered the respondents’ perceptions of governance and intellectual capital management at university A (Table 8.4).
Table 8.4: Perception of University Governance Practices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University A</th>
<th></th>
<th>University B</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There are guidelines to clarify the responsibility of all academics</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>.883</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University is a well governed institution</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our work supports the mission and vision of university</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is a potential for corruption at the university</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>1.281</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University emphasises inter-organisational relationships</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University's policies and procedures are clearly defined for all academics</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>1.465</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My rights at university are well protected</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>1.115</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University emphasises collaboration among colleagues</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.214</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University is a transparent organisation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>1.166</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University has a proper system for dissemination of information</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>1.351</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University's policies and procedures are the same for all academics</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>1.265</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accurate and relevant information in university is easy to access</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.105</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics are encouraged to give suggestions on how to improve the operations within University</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.415</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
University takes the necessary corrective action in case of wrongful behaviour committed by its academics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.319</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.669</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4 shows that a big number of academics agree that there are guidelines that spell out their responsibilities, and that the university is a well governed institution – rated at a mean of 4.06 and 4.05, respectively. Additionally, many respondents rated at a mean of 3.98 perceived that their work supports the mission and vision of university, and that the university emphasises collaboration at a mean of 3.82. This suggests that the university council has among others, identified and focused on the key competencies and specialisation of the university.

Nonetheless, there are areas of concern with respect to good governance practices in the university that merit scholarly attention. In particular, although responding academics agree that overall, the institution is well governed, and their rights are well protected at a mean of 3.07, it is worrying to note that a good many respondents at a mean of 3.87 believed that there is potential for corruption at the university. This finding concurs with Kasozi (2009) who maintains that many institutional leaders in Uganda are unwilling to reveal income and expenditure statements, and firmly believe that the financial records of their universities are a confidential matter. Thus, based on this evidence, it is plausible to opine that there is a potential for corruption at some universities in Uganda. This may explain why only few respondents agreed that the university was a transparent organisation, and encouraged
them to take part in decision making at low means of 2.96 and 2.06, respectively, as shown in Table 8.4. Equally important, it can be seen in Table 8.4 that there were very few respondents who agree that university policies and procedures are the same for all academics (Mean of 2.81), and accurate and relevant information in university is easy to access (mean of 2.71). This suggests that, as perceived by respondents, there was unfair treatment to faculty at the university, and restricted access to information at the university which echoes the need to improve governance practices at the university.

Regarding respondents’ perceptions of governance and management of IC at university B, the data in Table 8.4 reveals that very many respondents agreed that the university emphasises inter-organisational relationships, and collaboration among colleagues, at a mean of 4.46 and 4.25, respectively. The findings could be explained by the fact that private universities in Uganda put emphasis on, and engage in, collaboration because most of them have partners abroad who facilitate them with human and material resources.

Therefore, while many respondents at university A agree that the university is a well governed institution with clear guidelines and where their work supports the mission and vision of the university, at university B, very many respondents perceived that the university has policies and procedures that are clearly defined to faculty, and much emphasis was put on inter-organisational and interpersonal collaboration. Partly, I attribute this to the low staffing levels at private universities in Uganda where there is a likelihood for academics to understand policies and procedures easily, as opposed to fairly large numbers of academics and bureaucratic tendencies at public universities.
Furthermore, it is important to note that very few responding academics (a mean of 2.70) at university B agree that the university was a well governed institution, and comparatively few agree that it was transparent (mean of 3.21). These data emerging from the survey would seem to suggest that institutional heads at private universities in Uganda, unlike their counterparts at public universities, tend to wield more influence in decision making and policy direction.

It can be seen in Table 8.5 that very many respondents at university A (with a mean of over 4) agree on all the four items, indicating that there were still barriers to access corporate information.

**Table 8.5: Perception of Transparency and Disclosure**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University A</th>
<th>University B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University should be more transparent in evaluation system</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University should be more transparent in financial allocation</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University should be more transparent in imposing new rulings</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University should be more transparent in provision for facilities</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>4.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In particular, respondents agree that the university should be more transparent in evaluation system, and financial allocation as well as provision for facilities. The findings are congruent
with the plight of most African universities particularly in the sub-Saharan region. For instance, the rapid expansion of public university education in Kenya in the midst of limited financial resources has led to deterioration of public universities in areas such as the quality of teaching and research, library facilities, halls of residence and student and staff representation (Amutabi, 2002; Oketch, 2004); and Kenyan public universities have lost their former glory due to low motivation of students and staff and poor infrastructure (Ogom, 2007). However, the data collected from university B shows a slightly different picture. The respondents (with a mean of less than 4.00) in the private university agree that they have a better evaluation system, and more transparent in financial allocation as well as provision for facilities as opposed to faculty at the public university. This finding could be attributed to the less bureaucracy, and relatively small size of private universities in Uganda in terms infrastructure. In fact, some of the new private universities in Uganda have one or two building structures with low staffing levels (Kasozi, 2009).

With regard to the efficiency of intellectual capital management at university A, Table 8.6 shows that many respondents strongly agree that if their work is appreciated, their performance improves, and everybody takes credit for their work with mean values of 4.74 and 4.53, respectively.

Table 8.6: Perception of Intellectual Capital Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>University A (N = 98)</th>
<th>University B (N = 57)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If my work is appreciated, my performance improves</td>
<td>4.74</td>
<td>.647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results are insightful to university leaders in Uganda notably to appreciate the work of academics as this would improve their performance. This finding is consistent with available evidence among academics in Uganda to the effect that the level of faculty motivation has a significant effect on their productivity (Bameka, 1996; Ssesanga & Garrett, 2005). Furthermore, leaders at university A should maintain the spirit of ensuring that everyone takes credit for their work.

Nonetheless, there are areas of concern that merit attention and deserve improvement. In particular, in terms of research, university A should improve in areas such as encouraging faculty creativity and innovation (mean of 2.55), reward of new ideas and outstanding output (mean of 2.23), and provision of necessary resources to academics to do research work (mean of 1.97). These data are not surprising. Globally, since the 1990s, academics throughout the world have faced a number of problems, changes
and status transformations (Altbach, 2002; Askling 2001, Shattock, 2004; Shattock, 2004; Honan & Teferra, 2001; Enders, 2001). They have suffered reductions in income, deterioration of working conditions and prestige (Altbach, 2002). Precisely, participating universities, like others in Uganda, are teaching-intensive institutions where teaching is the primary activity (Ssesanga & Garrett, 2005). Besides, most lecturers at universities in Uganda just manage to cover their teaching responsibilities and do not have the time or resources to do research and produce knowledge (Kasozi, 2009).

Academics at university B agree that their intellectual potential improved at the university suggesting that they find their stay at the institution a skills- and competency-enriching experience. I attribute these data to the fact that academics in most private universities in Uganda are relatively new in the profession and seem to be excited about their new experience. Furthermore, there are areas of convergence with regard to the academics’ perception of intellectual management at university A and university B that should be sustained and improved.

Table 8.6 shows that the academics at both institutions agree that if their work is appreciated, their performance improves. Furthermore, both institutions encourage the research work of their faculty, as well as everyone taking credit for their own work. In addition, academics at both universities agree that more should be done to encourage creativity and innovation, facilitate the work of academics, and provision of necessary resources for faculty to achieve their research work. Indeed, academics in Uganda are dissatisfied with facilities and funds for research (Tizikara, 1998; Ssesanga & Garrett, 2005). These data have insightful information for leaders at both universities with regard to research support, to which I will turn in the recommendations.
Pearson’s Correlation coefficient for the relationship between governance and (attraction and retention) of intellectual capital is shown in Table 8.7.

**Table 8.7: Relationship between Governance and Intellectual Capital**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Governance</th>
<th>Intellectual Capital</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.86**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 8.7 shows that the higher the respondents rated the governance of their universities, the higher the intellectual capital that the universities would attract and retain (r = .86). These findings render support to studies done elsewhere (i.e. Assem et al., 2007; Nor & Akma, 2012; Akma et al., 2013).

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

This study leads to the conclusion that although good governance is a vital predictor of faculty attraction and retention, the key factors that attract faculty to the participating universities were pay and the prospect of academic development. In addition, the analysis reveals that whereas the private universities need to improve on their academic staff’s opportunities for academic growth, pay and job security, public universities should focus on improving transparency, pay and communication. Therefore, it is recommended that universities improve their performance in these areas through improving their governance practices as discussed in the foregoing section.
Introduction
Higher education in Ethiopia spans over 1,700 years. However, establishment of the country’s modern higher education system started in 1950. Growing rather slowly until the mid-1990s, the sector has expanded sporadically over the last two decades, moving from elite to mass. From two universities during the early 1990s, the sector has expanded to 35 public universities and over 70 private universities in 2014. Universities are being established in all parts of the country – based on considerations for regional equity.

Some of the universities were formed by merging colleges or faculties (e.g. Bahr Dar University). Others were established by state legislation (e.g. Wello University); while others only evolved progressively (e.g., Haramya University). However, they are all governed, financed and supervised by the Federal Government. All degree programmes are crafted and supervised by the Federal Ministry of Education. Hence, all public universities in the
country are meant to serve the same missions – teaching, research, and community service. Starting in 2009, states were also allowed to establish regional universities (Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia [FDRE], 2009). Following the expansion, undergraduate enrolment rose from 203,399 in 2006/7 to 494,103 in 2011/12. However, it remains to be seen whether the phenomenal expansion of prototype programmes, guidance and counselling will produce competent graduates who are employable.

In this knowledge economy, public universities in Ethiopia are instrumental to national development. They are expected, among other things, to produce quality and competent graduates befitting the labour market. Hence, they need to be responsive to the needs of both the graduates and the labour market. With the re-introduction of the market economy in Ethiopia in 1991, demand for an educated workforce has grown (Tjeldvoll, Welle-Strand & Bento, 2005). However, the labour market has not been able to absorb the graduates of these universities because the economy remains primarily agrarian. Accordingly, students need proper vocational guidance and counselling — teaching and learning that aims at equipping students with the knowledge and skills that the labour market envisages; and research that influences policy and practice.

Given their long established tradition of autonomy, universities worldwide decide on issues such as their enrolment, teaching and research. However, following recent developments, universities are accountable to public authorities as well. These authorities require universities to provide quality and relevant education that leads to employment of graduates and to supply the labour market with competent and employable graduates. As argued by Teferra (2011), university training and education need to be aligned with
the existing job market. This is critically important to Ethiopia today. For one, public spending in the sector over the last two decades is sporadically high. Second, the country is ambitiously planning and working to be middle income in the next decade. Also, Ethiopia is striving to become competitive in an increasingly globalised knowledge economy.

In line with this national imperative and global competitiveness, university leaders and staff must make adjustments in their offerings in a more responsive and innovative manner. This will allow the universities to plan and execute flexible academic programmes that align their teaching and students’ learning with the demands of the contemporary labour market.

Employers need graduates who are familiar with the world of work (Barten, 2006). The process of producing this kind of graduates requires the participation of pertinent stakeholders. The participation should be in the areas such as programme initiation, curriculum development, guidance and counselling, tracer studies and policy advocacy. This is because universities whose academic programmes and teaching capitalise on students’ potential and interest, and which conduct tracer studies, are more likely to produce employable graduates. In particular, public universities ought to specify the intended outcomes of courses and to work with students in reporting upon the outcomes. Since public interest is best served by a university system that maximises the knowledge, skills and values learned by university graduates (Dill, 2001), there is a need to measure programme effectiveness — to demonstrate whether the programme met its purpose and whether it needs to be adjusted.

Government, the private sector and students create employment opportunities. Universities need to address multifaceted objectives
such as the quality, relevance and efficiency (Salim, 2007) of their programmes. These include knowledge of subject matter, methodological skills, ability to learn as jobs change and the professional competence of graduates. From a student perspective, a major purpose of public universities is to develop competencies that lead to gainful employment. From an employer perspective, graduates must have transferable knowledge, skills and attitudes that enable them to work individually and collaboratively (Nunan, 1999; Baren, 2006). However, producing competent graduates that are relevant to the demands of the labour market is not only a matter of training programmes; it also requires a strategy for career education, information and guidance.

Universities need up-to-date data on recruitment criteria (Barten, 2006), to design strategies for the labour market and to predict future trends. However, in developing countries such as Ethiopia, where employment data is scarce and graduate unemployment is high, universities are often accused of offering programmes of poor quality that have little relevance to the labour market (Salmi, 2009b). It is against this background that this study delved into prospective graduates’ perceptions of the responsiveness of Ethiopian public universities to contemporary labour market needs. Because prospective graduates are on the verge of completing their university training, knowing their perception of how well they are prepared and how competently they could join the labour market would be useful. In addition, their lived experience, and discussions with peers would allow them to identify strengths and gaps, if any.

The study attempted to respond to three specific research questions: 1) how do prospective graduates in Ethiopia perceive the fit between the focus of their study programmes and contemporary labour market needs? 2) How do prospective graduates in Ethiopia perceive the suitability of the teaching and learning processes they
are going through for the demands of the contemporary labour market? 3) To what extent would prospective graduates in Ethiopia agree that their institutions provide the vocational guidance and counselling they require to succeed in the contemporary labour market?

**Methodology**

Three universities were involved in the study. These were purposely selected to represent the three generations in Ethiopia’s universities as identified by Gebru (2014). A sample of 250 prospective graduates was selected for involvement in the study. These were aged between 20 and 27 (mean=21). The majority (86%) of the respondents were male. The selection of the participants considered field of study (i.e. vocational, professional and academic streams) and area of specialisation (i.e. science/technology and arts/humanities).

Data were collected using a questionnaire. The first section of the questionnaire elicited the respondents’ bio data. The questionnaire also contained questions on the focus of academic programmes (8 items); focus of teaching and learning processes (9 items); and the vocational guidance and counselling services provided to students (6 items). These items elicited the level of agreement through rating from 1 to 5. There was also one item where participants were expected to identify the body responsible for graduate unemployment. The open-ended item intended to solicit opinion of participants on the overall graduate preparation and related services provided to them. A five-point Likert scale questionnaire ranging from “1”, corresponding to “Strongly Disagree” to “5”, corresponding to “Strongly Agree”, was used to tap into the respondents’ perceptions on the attributes investigated. The validity of the questionnaire was ascertained by three experts, who provided feedback on the suitability of the items included.
Data collection took place between January and April 2012. The principal researcher, together with three onsite research assistants collected the data. Two-hundred and fifty (250) questionnaires were dispatched for self-administration. One hundred and ninety (190) (representing 76%) of the questionnaires distributed were retrieved. The data collected were analysed using frequency counts and percentages. The responses to the open-ended item in the questionnaire were subjected to content analysis.

**Findings and Interpretation**

The findings are summarised in Table 9.1.

*Table 9.1: Level of Agreement that Higher Education Addresses Attributes of Relevance to the Labour Market (N=190, %)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>AG</th>
<th>UD</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focus of academic programmes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme focuses on technological advancement</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme provides theoretical understanding of my field of study</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme focuses on practical application of knowledge</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The courses in my study programme are valued in the labour market</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme is in line with the labour market policies of the country</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme addresses relevant global market needs</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My study programme provides a good mix between academic and professional education</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My field of study matches the needs in the contemporary labour market</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Suitability of teaching & learning processes for contemporary labour market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>UD</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>St. D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The courses in my programme are innovated to suit the needs of the labour market</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The textbooks used for my programme are suited to the needs of the labour market</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors frequently change the course content they deliver</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors frequently change the teaching methods they use</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors frequently change the assessment methods they use</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors focus on skills that enhance employability</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vocational guidance & counselling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>UD</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>St. D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My instructors provide guidance on the opportunities available in the labour market</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors provide guidance on the challenges in the contemporary labour market</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors provide information on national employment strategies</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors provide information on international employment strategies</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors provide information on the skills I need to compete in the labour market</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My instructors guide me to choose fields of study that are congruent with my aptitude</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY:** SD = “Strongly Disagree”; D = “Disagree”; UD = “Undecided”; A = “Agree”; SA = “Strongly Agree”; St. D = Standard Deviation
The results in Table 9.1 show that the respondents perceived the public universities to be emphasising “theoretical understanding of field of study” (46 + 36 = 82 agreed). Theoretical understanding believed to be highly emphasised, technological advancement, practical application of knowledge, and the mix between field of study and professional education follow respectively. Most of the respondents believed that global market needs, labour market value of courses, match between field of study and labour market needs and labour market policy of the country are emphasised. On the other hand, about a third were “undecided”; while close to a quarter disagreed over the emphasis given to the mix between academic and professional education. Similarly, over a quarter disagreed on the emphasis of academic programmes to practical application of knowledge, labour market value of each course, labour market policy of the country, and global market trends. Over a fifth disagreed on the emphasis of academic programmes to technological advancement. As such, the findings in Table 9.1 suggest that academic programme development in the selected universities does not put strong emphasis on the demands of the labour market (e.g. technological advancement). Consequently, the graduates of these universities may feel that their academic programmes do not enable them to qualify for jobs or to create their own employment opportunities.

Regarding the focus of teaching and learning processes, Table 9.1 shows that emphasis was reported to be on theoretical understanding, practical application of knowledge, skills that enhance employability of graduates, changing traditional teaching methods and technological advancement. About a third of the respondents believed that less emphasis was put on the suitability of textbooks, innovativeness of courses of study, changes in traditional course content and skills that enhance graduates’
employability. Meanwhile, over a quarter of the respondents indicated that their instructors do not change their teaching and assessment methods in line with technological advancement. Similarly, close to a quarter of the respondents suggested that practical application of knowledge is not emphasised.

These findings reveal that teaching and assessment in the case universities remain traditional, despite very significant changes in the knowledge economy and in the competitiveness of the contemporary labour market. Viewed from a constructivist perspective of assessment for learning, and from the point of view of technological advancement and innovation, this seems to go contrary to the needs of the (national and international) graduate labour market. Related literature suggests that this labour market requires the opposite to what was reported to be the case in the case universities. It demands graduates who have knowledge about modern technology, and are innovative, life-long learners and versatile.

Concerning vocational guidance and counselling, the findings in Table 9.1 suggest that the students are not getting appropriate vocational guidance and counselling services. With exception of “employment opportunities”, the majority of the respondents “disagreed” that their universities provide vocational guidance and counselling-related services. This finding is despite the fact that students who are not placed in fields of study based on potential and preference are not likely to excel. The inference here is that, from entry to exit, students should be aware of their potential, available employment opportunities and the skills they need to qualify for these opportunities. On the contrary, the findings of this study suggest that this is not the case in Ethiopia, which appears to account for the escalating incidence of unemployment among university graduates in the country.
In responding to the open-ended question (pertaining to the incidence of graduate unemployment and to who takes primary responsibility for the problem), the majority of the respondents felt that there are more graduates seeking employment opportunities than the labour market is able to accommodate. They blamed this mismatch on government. Nevertheless, listening to stakeholders in the process of developing, implementing, evaluating and reviewing academic programmes would benefit the university education system as a whole. Therefore, universities should elicit the participation of pertinent stakeholders in their curriculum development processes.

Proper vocational guidance and counselling includes a strong institutional arrangement that works towards enhancing the employability of graduates through studying relevant labour market trends; proving students with the information they require about the labour market; and supplying information about the labour market to inform curriculum development. In fact, at the systemic level, it can suggest policies and strategies for addressing the incongruence between university training and labour market needs. Conversely, this was not found to be the case in Ethiopia (Table 9.1). The findings suggest that students are not well informed about the labour market (in terms of opportunities, challenges, policies and strategies). This suggests that offices established to provide vocational guidance and counselling fail to provide it. This casts doubts about the responsiveness of the universities to the demands of the labour market.
Introduction
In this chapter, I present two arguments: first, that university governance in Malawi is being negatively affected by the global neoliberal orthodoxy — a market view of citizenship that defines a citizen as an economic maximiser who is governed by self-interest and thus views higher education as a commodity on the market that is to be competed for by those who can afford to buy it (Lynch, 2006). I argue that changes in global university governance, which follow the global neoliberal orthodoxy represent what I term “anti-democratic modes of governance”. Second, that university governance is hampered by the interventionist nature of policy-steerage by the Malawi government. I contend that a combination of the two challenges poses serious threats to university governance mechanisms in the country.

Recent legal frameworks in sub-Saharan African universities generally reflect trends associated with the neoliberal orthodoxy (Saint, 2009). Put briefly, the neoliberal agenda celebrates strong market-driven policies against the central role of states in national economic development (Samoff & Carrol, 2004). It is pertinent
to note, however, that while classical liberalism saw state power as negative in limiting freedoms, neoliberalism sees state power as positive in advancing market mechanisms (Olssen, Codd, & O’Neill, 2004). The latter has thus market-oriented influence on university governance supported by states.

While, on the one hand, Malawi is grappling with the demands of the global neoliberal agenda at universities, the country also suffers from the local reality of the interventionist model of policy-steerage by the government. The interventionist model is sometimes confused with state control. However, its likening to state control is problematic in that the interventionist model is “not a systematic policy control model, rather intervention occurs when higher education institutions become sites of opposition to the development path or perceived political direction of the state” (Moja, Muller & Cloete, 1996, p.148).

I present this chapter in five sections. In the first section, I briefly discuss global university policy-steerage mechanisms. In the second section, I briefly explain the new-managerialism in relation to university governance in Malawi. In the third section, I briefly describe the challenges associated with the new-managerialism in relation to university governance in Malawi. In the fourth section, I show the interventionist nature of university governance in Malawi; and lastly in the fifth section, I present the conclusion.

Global Policy-Steerage and University Governance
The nature of policy-steerage mechanisms in a country influence university governance models (Bleiklie & Kogan, 2007). Policy-steerage models can affect a range of governance issues within the university such as funding, composition of councils and many other educational issues (Taylor & Miroiu, 2002). I briefly look at state control and state supervising policy-steerage models in turn.
The state control model dominated African countries after independence. With this model, university education is directly managed by governments, and universities are part of the general public administration (van Vught, 1994). While in Malawi, among other countries, this model developed into negative control of universities by the government (Habib, Morrow & Bentley, 2008; Kerr & Mapanje, 2002), the model ought not to be necessarily negative. This model is characterised by strong dependency on government funding and decisions (Gornitzka, 1999) and it is useful in terms of achieving university education that contributes to national growth, a view which has been advanced by African leaders generally (Moja, et al., 1996).

Studies on African university management and governance (Gaidzanwa, 1994; Saint, 2009) show the following key features of the state control model: the dominance of the government of the day through the Ministry of Education; a system of university council, senate and a university administration headed by a vice-chancellor with deans heading faculties; use of acts of parliaments and availability of university councils that are mandated with managing the universities. While most of these features characterise universities in Malawi (Mzuzu University, 1997; The University of Malawi, 1998) in terms of policy dictates, one needs to note that practically the governance system is or has been very interventionist. I shall return to this later.

The state supervisory university policy-steerage model is different from state control as it allows more freedom to universities to decide their goals and stresses institutional autonomy (Gornitzka, 1999). Taylor and Miroiu (2002) argue that this model, also called the new managerialism, is oriented to the market and that most European countries are moving
towards it. The following characterise the state supervisory model: withdrawal of governments from control functions; formation of buffer bodies such as councils for higher education; developing funding models that give flexibility to institutions to diversify sources of income; formation of quality assurance and accountability systems, affirmation of the university governing board as accountable to the minister or buffer body, and gradual withdrawal of the state from direct decision-making on the appointment of the university council chairpersons (Fielden, 2008; Saint, 2009). There is evidence of a steady move towards the new managerialism in Malawi’s university governance.

**New Managerialism and University Governance in Malawi**

I start by briefly explaining the African scenario as well as the global changes as far as university governance is concerned. As noted, while African university education may have been chiefly characterised by the state control model, newer legal frameworks for university education reflect international trends of the state supervisory model (the new managerialism). While neoliberalism and the new managerialism are not necessarily homologous notions, they influence each other and this idea is well captured by Olssen and Peters (2005) who posit that:

A further consequence of marketisation has been the increased emphasis on performance and accountability assessment, with accompanying use of performance indicators and personal appraisal systems. This has generated a concern with corporate loyalty and the use of discipline against employees who criticise their universities. Universities in this model have become concerned with their market reputation and become increasingly intolerant of adverse criticism.
of the institution by the staff. Such policies are the logical outcome of privatisation: in the private sector employers are not permitted to criticise their employer in public. Under neoliberalism corporativisation, many universities are employing advertising and public relations agencies to ensure that only positive statements appear about the university and its products. (Olssen & Peters, 2005, pp. 327–328)

As a result, globally, the intellectual oriented university that facilitates free deliberative and collegial governance seems to be replaced by a neoliberal associated form of governance (Davies, Gottsche, & Bansel, 2006; Hall, 2005). New managerialism adheres to a need for quality assurance, performativity, audit cultures, strategic planning and general assessment tools which follow the dictates of the knowledge economy and convey a need to align university education to the needs of the industry (Olssen & Peters, 2005).

Saint (2009) argues that in revising legal frameworks, sub-Saharan African governments tend to follow international trends such as those propelled by the World Bank and that, as such, African universities have embarked on restructuring university governance to reflect the demands of the global neoliberal orthodoxy and the knowledge economy.

Following on the trend, policy documents in Malawi such as the Policy and Investment Framework and the National Education Sector Plan established a basis for quality assurance mechanisms, including policy guidance and accountability systems (Malawi Government, 2006). Currently, the Malawi government and the university sector have set up a Malawi Council for Higher Education following a report on higher education policy assessment (Hayward & Ncayiyana, 2006). The Malawi Council for Higher Education is mandated to facilitate coordination of
public universities, approve the registration of new institutions, recommend quality assurance mechanisms, review university governance and strengthen transparency and accountability mechanisms (Malawi Government, 2006).

I contend that the new trends in Malawi reflect a sense of corporatism. For example, the Policy and Investment Framework proposes the following policy directions for higher education financing in Malawi: that tertiary institutions are required to promote cost-effective use of available resources, devise strategies to enhance their capacity to diversify their revenue sources and to introduce appropriate cost-sharing mechanisms aimed at reducing government’s subvention for higher education (Malawi Government, 2000). Taken together, it is clear that these policy propositions reflect a move towards the new managerialism of university governance in Malawi. Since in Africa these mechanisms are generally steered by global forces, which show legitimised authority, they seem to be easily incorporated into the African university education without any critical assessment (Samoff & Carrol, 2004). I contend that countries such as Malawi seem to be entangled in blind policy-borrowing.

**Challenges of the New Managerialism in University Governance**

While in Malawi university policy shows a need for collegial governance, the steady move towards the neoliberal trends obscures efforts for collegial or democratic governance and citizenship education as universities begin to run like industry (Beckmann & Cooper, 2004; Delanty, 2003). More so, the new managerialism encourages universities to concentrate on producing skills required by the labour market at the expense of critical reflections required to build democratic societies (Giroux, 2003). I contend that given
the challenges associated with ethnicity, regionalism, patronage politics and others in Malawi, it is dangerous for an education system to ignore a need for greater democratic and citizenship education.

I further hold that neoliberal trends will eventually impede democratic university governance in Malawi as they are based on a performative and monitoring culture that resembles business models. In fact, with these trends, university chancellors in Malawi are expected to conduct their duties as business chief executives, thus impeding their educational duties (Marginson, 2002).

Davies et al., (2005) use a Foucauldian idea of governmentality (the silent or uncritical acceptance to be governed in particular ways) to argue that neoliberal views employed in the new managerialism in university education are posited as the unquestioned in demanding academics, for example, to be loyal to vice chancellors whose job is to run universities as chief executives. In employing the new managerialism rhetoric debate within the university is curtailed as it can be viewed as disloyalty to chief executives of the university (Olssen & Peters, 2005).

As such, according to Olssen and Peters (2005), neoliberal governmentality has given rise to shifts from collegial or democratic governance models to imposed management models of powerful-less-powerful chains of command. I argue that the emergence of the market forces in university governance in Malawi will encourage such trends.

Giroux (2003) bemoans these market forces and the new managerialism in university education and governance and posits that:

Fundamental to the rise of a vibrant democratic culture is the recognition that education must be treated as public good —
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as a crucial site where students gain a public voice and come to grips with their own power as individual and social agents. Public and higher education cannot be viewed merely as sites for commercial investment or for affirming a notion of the private good based exclusively on the fulfilment of individual needs. Reducing higher education to the handmaiden of corporate culture works against the critical social imperative of educating citizens who can sustain and develop inclusive democratic public spheres. (Giroux, 2003, p. 182)

Further, Giroux (2003) contends that new managerialism has brought new ways of governance in which the management model is one that replaces faculty governance (i.e., the community of scholars) with that of the language of accountability which impedes democratic governance. As such, university students are conceptualised as human capital in need of training for paid work at the expense of a broad-based critical pedagogy (Beckmann, Cooper, & Hill, 2009).

Another problem that arises within the new managerialism is the conceptualisation of what it means by knowledge and what type of knowledge universities need to impart (Peters, 2003). Peters further argues that in the age of global capitalism within which new managerialism takes primacy, there are struggles not only over the meaning and value of knowledge but also over the means of knowledge production. For example, Hall (2005) contends that new managerialism has shifted the focus from educational purposes and politics in education to an emphasis on what works. What matters as knowledge, therefore, is that which can be measured; and as such scientific evidence that proves what works is legitimated as knowledge. By implication and following on Peters’ (2003) argument, this alters not only what it means by knowledge, but also the ways knowledge is produced and
communicated within the university. In the same vein, Hall (2005), poses the question: “what are the policy implications of a policy mission that focuses narrowly on providing solutions to, rather than stimulating ongoing deliberations about educational problems?” (Hall, 2005, p. 182).

It is noted that students prepared for the market only lack the required deliberative mechanisms to engage with the public (Beckmann & Cooper, 2004; Beckmann, et al., 2009; Giroux, 2003). In Malawi, where a need for citizen participation in governance is pertinent following thirty years of dictatorship by Kamuzu Banda from 1964-1994, citizenship education is of paramount importance.

Market forces have been viewed as exacerbating social injustice. In England, for example, studies show that market forces have encouraged inequality in accessing education, resulting into class problems (Beckmann & Cooper, 2004; Beckmann, et al., 2009; Whitty, Power, & Halpin, 1998). Similarly, in Malawi, due to the adherence to market forces, the poor are failing to meet costs for university education generally.

The Interventionist Nature of University Governance in Malawi

In this section, I present my second argument that university governance in Malawi is also hampered by the interventionist nature of policy-steerage by the government. As noted earlier, the interventionist model happens when HEIs become sites of opposition to the development path or perceived political direction of the state. Omari (1991) lists the following features of the interventionist model: an inactive chancellor who is often also the president of the country; a weak Ministry of Education which fails to promote universities; a weak and poorly educated
personnel in the higher university planning department; university councils which are largely dormant and only reactive to issues; large senates that solely concentrate on academic issues and vice chancellors who are normally appointed and fired at the pleasure of the state president. These characteristics largely typify the university governance system in Malawi.

For example, in terms of governance structures, the University of Malawi Council comprises the following members: the chairperson appointed by the state president; the vice chancellor; the principals of the constituent colleges; the secretary for education or his designated representative (ex-officio); the secretary to the treasury or his designated representative (ex-officio); two members appointed by the chancellor; one member appointed by the University of Malawi ex-students’ association; one member appointed by the council from a panel of three persons distinguished in university affairs in Malawi, nominated by the vice chancellor; one female member and one male member elected by the University of Malawi Students’ Union, other members not exceeding four co-opted by the council (The University of Malawi, 1998). This composition is similar to those of other national universities, with minor differences. However, while the composition of the governing bodies in public universities in Malawi shows a balanced composition, this does not mean that decisions are free from interventionist modes of policy-steerage.

Two major issues characterise the intervention model: first, the fact that the state president becomes automatic chancellor of public universities; and second, the president’s power in making usually reactive policies despite the fact that he/she ought to be a ceremonial figure. The system of state presidents assuming the position of chancellor of public universities was facilitated by a need to align African universities to national development
(Zeleza, 2003). Historically, this system has been abused especially in Malawi (Kerry & Mapanje, 2002).

As described in the university acts, while the role of the chancellor is meant to be ceremonial (The University of Malawi, 1998), some state presidents in Malawi have tended to garner too much power in governing universities. University vice chancellors and managers have usually tended to support the state presidents’ actions for fear of losing jobs. Some university managers tend to blindly support state presidents because they do not want to lose resources that governments provide to the universities. I contend that the role of state presidents as chancellors of public universities militates against the independence of the university and works as a source of oppression.

A major challenge of the interventionist mechanism is shown through policy formulation that tends to follow presidents’ own quest to sustain political power. As an example, I briefly discuss the university access policy that shows patronage aspects in Malawi (see Shawa, 2012; 2014).

While many African governments have used, at one point or the other, quotas for university selection, these have generally been premised on rural versus urban or less resourced schools versus more resourced schools (Kwesiga & Ahikire, 2006). In Malawi, however, the premise has been on ethnicity, which means that the region or district of origin takes precedence over whether a candidate studies at a well-resourced school or not. This has made the access policy more complicated in Malawi than in most African countries. Premising it on ethnic lines means that politicians can use the policy to achieve their political goals by, for example, favouring their ethnic or linguistic groupings in accessing university education.
In 1987, President Banda abandoned use of merit in selecting students to the university and introduced a quota policy based on district of origin or ethnicity (Posner, 1995). The implicit argument was that people from the northern region tended to do better than those from other regions using the merit system. While the policy was challenged in court, later President Mutharika (2004-2012) re-introduced the policy amidst several protests. Both presidents used the policy to garner political support or favours as the perceived victims of the policy were the minority ethnicities. In a deliberative university system, one would expect rational decisions that allow for social justice to prevail in university governance.

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have advanced two arguments: First, that university governance in Malawi is being impacted upon negatively by the global neoliberal orthodoxy. Second, that in Malawi university governance is also hampered by the interventionist nature of policy-steerage by the government. Regarding the first argument, I have shown that university policy is responding to the market forces that negatively impact on democratic and citizenship principles of university governance. For the second argument, I have posited that making presidents automatic chancellors of public universities allows for interventionist modes of governance as some presidents have used their statuses to dictate university policy for political gains. The combination of the two challenges poses serious threats to university governance mechanisms in Malawi.
Chapter 11

Organisational Commitment of Academic Staff at Universities in Uganda

Edith Namutebi & John Baptist Mpoza

Introduction
Post-independence university education in East Africa started with the metamorphosis in 1963 of Makerere College, hitherto an affiliate of the University of London, into the University of East Africa — headquartered at Makerere Hill in Kampala and with constituent colleges at Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. Structurally and culturally modelled along Oxbridge, and being born at the beginning of the decade of Africa’s political independence — with a crucially important mandate of producing high quality manpower to replace vacating expatriates of the colonial administration in the region — the university offered an elite, hence lavish, work and boarding environment to its staff and students. Academic staff were offered decent accommodation facilities on-campus, competitive pay packages and security of tenure. They were also provided with opportunities for further education and regularly promoted to different ranks of academic seniority. They attended to few students — because the university admitted only ‘the cream of the crop’, sifted through a highly
restrictive pre-university education system. The students were also provided with high quality laboratory and library support in addition to frills accommodation and lavish stipends (Tiberondwa, 1998; Ssekamwa, 1997).

After the split, in 1971, of the University of East Africa into Makerere University, Dar es Salaam University and Nairobi University, however, all these universities were grossly underfunded, by their governments — due to the economic downturn of the 1970s and subsequent adoption in the mid-1980s of IMF/World Bank recommended structural adjustment programmes that discouraged government spending on higher education (Mamdani, 2007). In Uganda, as in many other African countries, this affected Makerere University’s potential for quality assurance. Physical resources dilapidated and staff salaries were outstripped by inflation (Mayanja, 1996; Kassam, 1999). At the same time, pressure mounted on the university to expand its student intake, since barely 22% of applicants that were eligible for admission were being accepted yet the institution was the only university in Uganda (PDD, 2000).

To surmount these challenges, government liberalised university education, in line with the IMF/World Bank recommended structural adjustment programmes of the 1980s. This involved allowing Makerere University, hitherto the preserve of a few state-sponsored students, to admit fee-paying students, who are enrolled in evening, weekend and distance-learning or ‘off-campus’ study programmes, in addition to the conventional state-sponsored students that are enrolled in day schedule teaching programmes. It also involved allowing the private sector to start universities. Among other benefits, these reforms provided academic staff with an opportunity to improve their incomes. At the public universities, academic staff involved in teaching fee-
paying students are paid allowances for teaching the students. Many of these academic staff also conduct part-time teaching at the privately owned universities, usually in proximity to the public universities where they hold their main employment, through which they raise some extra income (Altbach, 2005a).

However, the downside of the developments is that they transformed university education in the country in ways that may distress academic staff. First, they involved many of the staff accepting very heavy teaching loads. From teaching a few students enrolled in day-time schedules, these staff now attend to hundreds of students enrolled in a multiplicity of study programmes at both the public and private universities. Moreover, the staff teach many of these students during anti-social times (e.g. evenings, weekends and holidays) — something that could affect their work-life balance. Incidentally, the expanded number of students came with an equally expanded student coursework, examination and research project supervision load. This is despite the fact that, in addition to teaching and supervising the many students, the staff are expected to attract competitive grants, conduct research, attend conferences, publish articles and books, offer community service relevant to their areas of academic specialisation and accept administrative roles in their departments/universities and professional associations to which they belong. This is in service to their universities’ three-track service mandate of teaching, research and community engagement.

Second, it has been argued that, unlike the case with the conventional state-sponsored students, who are selected on the basis of exceptional performance in highly competitive pre-entry examinations and many of whose tuition and non-tuition costs are borne by the state, the learning readiness of many of the fee-paying students is low. It has been argued that many of the fee-
paying students are not as academically apt as the conventional state-sponsored students; live on meagre budgets for procurement of both tuition and non-tuition requirements; and are disoriented from the studious nature of academic work. Many of them divide their time between part-time employment and study, the inference being that their lecturers and professors find them more difficult to teach.

At the same time, since the late 1980s, the academic staff have made incessant complaints about their remuneration and facilitation, the contribution of the reforms to the improvement of the same notwithstanding (see, e.g., Jaramogi, 2013; Kagolo, 2013; Kayongo, 2013). Specifically, the staff contend that, over time, their monetary benefits have been outstripped by inflation. Moreover, for a host of reasons, most of the staff are no longer provided with accommodation, so they spend part of their meagre pay on accommodation and also succumb to the difficulties involved in commuting to and from work. An apparent consequence of the inadequacy of the staff’s monetary benefits is that, in addition to their heavy teaching load at both the public and private universities, many of them moonlight in activities such as private consultancy, teaching in secondary schools and trading businesses. Regarding facilitation, authors such as Yawe (2010), Mugizi (2007) and Tamale (2007) show that the staff have complained that, among other problems, they are not provided with quality ICT facilities and support (notably Internet connectivity); laboratory equipment; library resources (notably subscription to relevant journals); scholarships; funding towards research and travel; and basic office facilities such as stationery. The staff have also complained about a degenerated working environment — citing such problems as congestion in
teaching and office areas; dilapidation of physical structures; and outages of essential supplies such as electricity and running water for toilet use!

Most of the private universities in the country also typify these problems, apparently because they have been closely modelled along, and are significantly influenced by, the public universities in their proximity. Moreover, concerns have also been expressed that, in addition to these anomalies, the private universities are characterised by particularly precarious conditions of facilitation and exhibit sloppy management practices, including disregard for conventional academic staff management practices such as meritorious selection, regular promotion to seniority and stability of tenure. In these universities, concerns have been expressed that some of these anomalies are the consequence of the universities’ pursuit of profit, which is not adequately regulated by the NCHE and relevant accreditation agencies.

This being the case, a question relating to quality assurance in the universities comes to mind: are the academic staff of these universities committed to the universities and their work? The significance of the question stems from the fact that commitment is about maintaining membership in an organisation with the intention of contributing to its success (Meyer et al., 2007; Cetin, 2006) — a key prerequisite for the universities’ development — albeit the challenges in the universities described above could demoralise the academic staff. However, review of related literature leads to the conclusion that, hitherto, this question had not attracted scholarly attention. This chapter reports on the findings of a study that undertook to respond to the question.
Research Framework
To investigate the academic staff’s organisational commitment, reference was made to earlier studies on the subject — to construct a framework within whose orientation pertinent variables may be identified and conceptualised. Review of the studies shows that they concur that organisational commitment is to be defined as an employee’s psychological attachment to his/her employing organisation and that this commitment is characterised by: 1) an intention to continue working in the organisation; 2) identification with the organisation’s values and goals; and 3) a willingness to exert extra effort with the view to bring benefit to the organisation. Meyer and Allen’s (1990) three-component model (TCM), enumerates three dimensions of organisational commitment: affective, continuance and normative. Several studies endorse the applicability of this model to the study of organisational commitment. Thus, investigation of the commitment of academic staff in universities in Uganda focused on attributes of the model.

According to Veličković et al. (2014), affective commitment expresses itself in an employee’s emotional attachment to his/ her organisation and its goals. It is a result of congruence between an employee’s and the organisation’s cherished values and goals (Jaros, 2007). Employees who are affectively committed to their organisations believe in the organisations’ goals (Kanning & Hill, 2014) and are willing to maintain their membership with the organisations (van Dick & Ullrich, 2013; Dirani & Kuchinke, 2011). Affective commitment is expressed not only in form of clear understanding of and identification with an organisation but also in form of satisfaction with membership to the organisation and demonstration of competence (Ahmad & Oranye, 2010).
The level of affective commitment is determined by employee- and organisation-based factors. Employee factors include self-interest, interpersonal relations, value and goal orientation, personal belief in the organisation’s values and goals, education, age, marital status, degree of family responsibility, seniority, sense of job security, job satisfaction and comfort, and availability and attractiveness of alternatives (Antón, 2009; Hulpia et al., 2009; Vandenberghe, Bentein & Stinglhamber, 2004; O’Malley, 2000). Organisational factors include: clarity of employees’ roles, clarity of performance targets, management support, remuneration, design of work environment, organisation’s reputation, and career development opportunities provided (Chang et al., 2007; Meyer et al., 2007). Affective commitment also depends on a match between what an employee expects and is looking for in a job, and what the job provides. Other factors include how employees are inducted. According to Mignerey et al. (1995), well-inducted employees display higher levels of affective organisational commitment because they feel well prepared, more familiar with, and at ease within, the organisation. They are also more receptive to feedback and other interventions that encourage social integration.

The level of affective commitment also depends on the quality of the relationship between managers and their employees. Employees who enjoy good relationships with their immediate managers or who are fairly treated by management, especially in terms of the policies pursued, promotions, participation in decision making, and remuneration have greater affective commitment (Mguqulwa, 2008; CIPD, 2001; Meyer, 1997; Green et al., 1996; Settoon et al., 1996). This commitment is also affected by the quality of relationships at the workplace (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Positive collegial interaction is
rewarding, since it strengthens feelings of belonging that bind employees to the organisation (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Another factor that affects affective commitment is the balance between home and work (Wayne et al., 2013). Employees with the right balance between home and work are more committed than those lacking this balance. Home-work balance is achieved where there are flexible work arrangements, time-off policies, paid leaves, arrangements for childcare, elderly care, healthcare, provision of family support information and counselling, and convenience services, amongst other services (Dello Russo et al., 2013; Wayne et al., 2013).

Continuance commitment defines the cognitive attachment of an employee to his/her employing organisation, which is occasioned by a tendency to avoid costs an employee incurs as a result of leaving the organisation (Allen & Meyer, 1990; Meyer et al., 2012). The higher the commitment of the employees, the greater the costs of changing. Similarly, the lower this commitment becomes, the more the benefits of leaving an organisation outweigh the incurred costs (Gutierrez, Candel & Carver, 2012; Cetin, 2006). The costs may be in the form of loss of salary or wages, loss of networks and contacts, loss of other benefits such as access to ICT facilities, and loss of identity and prestige (Dirani & Kuchinke, 2011; Ahmad & Oranye, 2010). Other costs include job search expenses, inconvenience in relocation, loss of investment in non-transferable assets (e.g. skills that are unique to a particular organisation) and working relationships with co-workers that make it too costly for one to leave an organisation (McMahon, 2009; Allen, 2003). The other cause of continuance commitment is the employee’s perceived lack of better alternatives outside of an organisation (Shahanwaz & Juyal, 2006; Camilleri,
2002; Ugboro, & Obeng, 2001). Indeed, if there are no readily available employment opportunities outside of their organisations, the costs of leaving current organisations are invariably higher and lead to a stronger sense of continuance commitment. Davila and Garcia (2012) indicate that the older employees become, the less alternative employment options are available to them. As a result, older employees display higher levels of continuance commitment. Dunham et al. (1994) indicate that older employees tend to display higher levels of normative commitment because the organisation has invested in them much more than in their young counterparts.

On the other hand, normative commitment delineates a feeling of obligation to remain with an organisation (Gutierrez et al., 2012; Fridoon & Nasrin, 2009; Allen & Meyer, 1990). Employees think that they ought to remain with an organisation because they think it is the morally right thing to do (Balfour & Wechsler, 1996). Normative commitment occurs especially when the organisation has considerably contributed to employees’ career development by offering scholarships and training or increasing their social capital through sponsored exposure (Jackson, Meyer & Wang, 2013; Green et al., 1996; Baumeister & Leary, 1995).

Investigation of the commitment of academic staff in Uganda was informed by the findings of the aforementioned studies. Data was collected using the organisational commitment questionnaire developed by Allen and Meyer (1990) — from a sample of 384 academic staff who were drawn from a population of 136,002 (see, Education Statistical Abstract, 2010). The academic staff were selected from eleven (11) universities using convenience selection techniques. The questionnaire was modified to suit the context of the study. The respondents’ views were elicited using a 5-point
Likert scale running from “totally disagree” (1), through “disagree” (2), “undecided” (3) and “agree” (4), to “totally agree” (5) with a given statement on the respondent’s organisational commitment. The data was analysed using means and percentages.

**Findings and Discussion**

Table 11.1 shows the respondents’ mean scores on attributes of organisational commitment.

**Table 11.1:** Mean Scores on Attributes of Organisational Commitment (N = 380)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes of Organisational Commitment</th>
<th>Category of University</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would be very happy to spend the rest of my career with the university</td>
<td>4.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy talking about my university with people outside</td>
<td>3.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel as if the university's problems are my own</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think that I could not easily become as attached to another organisation as I am to this university</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel like a part of family at the university</td>
<td>3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel ‘emotionally attached’ to the university</td>
<td>4.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The university has a great deal of meaning for me</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel a strong sense of belonging to university</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.05</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuance  | I am afraid of what might happen if I quit my job without having another one lined up | 4.91 | 4.67 | 4.55  
|---------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|-------|-------|-------|
|                                                               | It would be very hard for me to leave my university right now, even if I wanted to | 4.86 | 4.65 | 4.53  
|                                                               | Too much in my life would be disrupted if I decided to leave the university now | 4.79 | 4.61 | 4.50  
|                                                               | It is too costly for me to leave the university | 4.86 | 4.79 | 4.54  
|                                                               | Right now, staying with the university is a matter of necessity as much as desire | 4.88 | 4.95 | 4.56  
|                                                               | I feel that I have very many options to consider before leaving the university | 4.68 | 4.74 | 4.61  
|                                                               | One of the few serious consequences of leaving this university is scarcity of alternatives | 4.90 | 4.66 | 4.57  
|                                                               | I continue working for the university because leaving requires huge personal sacrifice | 4.87 | 4.79 | 4.59  
| **Total**                                                      |                                 | 4.83 | 4.73 | 4.56  

(Continued)
The mean scores in Table 11.1 were all close to ‘4’ and ‘5’ (respectively corresponding to “agree” and “totally agree” on the Likert scale used). This implies that the academic staff were organisationally committed to their universities. A more critical
analysis of the magnitudes of the mean values reveals that while most of them were close to ‘4’, those corresponding to continuance commitment were close to ‘5’. This implies that the level of the academic staff’s continuance commitment to universities was higher than their level of affective and normative commitment. A scrutiny of the magnitudes of the mean values reveals that regarding the type, academic staff in public universities were generally more organisationally committed than their counterparts in private universities. The magnitudes of the mean values corresponding to foundation body reveal the same thing. They also indicate that academic staff in religious-founded universities were generally more committed than their counterparts in universities founded by independent secular private bodies.

When considered from the point of view articulated by Meyer et al. (2007) and Cetin (2006), among other authors, these findings suggest that the universities are optimally benefiting from their academic staff. Indeed, as these authors argue, being organisationally committed implies that employees are contributing to the success of their organisation by not quitting or absenting from work, but by identifying with the organisation’s goals and values and performing all assigned work to the extent of even putting in extra effort to find more creative and productive ways of improving the organisation’s performance.

The findings in Table 11.1 indicate that the level of the academic staff’s organisational commitment was heterogeneous. The dons’ affective and normative commitment was not as strong as their continuance commitment. This suggests that the academics’ commitment was more as a result of cognitive attachment to their universities. According to Allen and Meyer (1990) this kind of organisational attachment is not occasioned by love for the
organisation and a desire to ensure that it succeeds. It is also not the type of commitment that would make the academic staff work in appreciation of what the universities had invested in them. It is commitment motivated by fear of costs that an employee has to incur if he or she chooses to leave his or her current university. This was substantiated by the reasons that the academics gave in support of their commitment to their universities (Table 11.2).

**Table 11.2:** Reasons Cited for Remaining in Employing University (%, N = 380)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal identification as a university academic staff</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to win and conduct paid research using free university facilities</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to conduct personal research using free university facilities</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to sponsored career development/training opportunities</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of alternative gainful employment opportunities in the job market</td>
<td>65.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited market for the wealth of knowledge acquired over a long period</td>
<td>7.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed job security</td>
<td>21.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of free access to recreational services</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of secure accommodation</td>
<td>8.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilty to leave after the university's heavy investment in my training</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am too old to think of shifting to another organisation</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The university provides enough time for balancing work and family affairs</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-pecuniary benefits the university provides far outweigh the meagre salary</td>
<td>52.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I enjoy teaching university students, irrespective of what I earn from it</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige associated with being a university academic staff</td>
<td>26.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Note: Multiple responses were elicited
Table 11.2 shows that when asked about their reasons for remaining in their universities, most of the academic staff cited reasons that are associated with the benefits their universities provided and the costs they might incur if they chose to leave the universities. These findings suggest that the universities are at a risk of losing their academic staff, since the academic staff would leave once the benefits of their leaving outweigh the associated costs (cf. Gutierrez et al., 2012). As such, it is concluded that the universities need to strengthen their academic staff’s affective and normative commitment. The findings in Table 11.1 reveal that the academic staff’s organisational commitment varied significantly and in such a way that it was generally higher at public universities than at private universities, especially those that were founded by secular private bodies. This implies that efforts to improve affective and normative organisational commitment are more needed at private than at public universities.
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Viability of Open Educational Resources in Open and Distance Learning: Views of Members of the Executive Board of the African Council for Distance Education, Kenya

Vincent Ado Tenebe & Rotimi Ogidan

Introduction
Nations seek to provide quality education for all their citizens in an equitable and accessible manner. However, for a host of reasons, conventional approaches to educational development and delivery have excluded some groups of people from educational programmes. The need to include these groups in educational programmes has created a need for a radical departure from the conventional approaches to educational delivery, in which access to educational materials is closed to one in which these materials are availed in the public domain. As well, open and distance learning (ODL) is seen as an option for including these groups in educational programmes. However, ODL is not without challenges. It involves the dilemma of expanding access and improving quality, on one hand, while using ever-reducing funds and other forms of facilitation, on the other. Confronting
this challenge requires adoption of open educational resources (OERs) as a strategy for achieving cheaper and faster production and dissemination of knowledge (D’Antoni, 2009). This is especially so given the emergence of ICT innovations and a tech-savvy generation of learners who are not restricted to the physical classroom (Mushi & Muganda, 2011).

**Concept and Potential of OERs**

OERs are teaching, learning, and research resources that reside in the public domain or have been released under an intellectual property license that permits their free use and/or re-purposing. They include modules, textbooks, videos, tests, software, and other materials that are used to support access to information (William & Flora Hewlett Foundation, 2008; OECD, 2007; Mushi & Muganda, 2011). OERs can be regarded as a concept and as a movement. According to Mushi and Muganda (2011), the concept of OERs that was invented at the 2002 UNESCO forum on the impact of open courseware on HEIs in developing countries originated from the open courseware developed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology in the 1990s. In the 21st century, the concept of OERs has expanded to include teaching, learning and research materials developed for public consumption.

OERs are grounded in the understanding of education as a common good with the ethos of ODL, which is analogous to a philosophy of openness. Education as a common good relates to democratisation of access to knowledge that was promoted by philosophers such as John Dewey and Michael Young. Thus, the OERs approach to the delivery of educational programmes is guided by non-commercial and non-monopolistic principles. OERs give expression to the philosophic conception of open learning articulated for the Open University of United Kingdom
by Lord Crowther as an approach to learning that is free to people, content, place, methods and tools (Crowther, 1969). Users of OERs are free to adopt, modify and redistribute educational resources according to the agreements expressed under respective licenses. One of the major strengths of the OERs approach is its ubiquity across disciplines and ability to be disseminated online and through traditional media (i.e. print, CD-ROM, artefacts and the performing arts).

Tremendous support for the growth of OERs can be found in the activities of UNESCO (2002), OECD (2007), Cape Town Open Education Declaration (2008), William and Flora Hewlett Foundation (2008) and D’Antoni (2009). Since the introduction of the OERs approach to educational delivery, different forms of OERs have emerged, including courseware, content and study programmes. Consortia for OERs have also emerged and most recently, there has been formation of the OER University (Wikieducator, 2011). Teacher education in sub-Saharan Africa (TESSA) materials, which were developed by a consortium of experts in teacher education with the view to assist in the provision of quality teacher education, can also be freely downloaded, adapted, translated and integrated with other materials in programmes for teacher education (TESSA, 2011).

The use of OERs in ODL institutions is seen as crucial. According to Peratton, Robinson and Creed (2001), OERs in ODL constitute processes by which a significant proportion of teaching can be conducted through a strategy that surmounts the constraints of space and time. Indeed, in a way, OER is synonymous to ODL because OERs are often the most cost-effective means of maximising the ratio of outcomes to inputs (Hulsmann, 2000).
OERs are aimed at using ICT to try to equalise access to knowledge and educational opportunities across the world. As an approach to the delivery of educational programmes, they target educators and students worldwide and their use is hoped to open access to education and free learners from the constraints of time and place (UNESCO, 2002). By using OERs, learners are disposed to flexible learning opportunities as individuals and as groups. Indeed, the approach is designed to enable people to learn from the convenience of their homes and/or workplaces. OERs also provide opportunity for the use of technology in teaching and learning. If teachers and learners in ODL are separated by time and space, then the use of OERs would be an appropriate strategy to achieve cost-effective learning. Integration of OERs in ODL institutions is also hoped to enhance opportunities for HEIs to cooperate in improving the quality of teaching and learning.

Questions and Approach
Despite the advantages with which OERs are associated, their viability in ODL will depend on a number of factors: 1) the way leaders of ODL institutions understand these resources and the benefits with which they are associated; 2) the willingness of academic staff to integrate the resources into their work; and 3) institutional policies that favour the development and utilisation of the resources.

With a membership of 40 HEIs (Table 12.1), the ACDE is working to promote research, policy and quality in ODL, so as to increase access to education and training in Africa (cf. Ogidan & Sanusi, 2011).
Table 12.1: ACDE Member Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Institutions Registered with ACDE</th>
<th>Mode of Course Delivery</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>African Virtual University</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Anambra State University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Botswana College of Distance and Open Learning</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Copperbelt University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Eduardo Mondlane University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Egerton University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>El. Neelain University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Federal University of Technology Minna</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Institute Superior Pendago</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Kenya School of law</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Kenyatta University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Laweh Open University College, Ghana</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Marien Ngouabi University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Maseno University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Masinde Muliro University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Moi University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Mulungushi University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>National Open University of Nigeria</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>National Teachers’ Institute, Nigeria</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>North West University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Open university of Sudan</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Open University of Mauritius</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Open University of Tanzania</td>
<td>Distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Plasma University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Strathmore University</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Tumaini University Uni</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>University of Ibadan</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>University of Juba</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>University of Lagos</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>University of Maiduguri</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>University of Nairobi</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>University of Ngaoundere</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>University of Pretoria</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>University of Rwanda</td>
<td>Dual Mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pursuant to this mission, members of the council’s executive board (Table 12.2) discussed the OERs approach to the delivery of educational programmes – with the view to gain insights into its viability in ODL in Africa.

Table 12.2: Members of the Executive Board of ACDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Member</th>
<th>Designation in ACDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Executive Director (ACDE)</td>
<td>Ex- Officio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Open University of Tanzania</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, University of Abuja, Nigeria</td>
<td>1st Vice President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Al-Neelain University, Sudan</td>
<td>2nd Vice President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Egerton University</td>
<td>Secretary General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, University of South Africa</td>
<td>Treasurer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, National Open University of Nigeria</td>
<td>Representative of West African Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Kenyatta University</td>
<td>Representative of East African Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Zimbabwe Open University</td>
<td>Representative of Southern African Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chancellor, Open University of Sudan</td>
<td>Representative of Northern African Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director, Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Kinshasa</td>
<td>Representative of Francophone Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary General of the Association of African Universities</td>
<td>Co-opted Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Quality Assurance and Accreditation Agency (ACDE)</td>
<td>Co-opted Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of Technical Committee on Collaboration (ACDE)</td>
<td>Co-opted Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of ICT (ACDE)</td>
<td>Co-opted Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director of ACDE Database (ACDE)</td>
<td>Co-opted Member</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attention was paid to three specific questions:

- How well do leaders of ODL institutions appreciate the scope of OERs and the benefits that they offer?
- To what extent would leaders of ODL institutions affirm that the academic staff of their institutions are prepared to integrate OERs in their work?
- To what extent would leaders of ODL institutions affirm that their institutions’ policies favour the development and deployment of OERs?

The responses of the members of the executive board of ACDE to these questions were taken to be significant because the board is constituted by senior members of the council’s secretariat and leaders of HEIs where ODL is a major or sole mode of delivery (cf. Table 12.1), the inference being that they may be particularly knowledgeable about ODL.

Viability of OERs in ODL in Africa

The respondents were knowledgeable about OERs albeit to varying degrees. Some of them knew about OERs and their benefits and were already using them in their institutions. The second category knew about the benefits of the resources but had not adopted them yet in their institutions. The other participants, who were the minority, had heard about the resources but did not have a clear understanding of their scope and the benefits they offer.

The participants who knew about OERs were optimistic about the acceptability of the OERs approach to the academic staff of their institutions. These noted that using OERs would promote quality assurance, since learning materials would be placed in the public domain where they might be meaningfully critiqued. Nevertheless, it was also noted that some of the academic
staff worry about inadequacies in their materials being exposed if they are distributed as OERs. Indeed, some of the participants explained that, due to concerns for the quality of their work, some of their academic staff did not readily embrace the concept of OERs.

Concerns were also expressed for intellectual property, with arguments being that some of the academic staff worry about losing their materials without being compensated for the same. Moreover, some of the participants also noted that ODL institutions that are generating funds from the sale of study materials to distance learners will lose income if they subscribe as OERs the materials they are currently selling to their students.

Regarding the amenability of pertinent policies to the OERs approach, the general view expressed was that, in many HEIs in Africa, current policy provisions constrain the possible development and utilisation of OERs. This finding is understandable, considering that the policies were developed when the HEIs were elitist (i.e. between the 1940s and 1970s) or during the 1980s and 1990s when HEIs were expanding their student intake albeit with the view to generate critically required income from the sale of educational programmes and resources (cf. Altbach, 2005; Mamdani, 2007).

These findings suggest that institutional policy and financial constraints as well as concerns for quality assurance and intellectual property are affecting adoption of the OERs approach to the delivery of ODL programmes on the continent. This is ironical, considering that the OERs approach is associated with lower costs, simplified access to better quality resources for both faculty and students and that the approach is grounded on non-commercial principles, which put out concerns for intellectual property.
Carefully considered, therefore, the aforementioned constraints point to erroneous consideration of the OERs approach, the way it works and the benefits that it offers. Successful adoption of the approach will require review of relevant institutional policies and practices. However, this will require that the leaders and staff of ODL institutions embrace the philosophy of openness and education as a common good, which underpins the OERs approach. In turn, this will require sensitisation of these leaders and staff about OERs.
Chapter 13

Stereotype Threat and University of Botswana Teacher Trainees’ Attitude towards their Training Programme and Teaching

H. Johnson Nenty, Phuti Fiji & Moyo Sello

Introduction

Teaching is the first among all nation-building professions. Members of all other professions were ‘built’ or trained by teachers, and yet teaching is among the least rewarded professions, especially when it comes to intrinsic rewards. In status, it is said to be inferior, and to Shaw (1903, cited in Ihme & Moller, 2015, p. 1), “he who can does, he who cannot teaches”. Relegation of teaching affects the motivation of teachers. Stereotype threat, as provoked by the influence of feelings of lowliness, is explained by Ihme and Moller (2015) as a situational threat that diminishes performance due to a negative stereotype about one’s own group. In connection to career stereotype, the teaching profession is no exception. Although teaching is labelled as a profession, when compared to other professions such as medicine, engineering and law, teaching scoops off low esteem (Ihme & Moller, 2015). Teacher training programmes have been faced with a decline
in enrolment due to a number of factors, including negative stereotype of the teaching profession (Freedberge, 2013).

Maliki (2013) indicates that evidently because of the low status of teaching, candidates in Nigeria choose teacher training programmes as the last resort. When allowing the teaching profession to decline, you get a self-perpetuating future that goes downwards because “good people don’t go into it, and those who do go in don’t find it satisfying” (Maliki, 2013, p. 12). Societies, including teachers themselves, advise young ones not to go into the teaching profession.

There has also been negative publicity about the teaching profession. One may have the cognitive prowess, knowledge and skill but lacks intrinsic motivation and a favourable attitude towards teaching and these impact on one’s teaching competence.

Stereotype threat demotivates and affects what one can do. It also affects commitment to duty and professional development (Nenty, 2010). The teaching profession demands a clear set of goals, and a favourable attitude towards the profession. The teacher’s attitude is an important variable in classroom application of new ideas and novel approaches to instruction.

**Background**

Historically, in Botswana, training of primary school teachers was the responsibility of teacher training colleges. The initial primary school teacher training institution was in Kanye which later relocated to Lobatse (Major & Tiro, 2012). Major and Tiro (2012) further explain that in the 1960s two teacher training colleges were opened in Serowe village and Francistown. These institutions provided certificate and diploma level training programmes. However, the colleges admitted Standard Seven leavers and junior certificate failures, thus teacher education was of low quality
(Major & Tiro, 2012). After Botswana gained independence, quality education was a priority. To improve the quality of teacher education, a government commission recommended raising the quality of entrants to the teaching profession from junior certificate failures to those who passed junior certificate.

Training of teachers was later made a part of the business of University of Botswana, which developed programmes for training teachers up to degree level and further up to higher degrees including Master’s and PhD. Although teaching was once more of a masculine career and was valued, it is now known to be more female-oriented, with low wages and motivation. Today, the teaching profession is no longer as attractive to many people as it was in the past and a career stereotype has been built against the profession. This stereotype catches up with pre-service teacher trainees and builds a negative attitude towards the teaching profession among them. Maliki (2013) observes that students accept admission letters from the Faculty of Education for the sake of not staying home. Such students could end up performing poorly or dropping out of the training programme. It is against this background that this study investigated University of Botswana teacher trainees’ stereotype threat and attitudes towards their training programme and teaching.

**Theoretical Foundation**

Stereotypes are shared beliefs, most often derogatory, about a phenomenon or members of a given group, ignoring individual differences. DeRouin, Fritzsche and Salsa (2003) elaborate that members of the stereotyped group become concerned, upset and agitated. Stereotype threat refers to being at risk of confirming, as a self-characteristic, a negative stereotype about one’s own social group (Steele, 1997). Steele elaborates that there is evidence
pointing to reduced cognitive capacity in mediating the effects of stereotype threat on complex cognitive processing tasks. Stereotype threat involves the cognitive and affective processes that work to drain capacity needed for successful performance. DeRouin, Fritzsche and Salsa (2003) explain that stereotype threat undermines academic achievement by interfering with performance on mental tasks. Over time, stereotype threat promotes victims’ attempt to protect their self-esteem by disguising from the threatened domain. This fear tends to impair performance relevant to the stereotype.

Venable (2015) enunciates that culture is one of the factors that influence career choice. Beliefs shared by groups often shape our values and expectations, including career. They hold a shared schema that trickles down to individual level. Performance can be undermined because of the concerns that possibly confirm negative stereotype about teaching as a career.

Bandura’s social cognitive career theory stressed by Mills (2009) proposes that career choice is influenced by the beliefs that an individual develops and refines through four major sources: a) personal performance accomplishments, b) vicarious learning, c) social persuasion, and d) physiological states and reactions. The theory stipulates that self-confidence influences successful outcome expectations. Different activities are attempted through a person’s educational career, but generally a persistent interest is only developed in activities in which the person expects to be successful and in which a positive outcome is anticipated (Lent & Brown, 2006).

**Problem and Purpose of the Study**
The extent to which teacher trainees consciously or unconsciously imbibe others’ negative perceptions about teaching as a career
tends to affect their training and teaching-related behaviour. This inhibits maximum exhibition of behaviour desirable for achievement by teachers and this turns around to hurt the society which, in the first place, maintains a negative view of teaching as a career. Academic under-performance of groups that face negative stereotypes is well documented (DeRouin, Fritzche & Salsa, 2003). To Nenty (2010), stereotyping a profession tends to undermine both the cognitive and affective dispositions of the members of that profession in carrying out what is required of them. Belittling the teaching profession has led to low enrolment, dropping out and poor performance in teacher training programmes (Maliki, 2010). Career stereotype on teaching has brought about negative attitude, leading to poor competence in the profession.

The purpose of this study was to determine the level of stereotype threat among University of Botswana teacher trainees and its influence on the latter’s attitude towards their training programme and teaching. To achieve this, the following hypotheses were tested:

• To University of Botswana teacher trainees, teaching is a significantly stereotyped career.

• The level to which University of Botswana teacher trainees perceive teaching as a stereotyped profession significantly influences:
  a) Their motivation to achieve in their teacher training programme;
  b) Their attitude towards their training programme;
  c) The value they attach to their training programme;
  d) The effectiveness of the training programme;
  e) Their willingness to teach;
  f) Their attitude towards teaching; and
g) Their view of teaching as a profession.

**Significance**
Through providing information with which negative beliefs, attitudes and stereotype threat against careers in teaching may be reduced, the findings of this study will contribute to efforts to enhance the success of teacher training programmes. Hence, the Ministry of Education and Skills Development; Faculty of Education at the University of Botswana and other teacher training institutions may find the study beneficial.

**Related Literature**

**Stereotype Threat and Teaching**
According to Ambady, Shih, Kim, and Pittinsky (2001), “a growing body of research indicates that the activation of negative stereotypes can impede cognitive performance in adults, whereas positive stereotypes can facilitate cognitive performance” (p. 385). Teacher and pre-service teachers are subject to considerable negative stereotype (Ihme & Moller, 2015). These authors further explain that teachers, more than other occupational groups, are viewed as less competent, and they are confronted with these negative stereotypes even during their training.

Ihme and Moller carried out a study in which a sample of 264 pre-service teachers were randomly divided into three groups. An experiment involving exposure of the third group to stereotype threat was then carried out to test the hypothesis that competence-related stereotype threat leads to weaker performance by pre-service teachers. The study found out that members of the group associated with a negative stereotype posted poorer performance on a test of cognitive ability. This study was well designed, although the researchers could not eliminate the
unnoticeable everyday life stereotype and stereotype reactance. Random assignment of subjects made it suggestible to carry out the study. Howey and Gardner (1983) in the same line of thought with Ihme and Moller (2015) explain that introducing a negative stereotype about a social group in a particular domain tends to reduce the quality of task performance.

A similar study carried out by Nenty (2010) at the University of Botswana determined the level to which stereotype threat was perceived and how it affected students’ performance. Data was collected through a 48-item questionnaire which was distributed to 452 teacher trainees. One way ANOVA was used to find out the influence of perceived level of stereotype of teaching as a career on teachers’ behaviour. The findings revealed that negative stereotype of the teaching profession affects the performance of teachers during training and at work. It reported that the stereotype view of teaching as a career by Botswana society creates a psychologically hostile working environment within which teachers operate adding that stereotype reduces teachers’ cognitive and affective investment into teaching and learning by the teacher and the teacher trainees.

**Teacher Trainees’ Attitude**

Maliki (2013) examined teachers’ attitudes towards the teaching profession in Bayelsa State, Nigeria. Carried out as a descriptive survey, a questionnaire was distributed to 150 randomly selected teachers in the state. The finding showed that most teachers had a negative attitude towards teaching and only a few thought of teaching as a humanitarian job. The teachers were not happy since government treated teachers poorly. Teachers expressed low social value of themselves, and felt that they were neither respected nor valued by others in their society. Maliki elaborates
that the teachers stressed being dissatisfied with their jobs and would not recommend the profession to any child. However, compared to their male counterparts, female teachers had a more positive attitude towards teaching. Maliki contends that teachers should not be looked down upon by society; rather they should be honoured as *moulders*. She further recommends that the government of Nigeria should enhance teachers’ self-image and promote societal attitudinal change through improving teachers’ salaries and conditions of service.

Using teachers’ attitude inventory administered to 100 B.Ed. teacher trainees, Bhargava and Pathy (2014) investigated the attitude of student teachers towards the teaching profession. The study revealed that female science teachers had more positive attitudes towards teaching than their male counterparts. They also found that new teachers enter teacher training programmes with already established beliefs but pre-service teacher training programmers help in shaping the attitude of teacher trainees by providing a series of experiences incorporated in the curriculum.

A study carried out by Erbas (2014) investigated the relationship between alienation levels of Physical Education teacher candidates and their attitude towards the teaching profession in Turkey. A sample of 695 candidates answered a questionnaire. The teacher trainees felt that the curriculum content did not prepare them for the job. Erbas highlights that alienation and threat can be caused by school administration and academics. He advised that society should develop love for teaching as a career. He also advised that alienation of teaching should be reduced through parental involvement and avoidance of professional isolation of teaching, thereby enhancing some level of admiration for the teaching profession.
Following a normative survey, Mutum (2007) investigated the attitude of teacher trainees towards the teaching profession. The study revealed that 78% of the pre-service students in Imphala East and West campuses of Nagaland University had a positive attitude towards the teaching profession. This finding differs from those of Erbas (2014). However, it concurs with Sharbain and Tan (2012).

**Methodology and Findings**

Sixty-eight (68) Bachelor of Education and postgraduate diploma in education (PDDE) students were involved in the study. A questionnaire of 54 close-ended items and one open-ended item was used. Section 1 of the questionnaire elicited demographic information about the respondents while Section 2 included closed-ended items with a Likert-type items with 6 options (ranging from very strongly agree to very strongly disagree). Section 3 had open-ended questions. Reliability analysis of the items was carried out.

**Hypothesis I**

To test the hypothesis that “to University of Botswana teacher trainees, teaching is not a significantly stereotyped career”, a t-test analysis of the level to which University of Botswana teacher trainees perceive teaching as a stereotyped career was done. The findings are summarised in Table 13.1.
**Table 13.1: Level to which University of Botswana Teacher Trainees Feel that Teaching is a Stereotyped Occupation**

(df = 67)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>μ</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>12.471</td>
<td>3.216</td>
<td>1.971</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>5.053</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 13.1, the observed value of t is greater than the corresponding critical at the level of confidence alpha = .05 and corresponding degrees of freedom. Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected, the inference being that to University of Botswana teacher trainees, teaching is significantly stereotyped.

**Hypotheses II**

This hypothesis related the level to which University of Botswana teacher trainees perceive teaching as a stereotyped and the trainees’ motivation to achieve in their teacher training programme; attitude towards their training programme; the value they attach to their training programme; the effectiveness of the training programme; their willingness to teach; their attitude towards teaching; and their view of teaching as a profession. One-way ANOVA was conducted to test the hypothesis and the findings are summarised in Table 13.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Level of Stereotype</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Source of Variation</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to achieve during teacher training programme</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15.44</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15.91</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>241.1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16.56</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>251.94</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>15.97</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards teacher training programme</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>90.35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45.18</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46.96</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>3227.86</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3318.21</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>48.18</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value attached to teacher training programme</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28.25</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>30.94</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>28.47</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>1031.9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>17.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30.07</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1062.84</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>28.77</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectiveness of Teacher Training Programme</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23.75</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>36.183</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23.66</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>1160.32</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25.32</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1196.51</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>24.15</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to Teach</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>58.64</td>
<td>8.59</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>619.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>309.9</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>59.75</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>2478.86</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3098.67</td>
<td>56</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>61.33</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards Teaching</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>176.7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>88.35</td>
<td>7.78</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>715.78</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21.11</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>892.49</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>18.49</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Professionalism of Teaching</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24.43</td>
<td>4.33</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>413.46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>206.73</td>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25.77</td>
<td>4.56</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>885.38</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>17.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>31.33</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1298.84</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>26.95</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 13.2 shows that there is no significant relationship between teacher trainees’ level of agreement that teaching is a stereotyped career and motivation to achieve, attitude towards training programme, value attached to their training programme, and perceived effectiveness of teacher training programme (sig. > .05 hence the decision to retain the respective null hypotheses). However, significant relationship was established between the teacher trainees’ level of agreement that teaching is a stereotyped career and attitude towards teaching, professionalism of teaching and willingness to teach (sig. < .05, hence the decision to reject the respective null hypotheses). Table 13.3 indicates that the teacher trainees with “low” level of stereotype were significantly more willing to teach, have favourable attitudes towards teaching and see teaching as a profession than those with “high” and “average” levels of stereotype.

**Table 13.3:** Post Hoc Analysis of Teacher Trainees’ Perception of Teaching and Attitude towards Teacher Training Programme and Teaching

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>(I) Level to Which Teaching is Stereotyped</th>
<th>(J) Level to Which Teaching is Stereotyped</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Willingness to Teach</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-1.10714</td>
<td>2.21774</td>
<td>.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-8.15714</td>
<td>2.51779</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>1.10714</td>
<td>2.21774</td>
<td>.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-7.05000</td>
<td>2.16790</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>8.15714</td>
<td>2.51779</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>7.05000</td>
<td>2.16790</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude towards Teaching</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>-.75000</td>
<td>1.03206</td>
<td>.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-4.11111</td>
<td>1.15814</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>.75000</td>
<td>1.03206</td>
<td>.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>-3.36111</td>
<td>.99310</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4.11111</td>
<td>1.15814</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>3.36111</td>
<td>.99310</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Discussion**

University of Botswana teacher trainees felt that the career into which they are being trained is stereotyped as an inferior profession. This is in consonance with Nenty (2010). Such views ostracise teachers to the inferior end of the professional continuum. The belief that the society which they are serving views their occupation as an inferior career is a ‘psychological threat’ that haunts teachers in Botswana. As indicated before, such a threat inhibits behaviour desirable for achievement by teachers and hence by learners, and this in turn hurts the society. Such perception by the society is a disservice to a group of people who are rendering an indispensable service to her. The findings reveal that the level to which teaching is stereotyped relates negatively with willingness to teach, attitude towards teaching and value attached to the profession of teaching.

The dependent variables have positive inter-relationships and attitude showed the weakest relationship. The hypothesis tested revealed no significant relationship between the level to which teaching in stereotyped and attitude towards teaching, value of teacher training and effectiveness of teacher training program. The attitude of teachers towards their profession has always been found to relate significantly to teachers’ behaviour and students’ achievement. Milner and Hoy (2003) stated that teachers with favourable attitude are more open to new ideas and are creative. This finding, considered along with the theory of stereotype threat,
implies that teachers with a feeling of high stereotype threat shy away from their profession and lack enthusiasm for the career. This is in concurrence with Ayodele and Adeyoju (1995) who explain that performance on a task is usually congruent with the attitude the person holds towards the task.

Many factors have been documented to be causing the negative stereotyping of the teaching profession. Historically, teaching changed from being men-dominated to women-dominated. Since society has culturally viewed women as a weaker gender, teaching, which tended to be viewed as ‘a women’s occupation’, was belittled. This view rhymes with Dodeen, Ibrahim and Emad (2003) who report that attitude towards the teaching profession is influenced by gender, with female teachers having a more positive attitude than their male counterparts. Maliki (2013) found that low wages, low social value and lack of recognition reinforce stereotype threat among teachers. Psychological deprivation of teaching environments and stereotype threat emanating from society’s view of the teaching profession contribute to alienation of teacher trainees.

Teacher trainees who saw teaching as highly stereotyped differed significantly from those who saw it as drawing low levels of stereotype in attitude towards the teaching profession. Similarly, Nenty (2010) revealed that the higher the level of stereotype threat the less favourable the teacher trainees’ attitude towards their training programme. The higher the stereotype threat the poorer the attitude towards teaching. Moreover, based on several similar observations, Maliki (2013) also explained that stereotype threat may interrupt learning during teacher training. In the same way, Norris (2014) explains that academic performance can be harmed by awareness that one’s behaviour might be viewed
through the lens of career stereotype. To Norris, stereotype threat goes beyond underachievement in schools; it leads to loss in sense of belonging, reduced practice time for a task, and reduction in the value attached to the training programme. The present study corroborated these views.

**Conclusion**

A choice made to enter the teaching profession should be like a choice to enter any other profession. However, due to the inferior position society has given to teaching, capable students shun teacher training programmes. Over time, teaching has metamorphosed greatly in terms of motivation, qualification and structure. Some of these changes have dissuaded many people from choosing careers in teaching. Thus, reduction of stereotype threat on pre-service teachers might go a long way towards enabling realisation of the dream that the careers of teachers and the processes of teacher education are treated as a worthy continuum of professional growth.


— (2006). *Comparative higher education: Knowledge, the university and development*. Boston, MA: Boston College Centre for International Higher Education.
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Makerere University started in 1922 as a humble technical school enrolling 14 day students of Carpentry, Building and Mechanics. Nine decades later, the University has made giant strides—enrolling over 35,000 students in over 145 study programmes hosted by nine colleges spread across various campuses. As one of the first higher education institutions in East and Central Africa, the university has had to contend with a multiplicity of issues, including relevance, curricula reform, community engagement and graduate employability; access, equity, massification and quality assurance; national politics, regulation, institutional autonomy and academic freedom; funding and financial management; student politics and activism, staff unionisation, management and brain drain; physical resources expansion, utilisation and maintenance; liberalisation, privatisation, commercialisation and internationalisation; Information and Communication Technology (ICT); and institutional leadership and integrity. Today, the University stands out proudly as a hallmark of innovation and excellence in teaching, research and community engagement, notwithstanding the challenges it has experienced over the years. As it celebrates 90 years, the higher education scholarly and policy fraternity take the opportunity to honour and continue the University’s tradition of scholarship and innovation—through contributing ideas for dealing with some of the challenges that the University and similar institutions are contending with. Although studies of Makerere University have been included, it must be understood that this book is not necessarily about the University. Additional studies have been drawn from Botswana, Ethiopia, Ghana, Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Tanzania and other institutions in Uganda.